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Landslips, Towns, Streets, Palaces, Churches,
Castles, Fortifîc:ations,Housé$,Gardens and Walks,with their Parts
as Walls, Doors, Windows, St3irs, Chimneys, Chambers and
Shops,with their Ornaments and Furniture, as Beds,Tables,Chests
Cupboards, Couches, Chairs, Stools, and other Moveables,Kegular
or Irregular, in several Postures.
LIKEWISE
or p aci n
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* ' § d\ forts of Figures, with their several Postures, Scituation ana
Horizon 5 Alio, A TREATISE of Shadows natural by the
Sun, Torch, Candle, and Lamp, very useful and necessary
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Engravers, *\
f Carvers
Jlrchhetts, >
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Embroiderers )
( Tape/Iry markers.
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Faithfully Transiatcd out of French, and Illustrated with 150 Copper Cuts.
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HE Art of Perspective, which hath the eye for its
Principle, to whom Nature hath given more vivacity
and more Perfections then to the other fenses,and which
holdeth amongst them the Rank, and the Advantages
that the Soul hath above the Body, is likewise the fairest and most
delightful of all the Parts, that the Science of the Mathematicks
hath put forth into light. This Science may well boast it self to
be the soul and the life of Painting, seeing that it is it which piveth unto Painters the Perfection of their Art, which in its ordering the heights and the measures of the Figures, the Moveables, the Architectures, and other Ornaments of a Picture: It
instructeth what colours he should use, lively or sad, in what place
he ought to apply the one and the other,' what he ought to finish,
and what ought not so to be
where ©ne is to give a light, and
where there is no need of it : in a word,. it is this„that ought to
begin and finish, feeing that it ought to go throughout all. Without help, the best Master will make as many faults as draughrs,
principally in Architectures, wherewith they would enrich their
Works, as I have seen in Pieces well esteemed, where they have
sailed so foully, that this in part hath been the motive of my design, 'for to cause them to know their errours without naming
them, and so teach the young ones to avoid them. How excellent a Painter soever one is, he must observe all tin se Rules, or he
mall content none but 'gnorants, and a Reasonable Painter that
shall know and use these well, shall do wonders to every ones content. '
'
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The Engraver in Copper ought not to be more ignorant os it
then the Painter, see ing that he doth that with his Graver, which
thecth^r doth with his Pencil .• Itwilliiiake him to know that
which he oug'it to touch toughly, and that which he ought to
makefaint. The need that he hath of this Science is so much the
more necessary, as his Pieces are far more in number, then those
of the Painter: the which if they be skilfully made, his praise
is encreased: if on the contrary, his defects are thereby the more
knnvn, and every Piece is a Mouth which decrieth its Workman.
The Carver in Boss shall learn the height which he must give
to his Statues, as well for below as for the midst, and in proportion to that which is higher, what Projector he must give to Buildings, and toother Bodies that have Mouldings or demi-Boss, the
Angle for the point of the sight, for to take the heights and abridgements of all the Objects near and far off.
The Architect by this Science, may be able to give the understanding of his designes in a small i pace -, he may also elevate one
parr, and leave the other in Plane, for to make his whole work appear 5 and seeing that we are upon Architecture,there needeth that
the Perspective, (or he that profeiseth this,) be learned therein^ at
least in the Practice of the Hand, by reason that the fairest Pieces
of Perspective are made in rich and sumptuous Buildings, framed
according to the Orders of Columns, the Beauty of which dependeth on Proportions and Measures, which ought to be observed therein, otherwise they will offend the eye 5 wherefore they
ought to be well studied, and whosoever knoweth them not when
he ought to know them, is worthy of blame, seeing the easiness
that he hath to learn them, having Vhruvius, VignoU, Scamozzu9.
and many other which have written thereof so pertinently.
It is not enough that he knows the Orders of Columns, he must
understand all the Measures which are ordinarily given to Buildings, and to each particular thing, Gates, Windows, Chimneys,
&c. and to place them well, and to take days sit for the purpose,
t h at he make not any thing like one eye or maimed, to take great
care that every thing be right, nothing faulty, and that the symmetry and proportion be kept, as much as one is able, otherwise
the.
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the Perspective, which is made for to content the sight, would
offend it by its defects.
Goldsmiths, Embroiderers, Makers of Tapistry, Painters;
workers in Silver, in Silk, and in Wool 5 Joyners, and all
others that busie themselves in making designes, and
with Painting, cannot let pass this Science, of Perspective, if they would do any thing that may be commendable.
The most part of those I have known to affect this Science, have assured me, that they have been beaten off by
the great number of lines, that some Authors have set for
to frame and findethe place of their Objects, Bodies, or Figures-, others, by having met with too much obscurity in
their Orders and Explications, and particularly, for that they
have not set the Instructions over against the Figures, and
that whilst that they turn over leaves to sinde them, they forgat that which they desired to know. All these Complaints
oblige me to be more clear, and more Methodical in the
Instructions which I have set before every figure, that they
might have before them the Manner to set into Practice that
which they desire, applying my self to their capacity, without giving such Demonstrations as would obstruct or hinder
them rather then clear them, using words which all may be
able to understand, even in the»* Definitions, as one may fee
at the seventh sol. Having also given to certain things qualities which the common fort give to them, though that in effect they have them not.
Asfor example, at the 15th. foL
where 2" discourse of the distance or removal far off, I have
been constrained to say, against my thought, that it is the
Apple of the eye which rcceiveth the Rays of the Objects.,
as if they were bounded there, by reason that / have experimented that when / say that the Vision is made upon the
Ret'ne, or fifth thin Membrane, at t' e bottom of the eye, that
the Rays do but pass by the Apple, and that the represena z
tation,

tation, or species of that which we behold are turned back * it
feemeth to me that /speak a new language, and that they cannot conceive that. Wherefore having considered tSat this
knowledge did little import for the Practice of this Art: /
oave to "the Apple that which app:rtaineth to the bottom of
the eye, which is the true place of the vision or sight, where
the species ofthe Objects are framed although others fay that
it is in the Cristalline : Those which would be refo'.ved i» this,
may look into Jqutlten Scheiner and d:s Cartes, which have very well discoursed thereof.
Although/have used all diligence possible, for to render
this Science very easie, yet J doubt not but many may
sinde trouble therein at the beginning -, but he which shall
be able to surmount the difficulties, which he shall finde at
the first 5 there is nothing which he may not understand and
practice, so that he be careful to understand well, and retain
one Order, before that he turn over the leaf : because that
they are, as it were linked together, and dependent the one
of the other: this little pains will give the satisfaction, by
the easiness which one shall have afterwards, in making all
whatsoever he would.
It shall be known by the Table following, that this Book
sufficeth for to make all sorts of Perspectives, by using the orders, which the Figures and Letters shall shew, the which one
may bring together to have that wkich one desireth , in which
he that would make some fair Perspective, shall be delighted to
find presently that which he shall conceive will content his
minde: and then he shall have far more delight then if he
copied a Piece wholly made by another 5 and if one be
constrained to imitate any one, this shall be done with facility, seeing that there are here orders, of all that possibly
he can meet with. I confess freely that I have an incredible delight in making of new designs, and in inventing of new pieces

which
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which I would have published, as others have done, had
it not been that my desire is, that every one should be partaker of this Recreation which he may take in composing
them,&making them himself, having given ium'ailthe means,,
and the orders for to bring the fame to pass. But if any
one will not take this as pains, he ilia 11 find many of them
all made already in Marolois^Uredcman \ Uricije , and others,
which have taken delight to make their ingenuity appear
therein.
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So many , so fair, and excellent works.have served to
make iome Painters lazy , that they will not learn to make
that which they found already made-, they are c'onrent
only to design those the best that they are able, and as.
far as they understand them, the which would be tolerable,
if they did initate them wclU but counterfeiting them without understanding, they make nothing that is good , giving
cr. inárily so many points in a Picture, as they mall meet with
objects therein, lines and returns, they will make you;
fee the under part of a thing, which as a certain one hath
very well said, steal from particulars that which they give
to the publick, 60 draw glory to themselves from the labour
of others.
/ had rather fay freely, that / intending to make this
little Treatise of Perspective-, / would see, as far as
I could, those which had written thereof, and take
from one and others, that which might serve for my
subject , afterwards to make a General Restitution ,
with which / hive mingled a little of mine own , for
to bind them together, and to follow an Order, which they
had forgot to keep. The first that / found to have
given some light to this Science, is George Reich, an
High-Germane ,
in the tenth Book of his Works :
After him Viator, a Cannon of Toul, which hath
given
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given store of good Figures, but too íictle Tnstructions.
fter him came Albert Durer, an excellent man, which hath
left some Rules and Principles amongst his Works in the fourth
Book' of his Geometry: John Cousin also hath made a Book
thereof, wherein there are many good things. After those
came Daniel Barbaro^ Fignola, Serlio* du Cerea», Sirigary, Salo»
mon de Caus, Marolsis, Uredement, Uriefje, Guidas Ubaldns, Pietro, Acolti, le Sieur àeVauliza,d, le Sieur Desargues, and lately
the Reverned P,Niceron aMwime^whom I have seen all,the one

after the other, aeimiring their study and pains, for to ierve
rhe Publick, esteeming my self much honoured to imitate
that which they done, and to be the unknown Copier of
their Works, besides those which I have nam.-d; there are
many other brave spirits , which have written thereon,
which I have not had the happiness to fee, because I could not
attain to it
This Multitude of Authors cauleth sufficiently
to understand, that this Science hath been in all times cherished and esteemed by the most curious spirits, and more in that
age that we are in, then in any other pass'd, the which
maketh me to hope, that this little work will not displease many, seeing that it bringeth Instructions, which
have not been seen for setting into Perspective, that which
falleth ordinarily under the senses, and by consequence giveih the manner of making all sorts os Perspectives which any one can imagine.
I desire to proceed to cause it to be seen, and to teach
to set into Perspective all that may be set into it, not only
in lieceslevel, andupon an united Plane, but also the bending, round and oblique, as for to paint within Roofs, frettings or rais'd Works, Corners and Turnings again, making to appear square, or round, that which it mall not
be. In one word, all the Rarities and Deceits of Perspective, whereof these ought to come forth first, being the
fuondations and principles of those which must, follow.
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r /íhili know that they maybe pleasing, and that they are
If
look'dupon with a courteous eye, it sliall be such a contentD
ment
and satisfaction to me, as / hope not for, and which
uit my self of my Pro-
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PERSPECTIVE

The Definitions) Names end Term of the F oints, Lines and Figures which we stall
vje,
^ He point hath not any parts, as we Tee A, in figure, i. In Perspective, there
are three sorts thereof, which are called, points of sight, points of distance,
and points contingent or accidental.
_ The line, is a length without breadth, as A B in figure 2. The Perspective hath
five principle ones, the which it always useth. The 1. The line of the base or plane,
as C D may be in figure 3. The 2. The line Perpendicular, or Plomb-line, which
falling upon another, makeih the Angles on the one part and another equal, and these
Angles are called Right Angles, and the line is Perpendicular to that upon the whi«h
hi the figure 3 . A B and £ F, falling upon C D, do make the Angle right
in G\ The 3. are Inks parallel-, These are lines the which being continued npon the
fame plane, and prolonged on the one part and other infinitely, will never meet together, as N O, in the figure 6. The Horizontal line, is no other thing,tben a parallel to
the base-, We ihall speak of it more largely in its place. The 4. is the line Diagonal,
this is a line drawn from one Angle to another^as K L in the figure 10.And the 5. The
line occult *or pointed,is a line which ought to be triade in white,or with points,as O N

■?

There are two other Angle»,- uncWtwhich are comprized all the Angles which are
not right, the one is called the Obtuse which is more then right, as H L M, in figure 5.
And the other iharp, which is less thert right, as is H IK, in the fame figure.
A term, is the end of any thing,as in the 2. A and B are terms or the ends of the line,
A figure, is comprized by one or by more terms, as in 7.8.9. 15.14, &c. are
figures.
The square, hath the four sides equal, and the four Angles right, ABC D,in fig.7.
The Parallelogram, or long square, hath1 the four Angles right, but not the sides
equal as CDEF,. in fig 8.
The Triangle Equilateral, hath the three sides equal, as G HI in fig. 9.
Section and Intersection of lines, are (weJineswhkh do cross and divide themselves
in one point, as in the figure 11, the lines A B and C D, divide themselves in E.
The bowed or crooked line-, is that which is drawn by a Circuit from one point to
another, as L M,in fig. 12
A Circle or Round, is a plane figure, comprized in one line only, called a cireumfeiCKce, towards which all the lines coming from the Center are equal between themselves, as B C D 6f the figure 13, the point of the midst of the Circle A, is called the
Center
The Diameter, is the right line B C of the Circle, the which passing by the Center
of the Circle A, divideth it into two equally
The Oval is a long figure, comprized within one line only, not Circular but bowed
and Regular as E in fig. 14.
The Spiral or Volute, is a line, that is framed by two Centers, or by one only by
Revolution or Diminution F, in fig. 15.
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The Rest of the Definiti.r.s, Names and Termes.
Angénts are one or more lines, which being drawn forth, do but only touch
r graze upon some Object, figures or lines, without dividing them in any
0
manner, as A B touch the Circle C, at the points DD.
I have placed here two forts of lines, which bear the fame name with the
Precedent, and which nevertheless produce another effect, by reason of the point of
fight, and of the Perspective, for the Angle E A B ought to be held for a right
Angle, and all the lines C ought to be held for Perpendiculars upon the Plane in Perspective, as is D F, and the lines A B, G I, and H K, are accounted Perpendiculars
upon the base, and all the lines which go to the point of sight, either from above or
from.below, or on the side, ace called Rays, and lines visual or Radial.
The Plai e or Ichnography, is a description or first design, the which representeth
by single lineaments the Prints or foot-steps, which the foundation of the thing which
one would describe, would make upon the Ground, to the end that by one view only,
one may behold the correspondence,scituation and interval of the parts between themselves, as one may fee in L and M.
■ A PoJygone is a figure which hath many Angles as is L A Degree is one little
part, whereby the Circle is divided into 360, and every degree is further divided by
the Astronomers into 60 Minutes, and these Minutes into 60 others which they call
Seconds, &c. the which is not useful" for us here. It fufficeth that we know, that
she degrees are those little divisions which are in the Circle N O P
for to have the
knowledge of the Angles. This knowledge will enable easily to make all forts of Polygones, by dividing 3 60 by the number of Angles, which one would have in the fic
gure: sor example, if I would make a square, 1 divide 360 by 4, and the Quotien
will give 00, which is the right Angle N MO, and so of others : for those which
1
have not the use of Arithmetic*, they /hall finefe at the fourth side of the Geometrica
urders to make such, whatsoever may please them.
"
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PERSPECTIVE
Son.e Orders of' Ceo;nttrj,for to make we Lines and Figures, which we are abo'/t to define.

Or to make the Perpendiculars, or as the Workmen fay, the square Draught, which
is necessary in all our operation?, if that you would have it in the midst- ot a line, as
A E, you must open the Compass more then the half of the line, and place one leg
of it at the point A, and with the other frame two little Arches or Bows above and below,as h
ar d to do the fame from the point E, and the sections of these little Arches,will give the Perpendicular upon A E, i figure.
2. If the line be at the bottom of the table or paper, and that one cannot make the Arches
above and below You must divide this line into two, for to have the point G, then from the
ends of this line to make the Arches.which shall divide themselves in H,then to draw a line
from H, to G, as in the second figure.
3. To elevate a Perpendicular from the end of a line, as from the ^oint I of the line IK.
This may be done divers ways,first as we have faid,but when place is wanting you must place
one leg of the Compass at the point I, and with the other leg to make a great portion of the
Circle L M, then to set the Compass so opened upon the point M,and with the other to make
it to divide the Circle at the point N, then to take the half towards the point O, for to have
the right Angle O I K, or without busying ones self to seek this half of the Arch M N, you
must with the fame, opening of the Compass make yet upon the N, and from th e, fame point
N, an Arch P Q,then having laid the Ruler at the points M and N,you must draw a line which
shall divide this Arch P Q,at the point P,and elevate a line from I to P,for to have the Perpendicular and the right Angle P IK, figure 3.
4 Otherwise. If from the point P, yoii would raise a Perpendicular, take a point at pleasure upon the line P R, as Q^and from the point Qmake a Circle which toucheth the point P,
and shall divide the line P S, in some part, as S, then to draw from S, by the point Q, unto
the circumference of the Circle T, and T P, ihall be the Perpendicular, fig. 4. For to abreviate all the orders, you must have an equaller very just.
5. From a point given upon a line to make a Perpendicular to fall From the point given A«
you must make the Arch B C,which divideth the line given E F, at the points G H,from these
points G H, make two little Arches above and b:low,which ihall divide themselves as at the
point I, then from the point A, cause a line to fall pasting by I, upon the line E F, and that
shall be the Perpendicular of the point given.
6. From a point given at the end of a line to make a Perpendicular tall. Let the point
given be K, and the line L M, from the point K, you must draw a line traversing at pleasure,
which divideth in some place the line L M, as N : after divide this line K N, into two equal
parts, and from the midst 0,make the Arch that paiTeth by the point K, and at the section
which it will make upon the line L M, as P, and the point P, ihall be to make the Perpendicular tofdiKP.
7. The parallels. For to be well made ought to be over half-Rounds, which they ought to
touch as F G, which is parallel to H I, it is made over the half, Round which it toucheth at
the points K L.
8. To divide a line into many equal parts. Let the line to be divided be A B. You must
draw another above or below, which may be parallel to it, as CD, and upon this latter,
which must be greater or lesser, then that which is to be divided : You must make as many
parts, as you would divide that of A B into, as in our example seven, then from the first ana
last point of these divisions, to draw lines which pass by the ends of that which is to be divided , which Ifcall divide themselves in a certain point as here, having drawn from C by A,
and from D, by B, the section E is made, at which point F, you must draw all the divisions
•fib e line C D, and the lir.e A B, ihall be divided as one desireth.
1.

$

For to frame the Tigvrei.

f"*!!" ¥ ítë line À B, be given to mal<c o ■ it a square You must ht one Leg of the compafs,atthe point
g an j wi.h ih? other leg take the ieng.h A B, and holding firm at the point A,whh the other leg
JL ;he Compass, make the Arch B C,and make also from the peint B,the Arch A D,which shall divj
themselves a. the point E, wichout the siie of the section, he mult tranlport the half of the Arch A E,or
E, which ihal) be in the points D C, by ihe-which drawing right lines one shall have a perfect square.
After another ma.' n. r. Upon the line A B, draw from the point A, a Perpendicular C A, equal to
B, then having taken with a Compass the kr.g.h A B or AC, you must set the leg of the Compass
the point B, and with the o.ru r make an Arch , and do altogether the fame from the point C, the fed)
on of ihôsi two Arches ihall be the point D, for to frame the square A B C D.
2. t or to make a parallelogram or long square:Dnw aPerpendicular greater or smaller thenE F,as E
then ha i lg taken the height E G,let a kg of the Compass at F, and wi.h the other nuke an Arch, take al
the 1 .ugh E F,nd set a leg of theCompass in G/in J make a ieconi Arch then divide the first at H, an
you shall have that which you dJire,you must always observe the same thing, for all the four rightAngle
Of Polygones Circular, which are Figures with divers Angles within one Circle
3. For the Triangle equilateral
You must let the half Diameter at the point A,and describe the Ar
D L, and draw a line D h, this line ihall be the fide of the Triangle, D E F.
4.For the square draw 2 Diameters at right Angles,& joyn their ends,-:his shall be the square A BC|
5. For the Pentagone cr five Angles. Make 2 Diameters, and take D G, the half of the Demy-Di
miter D 1, and from the point G, of the Interval G A, make the Arch A H, the fubtendent HA,' flu
be the fide of the Pentagone.
6 For the Hexagone, or six Angles. The half Diameter is the side of the Hexagone.
7. For the Her tajo/ie or seven Angles.Take the half of the side of the Triangle Equilateral A.
8. For the Octogone or eight Angles Take the half of the quarter of the Circle
9 For the Ennagone or 9 Angles.Take the 2 thirds of the half Diameter ,as E B,for its side.
I o. For the Décagone cr ten Angles: Take an half Diameter and divide it in two at the point G,th(
from the pci.it G, and the interval G A, make the Arch A B, the part of the half Diameter B C, ih;
make the side of the Décagone.
II
For the Her.d cagone or eleven Angle?. Make two Diameters at right Angles, and from tl
point A, make the Arch B C, or the interval of the half Diameter , then from the intersection C, un;
the E, draw a line C t> Tf.U is the fide of the Hendécagone
12. For th.- Dodccagone, or twelve Angles, divide into 2 the Arch of the Hexagone A B, the fubtei
dent ihall b: the side
15. The Oval i< made of many fashions and all composed of portions of the Circle,or of one only Ii
bv two Centers, the most commonly used are theft .Having made a Circle wi.h 2 Diameters,as AB Cl
fro.n the points A B, we must make more two circles equal to the first, then from the point D tb
draw a i ié by the Center of the 11st Circle A, unto the circumference E, then setting a leg of the Con
p f- at the point D, wi h the other, you must rake the interval E, and make the Arch E F. You must 1
' as much on the oilier side, anl the Wall will be made.
14 For an Ovid more round. YOJ must draw one only line, and make a Circle, of the Center A,ai
from the section of this circle upon the right line at the point B, this ihall be the Center of another Cii
cle. To frame the Oval, you must take with a Compass all the Diameter of one of the Circles, as froii
the point A to the point Ë, and set at the sections of the two Circles D E, a leg of the Compass, and wiri
the other leg make the Arch D G H,áhd to do the fame from the point E.
1 5. There is ano-her manner of making of Ovals very easie,and more useful then the former,secing th
by one and .he same Order, they be made lcno,narrow, large, sliort,&c See here how they are made. Yo
pit st upon a right line sot two nails, or two pins, which s.rve for the Center,as A B,for to fasten a threa
or small cord ofìbê*htignt and largeness that you would have the Oval, as is the pack-thread A B C : ya
siiust hold this thr:ad bended with a feather or pencil, which you ihall turn, until that you be arrivf
where vou have begun, if you would make it longer, lengthen out the Center, and do the contrary, if yo
would have i: short : for if you set the two nails close one to the other,you shall have a Round.
16. For the Volute, or line like unto the Spiral, take two points upon one line, as A B, let these tfl
points lèrve foi a Qnuer, the one aster the other : for example,having made the half-round A B,fet agai
ehe íea of the C ompass on B, and with the other leg take the length A,and make an half-Circle A C.The
holding on-.-1 ; oiVhe Compass at A, you must take rhe distance A C, and makethe half-Round C D an
(0 citirjai •
,'l>-i- changing
çxl; ìkz Centers.
Vignola giveth it another fashion.
w
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Of the Payes VISUAL.

He Object being a Point, then there is but one Ray Visual
made from theObject to the Center of the Eye 5 And this Ray is
called Axe or Centrical,which is the most lively, and the strongest of all the other Rayes,as you see in the Figure AB. It is this
which divideth always the Horizontal line, and which giveth the Point
of the sight.
If the Object be a right line,the Rayes Visual make a Triangle, whereof the line C D is the Base # and the two sides arc the Rayes on the outside, which come from the Eye A, and make the Triangle CAD, And
A B is the Centrical Radius. If this line were viewed by one end,it would
seem as one poiiK.
If the Object be a Superficies plane or spherical, the Vifual-Rayes will
mike a P/f amid,the Base of which is die Object C D E- F, and the topis
the Eye A, the rest of this Pyramide are the Rayes Visual 5 if the Superficies were view'd by the side, it would make but a line. Of all the
Rayes Visuals the strongest is the Centrical Á B : and so much as the orhers are further off, by so much they are the weaker, and keep nevertheless a reasonable strength unto the opening of a right Triangle, at G A P.
Thofo which pass the right Angle, are so weak, that they are not seen but
confusedly,and therefore there is need that the out-side Rayes which may
comprehend die Object, make at least a right Angle within the Eye.

T

Wherefore one may fee better A Perspective with one Eye only; then with two*

According as some lay, the whole oòject is better seen with one eye only
then with two -, because,say they, that the sight is then more piercing, in
respect that all theVisual spirits oftheEye closed are directed and brought
to the other, and this union of Visual spirits giveth a great force, and maketh the sight very str©ng:for every Virtue united is much more vigorous,
then when it is dispersed:which is the cause,as they fay,that by closing one
of the Eves all the Visual Ver tue which was dispersed in the two, Cometh
to joyn it self, and to be gathered into one, and by this means it is the better. See here wherefore they hold it fora certain thing, that any one seeth
more exaitHvha-wing one Eye closed,then being both open.
Howsq.-ver it be, it is ceaain, that one may fee a Perspective better
with one Eye alone then with two, because that the Centrical Radius
seeketh out the point of the sight, where all the radials of the Picture do
m et, which caused, the whole to be seen in its Perfection : which is the
reason that we do not say the point os the eycs,butthe point of theeye.* for
to give to understand that the Perspective is more pleasing, when it is
viewed with one eye only.
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The First Definition.

the Art which reprefenteth every Object, seen by some
Diaphane or transparent Medium, through which the Visual Rayes
penetrating, are terminated or bounded at the Object: and generally ail thai is seen through somthing, as through the Air,through
the Water,through the Clouds, through Glass, and the like, things may
be said to be seen in Perspective. And because we can see nothing:, but
through these things, we must say, that all that we see is seen in Perspective.
The end of Perspective is to represent upon a Plane, as is £ F G H,
the objects which are beyond such, as you see here ABCDj represented
in I K L M : for to understand this better, let us suppose that there is upon
the Ground an object ABC D, and that the Eye of the Beholder is in O,
if one put between the one and the other a transparent Body, marked with
E F G H, the Sections which the Rayes of the Eye would make of the
Perpendicular QR S T> would make the Figure IK LM, such as the eb^
ject would appear in the transparent Body: which raaketh us to understand, that all Perspective is no other thing, then sections of a line : This
is the reason that Monsieur Murolois^ calleth always that which he putteth
in Perspective -, The Appearance os theSection, because that the Plane
E F G H, divideth the visual Pyramid ABCD and O, and giveth for
the Section IK L M.
The reason of these Sections is, that one only line can determine nothing,& that it is ne jessary,that there be two of them which divide themselvs for to have a Point: seeing that it is certain,that from our eye to the
object there is.always maie a Radius or right line,(his cannot fail us : but
for to have another, which mustdivide it, we must imagine, that from
oar foot there is made a Center, from whence divers Lines or Rayes do
proceed which go>to the Angles of the objects,which we behold as from
the Center P to the Angles A B)C E>, the which Rayes being divided by
some transparent Plane, as is E F G H, all these Rays P B,P A, P C,P I>y
which were Horizontal, raise themselves, and become-Perpendiculars, as
P B, becometh QM. P D,becomech R L,&c. For if they remained Horizontal, the Visual Rayes would not divide them, bait at the object it
self where both of them do meet. This is the Reason that we always suppose a Plane, the which making the Rayes to reflect, giveflnthe means to
divide them, and so to sinde all the Points, to frame the appearance of the .
' objects whatsoever they be.
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The Second Defnìtiom

I

Chnography, is the Pourtraiture of the Platform or the Plane, upon

the which we would raise any thing, .as A B C D is the Ichnography
or the plane of a square body*
The Third Definition*

Orthography is the Pourtraict of the face, or the fore-part of the ob/ect,
as of a Building, or else it is the Representation of the Body, or of the
Edifice directly opposite to our eye, so as £ F G H is the orthography
or the fore-part of a Cube, or of a Building 5 for as the Ichnography
representeth the Plane, so the Orthography giveth the representation of
£he side opposite to the Eye.
The fourth Definition.
Scenogrjphyfis that which representeth the Object wholly elevated and
perfect,' with all its diminutions and umbrages, as well on the fore-part
as on the sides, which may be seen, and are above, as I K L M NO P,is
a perfect Cube $ in brief, it is the work wholly accomplished, which conteineth in it ielf the other Parts.
That we may make these words more Intelligible, we ihall name hereafter the Ichnography,the Plane £the Orthography3the face oribre-parr5
and the Scehography, the Elevation*

seem

Wherefore the obje&s that Are far distant
to abroach and joyn themjehes
together, although they be in equal distance.

His Figure will help to satisfie this question, which is difficult enough let us suppose then, that some body hath his eye fat the
5
midst of a line : it is evident, that if he would fee the two Ends
thereof A B,he must make an half-round VX,the center of which
is the Eye, and the centrical Ray 11, and making this half-Circle, he
discovereth the objects, which are on the one side and other in such manner, tratitseemeth to him. that the farthest distant of the side A, seem to
come near to the centers.And those on the side B go thither also,and seem
as if they would joyn themfclvs.as much as' the one and the other side can.
•If one ask why the things so distant,appro'ach the one to the other,whether they be of the side either above or below us : for itseemeth, that that
which is on our sides would joyn themselves, and that the planchers both
above and below, do raise up and abase themselves the farther they are
distant scorn us.
Behold the Answer'and theReason in two words:It is, that all the objects
appear.under the visualAngle,under the which they are scenmow it is that
the columns,trees, or whatsoever objects they be,which are on theside A,
the farthest distant will appear to draw towards the center T, because they
are viewed by an Angle, or by a Radius that draweth thitherward 5 and as
for example, rhe Ray f K, is much nearer the centrical T, then is f C,
and f E, and by consequent it ought to appear so : and if the the objects
were produced infinitely, they would still approach nearer to the centrical
T, until that they would seem to make but one point, which would be infinite, as all the points of sight ought to be.
Now in Petspective the sides AK»B S, remain not Parallels, but are
changed into visual Rayes, which divide themselves at the point of sight,
and by this means caufethe Diminutions of the body and sides of the
objects. 'For example in the second Figure, the eye being in a distance
capable of seeing the line A B, from the two Angles A B, two Rayes
begin to be made, which go to sinde out the point of sight T. And these
Rayes A T and B T, receive the sections that the point of distance giveth
to objects, which do close together proportionally, as we shall declare in j
its place, so that the whole Parallellograrane A K, B S, and all the objects that are on the one part and the other, come to be reduced to the
little (pace A V, B X: and if the eye were farther distant, this space '
would be yet biu-r, by reasonchat the objects, view'd afar off, seem vers
smail, as 1 shall make it appear'-in the next leaf.
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Wherefore the ob)ects draw near to each sthtr*, being vie*?dafar eff,
E have already said, that things do appear according to the Angle, in the
which they are view'd ^ this Angle is taken at the Eye, where the lines do
meet that do compute the Object ; for example, the first Object being B C,
•if the Eye A look upon it, it will cause the Rayes A B and A C, which give the Angle
BAC: so that an Object seen in a great Angle will appear great, and another seen in
a little Angle will appear little : Now it is, that the Objects being equal, those that
are farthest off are view'd in a less Angle : we must conclude then, that the Objects
farthest off, ought to be the least in Perspectives : for example, if the Eye be in A the
Object B C, which is the first, will appear to it the greatest, because that it is viewed
by a greater Angle, the 2 3 4 and 5 Objects, will appear to it always the lefs,although
that they be equal : the reason is, because that the Angles diminish -, according as the
Objects are farther distant if the Eye were remitted into N L K L, it would appear the
greatest, and B C would be no bigger then N O.
This second figure is in pursuit of that which we are speaking of : for supposing, that
the Objects appear such, as is the Angle within which they are viewed • it followeth
thence, that if one draw many lines under one and the fame Triangle, that they ought to
appear equal amongst themselves : so we say, that all the lines which are comprised
between the lines of the Triangle N O P, will appear equal amongst themselves. Now;
seeing that all the Objects comprised by the same Angle seem equal, those which shall
be comprised by a greater Angle will seem greater, and those that shall be comprised
by a less Angle will seem less.
Supposing that which we have said, if there were a quantity of Columns or Pilasters of one side and the other in an Hall, it would be of necessity that the Objects
should be under the fame Angle, and that all ihould proceed unto one point, which
is within the Horizon O. For example, the Eye being in A, discovering the first Object DE if from the points DE, one draw the visual Rayes, D O, E O, they will
make the Triangle D O E, which will enclose the Pilasters D E, FG, H I, K L,
M N, whence they ought to appear all equal.
That which we have said concerning the sides, ought to be understood likewise of
the pavements and planchers : for the diminutions of the Angles, under the which we
fee the Objects that are far off, are made as well both above and under us as on the
sides. Wherefore we shall fay thereof 110 other thing, but only that we must observe that there be as many squares between the Objects farthest off, as between those
that are nearer : for although that the Objects which are remotest do close themselves, the more far they are off : yet they cease not to keep their said distance, as
we may fee between B C D E, which is the Interval of the Pilasters, there are §xteen squares. There are also sixteen between the most distant K L M N.
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follow; th on chat which we were speaking of, that if one joyn
together two Triangles, as in the last, but one for the sides 5 and
two of the list for the top and the bottom, that all four together
will bound themselves in one only point A, which is the point of
sight where all the visual Rays come to joyn together 5 and by this
means it cemeth to prove that which we are speaking of, That according to the measure of the distance of the Objects, they come to
close together 5 those which are belotv raise themselves, and those
which are above abase themselves, and those of the sides close themsel vs5as we may fee in the sirstFigure,the which maketh us fee by the
Eye the hollowings which flie from, and seem to be far distant from
us, although we have them all near to our Eye.
The Trees being produced by the fame cause, bring forth the same
effect that the columns do
for being all comprised under the same
Angle, and the two ranks having each a Triangle, the Triangles joyn
themselves in one point A, and frame a third, which is the Earth5and
the fourth, if you will, shall be the Air : and iijfâffordeth as a delight
which rejoyceth us, and recreateth the sight. We will now begin to
lhew, how it must be proceeded to bring into Perspective, anj planes
body and figure whatsoever.;
T
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Horizon»

-^HE Horizon in the Art os Perspective, is no other thing
then a line which giveth us the height of our Eye, in such
manner, as, ifweberais'd as thefírûman, our Horizon shall
be high : if we be but of our own height, as the second man:
it will be but of our height: and if we be lying or set, as the third, our.
Horizon will be low : so that the Horizon iheweth how much the Eye
is elevated from the Earth.
*
This is the principal Piece of the Picture, and which ought to give
the Rule to all the rest, as well for the bending of the Buildings and Architectures, as for the Measures and heights of the Figures. The which
hath caused a petty dispute between the best Painters 5 for the one fay,
that it must needs be that all Pictures have their Horizon within the
werk, and that the Perspective suffereth that a Picture elevated above
the Eye, bearethits particular Horizon. Others will not hav« this
second Horizon, and use always the Natural, in what place soever the
Picture be placed, imagining that all the height and breath which they
have before them is as a great Piece or Picture, of which that which is
elevated in effect ought to take its Measures .• The honour that J bear
to the one and theother, suffereth me not to de termine upon it, seeing
that many good Authors have suffered them both. But is any one should
press me to (peak my opinion, I would fay freely that I am of the opinion of the latter, by reason that all that is in the Picture would appear
there more natural.
This line beareth always the Points of sight, of distance, and sometimes the Contingents or Accidental : in brief, this is that which separated the Heaven from the Earth, and which limiteth the sight: it is
always Parallel to the bottom of the Picture or Plane, upon the which
the Object is placed : whence it appeareth,that one cannot set any thing
above the Horizon, which surpaiseth not the height of the Eye. But if
the Object be so high, that it pafsetft this Horizon, it must be then, that
the Plane of the lame Object be above as for example, a Tree or
a Mountain may well have its Top above the Horizon • but nevertheless
the foot thereof is far on this side.
All that is below the Horizon, maketh its upper part appear, and as
soon as one is past it, one can fee it no more. For example, the two Pieces placed upon the foundation of the first figure A B shew their Top,
because that the Horizon is above that of the second figure D C, do not
shew it : and if they be as it were in the fame line,by greater reafon,those
of the third E F ought less to (hew it, feeiag that they exceed it very
much : they are nevertheless as high the one as the other, it is then the
Horizon that caufeth this difference.
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of the Base.

T

H E Base of the Plane. This is the line upon the which the Object: ought*
to be, and every Object hath its own, the which is always Parallel to the Horizon, as is A B of the first Figure : F G of the second : N O of the
third : This line serveth sometimes to give the lengths and the bredths, as we shall
see afterwards. It is always the bottom of the Picture which must give all the Measures.

of the Point of fights Point of Perspective, Point Ocular, or Point Principal*

T

HE Point of Sight, of Perspective, Principal or Ocular. This is a Point
which makerh the Axis of the Eye, or the Centrical Ray above the Horizontal line, as E of the first Figure is the point Ocular above the Horizon C D,
at which all the lines or visual Rayes ought to joyn themselves : It is called also the
point of the Eye, by reason that it is opposite to him which looketh upon it.
of the Points of Distance:

T

HE Point of distance, or Points of distances. Is a point or points ( for they
make two, although it be not necessary )which are to be set equally distant from
the point of sight: They call them points of distance : because that the Person
must be as much distant from the Figure, or Picture, and from the base, as these points
are distant from the Point Ocular, and they must always be within the horizontal line,
as HI is the Horizon : K, the point of sight : L and M are the points of distance,
which serve to afford all the Abridgements. As for example, if from the ends of the
fine E G, one draw two lines to the point K, and from the fame points F G, one draw
two lines to the points of distances M and L, where these two lines G L and F K shall
be divided at the point X, and G K, and F M, at the point Y, this shall be the line of
sinking or hollowing, and the abridgment of the square, whereof F G is a side and the
base : the lines that go to the point of sight are all visual Rays, and those which go to
the points of distance are Diagonals.
of Points Accidental.

P

Oints Contingent or Accidental. Are certain Points where the Objects do end,
which may be cast negligently, and without order, under the Plane : it is because they are not drawn to the Point ocular, nor to the points of Di(lances :
but by chance and at adventure, where they meet each other in the Horizon : as for
example, these two pieces of wood X and Y, do make the points V, V,V,V, above the
Horizon P and Q, and go not to the point of sight which is R, nor to the points of distance S and T : And sometimes the Bodies or Objects are so ill ordered, that one must
make these points wLhout the Horizon, as we shall cause to be seen in its place. They
serve also for the Openings of doors, of windows, of stairs, and such like things.
The which shall be seen hcreaf.ir.
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Of the Point of the Front.

T

H E point of sight direct, or of the front Î it is when we have
the Object whole before us, without being more on the one side
then the other, and then one hath the Object wholly right 5 that
is to say, that it fheweth nothing but the fore-part, when it is elevated,
and a little above, if it be under the Horizon, but it never iheweth its
ídes, if the Objects be not a Polygone. For example, the Plane A B
C Dis wholly the front, so that one can see nothing of the sides A B
norC D if it were elevated, but only the fore-part AD. The reason
is, for that the point of sight E, being directly opposite to it, it causeth.
the diminution of the one side and the other5 this ought to be understood
if the Object were an Elevation: for when there is nothing but the
Plane, it iheweth all, as A B Ç D. " "

of the Point of the fide.

T

HE oblique point of sight, or on the side.j Is when we fee the
Object on the side of us,and that we fee it not but athwart,or with
- the corner of the Eye, our Eye being nevertheless always over
against the point of sight : for then we fee the Object on the side, and
it iheweth us two faces : for example, if the Eye be in F, the point of
fig ht the Object G H IK, will appear to it athwart, and will lie w to it
two faces G K and G H, and then it will be a point of the side. We ought
to do altogether the fame in the points of the sides, as in the points of
1
the front, setting a point ossight, and those of distances , &C. briefly*
tfie fame is to be done, as at the view of the front.
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Of the 'Visual Rayes.
HIS is a general Maxime, That all die lines which are Perpendicular to the
base, within a Geometral Plane, ought always to be drawn at the point ot
sightjwhen one would set the same Planes in Perspective^for example,in thelittle
Plane of the first figure the base isAB,upon which all the lines Z areperpendicular to it.
This being suppoled, that if one give a less or a greater line then that of the Plane,
as the great line A B, which hath the fame number of divisions with the little one, and
from all these divisions Z, one draw to the point of sight all these lines of Z to E, they
will all be perpendicular to the base, according to the Reasons of Perspective, we
may also name them Radial, and properly visual Rayes : the last of which are called
Extremes, by reason that they are at the end of the base, as are these A B.
of the Diagonals or Diametral*, and of their sections*
TT T is also a Maxime, that all the Diagonals of squares in Perspective, are drawn
1 at the Point of distance. For example, at the little Plane of the second Figure,the
jgJDiagonals D O, F O, are drawn at the points of distances in the Plane in Perspective, the which maketh that the points of distances do give us the Abridgements of the
Objects, that the point of sight doth remove from us : in such manner (as we have already said) that if one draw from the ends of the line of the base F G to the points of
distances LM, they shall be Diagonals • and where the lines shall divide the outmost
Rayes F K and G K, at the points O ^ this shall be the Abridgment of the square,
whereof F G is one side : and where the fame lines shall divide the lines Z at the
point Q^one must draw Parallels which shall give the Abridgement of all the squares,
and a like number of all the sides, as in the little Plane. And the more these points of
distances are removed from the point of sight, the more the Objects do abridge themselves aud close together. And this is it,why all the Beauty of the Perspective dependeth on the points of distances, which ought neither to be too near, nor too far off from
the point of sight ; the which made me set this third figure, with diversity of removals,
for to cause a belief of the verity of that which I am speaking. Let us suppose then
that R is the point of sight, and S S the outmost Rays ^ if one sets the point of distance
at T, he shall divide the Radius SR, at the point V, which shall be the abridgement
of the square,-whereof S S is one side, the which is ridiculous to fee a square which
should appear three times more hollow then it ought to be, by reason that the point of
the distance T is too near to the point of the sight R, for it must be at the nearest, that
the point of distance be as far removed from the point of sight, as the half of the Picture, or of the Perspective, which one would have seen, as is X, removed from R,
by reason that these Removals do always give a right Angle to the Eye of theBeholder.
In V it would be more pleasing, dividing the square at 2, and at 3, it Would be better,
dividing it at 4. At 5 it would be far enough removed,and would make the square more
short in 6, as we sliall give the reason in the figure following.
Some one may say to me, why have I then set in all the Figures of this Book, the
points of distances so near, seeing that being removed farther, the whole would have
been more pleasing : And he might by reason, if I had made the book only to have bin
seen for curiosity : but it being made for to teach, there was need that all should be
seen, the better to understand our Orders : this is the cause, diat I have put into the
works as much as I could, jf one answer me, that it were better to make the book
longer : I must then have made it much bigger, and have set but one figure in every
page : the which I would avoid and make a book, convenient for carriage
and it will suffice to advertise that amongst the works that one shall make,he ought
so enlarge them ; the which is easie,keeping the Rules which we have given*

T
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of the Distance^ or Removal and Setting.

W

E have said, speakings of far off visual Rayes, that the Eye could not conveniently discover more, then that which may be comprised within one right
visual Angle. That is to fay, that the fight receiveth not clearly nor entirely the Objects, when the Rayes go beyond the right Angle : And behold the reason, The apple of the eye being near to the center of the eye, cannot receive clearly
more then a-quarter of a circle, so that the Rayes which are beyond that have but a
confused and troubled sight, when the Angle is more then 90 degrees : this is the cause
that it is better to make it rather lesser then greater, as it may be of two thirds, which
are 60 degrees, but not less : because that the Rayes being so streightned or restrained,
would not give Contentment to the Eye, because that the Angles being so little, make
a» it were but o.ie point between the Apple of the Eye: let us fee this difference by silures. Supposing that these Planes and tbeíe Squares were the fame that are in the last
figure. The distance of the point T to R, will give us the distance of T to the Base,
where being, it would be necessary that the Angle open it self much more ^ for to see
the Extremes Y, Y : for if it open but as a right Angle, the Eye shall not be able to see
all, as T the right Angle, cannot fee but the points V, V, the which would make the
Perspective wholly faulty, by reason that that which should give us a square, would
frame us a Parallélogramme. The nearest that one can set it is at the point X, which is,
as I said even now, the true Measure of the right Angle, which containeth all the
Piece Y, Y : If one withdraw it yet further from the point of sight, it will be yet more
pleasing, as in I, which hath but an Angle of 72 degrees. But if one withdraw it unto
Z it will be the perfection, breaufe that the Rayes being not so much dilated, have the
more force, and conteine better the Objects : but I would never goe any farther then 5.
for the reason whereof we are speaking -, that the Angles are but as one point within the
Eye, and a confusion within the Object. The which ought to oblige us to take good
heed, where we set the Points,seeing that they are so important and necessary. And to
hold sor a general Maxime, that it must be at least, that the distance be equall to the
space, which is from the right Radius, unto theCorner of Perspective.For xample rfr R,
is the right Radius and X
the lesser distance which is equall to
Y, whereof having
taken the Measure, we must Carry it on the one and other side of the Point sight as here
R S S. Or of one side onely,as shall be seen in the Leaf following.
B .hold what may be said herein, by the reasons of the Eye, but the Practice giveth
this Excellent Rule, which may be Generall, so that one use it with diseretion. That
having chosen the place, where you would make the Perspective, you may determine on
wha: side it will be the better in sight, and whence it ought to be looked on : and then
yo j must take the measure of this last place unto the former, and set this Interval by
a little scale from the point of sight unto the point of distance : provided that it be not
too far removed : and it is in this, that the discretion is requisite, that one do not set it
to 3 near, and to avoid that which we are speak ing of, nor too far off, for fear that we
fip.de no re-"urns where one would have it set : for Objects so far removed from the
si 'ht do yield no rerurr. This is why we ought to give but die draught to Buildings far
distançai we shall say hereof.er.
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The first Advice about the Point of the

st'dê.

Hey never change the Rul es of thePoint of the Front for the points of the sides-,
for ihey have all for a principle one & the fame cause,which produceth always
the like effects ; Wherefore I shall not speak thereof in particular feeing that
the Order of the point of the side, is the fame with the Point of the Front as one may
fee in the sirst figure where the Base A B, hath as many, and the fame divisions, as the
foregoing. Let the Point of sight be in C, and the point of distance in D, from which
if you draw the line A D, you ihall have the sections Q, which give the abridgement of
the squares in the fame Number with the other* The rest ihalbe known in the Orders
following.

The Second Advice of the Hollowing or dee fe sinkings.
Ne may sink or hollow the Perspectives, asinuch as one would, by the Means
of the Base E F, if one draw lines to the points of distances HI ^ for which
they shall divide the Visuals E G and F G at the point K, it shall be the Abridgement of the sirst square, as we have already said twice or thrice. Now if we
take this line K K for the bafe,and from the ends K K, we draw lines to the points of the
distances, where they shall divide the fame line E G and F G at the point L L,that shall
be the Abridgment of the second square, which shall have as many divisions and squares
as the former- if we ihall take further this line L L,and shall make the fame Operations,
we ihall have the Abridgment of the third square at the pointM. And if we shall begin agaiu further by that, we ihall have a fourth,and so we shall go unto a Point : the which
would be a length which would appear infinite -, And by this means it is easie to sink'
and to abridge the Perspectives : for if you would have the double of its bredth, do as
we tell you i if you would have but the half, draw a line where the lines of the points
of the distances cross themselves, as in N, and you shall rjave that which you desire.
Seeing that this is so infallible, that as many visual Rayes as divide the Diagonal line
drawn from the points at the distances to the base, so many squares one hath of sinkings : we may, as I said, give as many hollowings as we would to the Perspective • for
if in stead of taking from the poiut of distance O, at the Ray F, you draw it from
the Ray Q» There will want two squares, but that you have abridged the whole square
R, as we iee in S, which is that which you have fail d to take of the whole square.
And if besides the square, you would have yet two little squares, make a line from
the fame point O, which divide-th two Rays as V, you shall have that which you desire.
If you would have four, takeX: if sixN, If the square whole Z, the which is a great
easiness, when one understands it well.
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The third Advice of the Measures us on the Ease
H E Base only may serve for to give such a finking as one would hare and in
what place they would, without using any little squares, this is a means very
rca-dv, but it is somewhat hard to understand • Nevertheless I will endeavour
to make it be understood, the best that I shall be able, for we do often use it. For example, let the Base be B S, the point of sight A, the points of distances D E : If you
would make the Plane of a Cube B C, you must draw to the points of sight two Occult
lines, or pointed from the ends B C,then for to give it its bredth take the fame measure
B C, which you ihall transport upon the Base C F,equal to B C, from which point you
íhàll draw a line to the point of distance D,and where this line shall divide the first Ray
C at the point G, this ihallbe the Abridgement of the plane of the Cube B H G C.
If you would have an Object more forward towards the midst, you must take the
bredth of it and-the distance above the Base, as IK. Now for to have the jinking, set
such as you would have upon the fame Base, as it might be L M, because that it is broad
at that point L, and asmuch for the largenes at the point M. Then from these Points
L M, draw an occult line to the point of distance D, and where these lines ihall divide
the Raye K, at the points N O, you must draw Parallells to the Base and you ihall have
the square QJ> O N.
By this manner, you may transport on the other side the square, which would be
above the Base, as B H G C, is transported to V, and the Points M and T, which are
removed but 2 feet from the uoint S, do give a figure very narrow, because that they
are very near, and the same distance, which they are removed, as we fee X.
The fourth Advice^ofthe Base and ofone only point of distance.
áP> Eeing that one may have the bredths and the depths,by the means of this Basc,onfc
ihall neede no more to take the Paines to make the little squares, the which I
kj would make appear to the sight in this example. Let us suppose, that you
would make a Ranke of Pillars, or Trees on each side : You must set upon the Base
the place and distance that you would have, with their bredth or Diameter, as A B C
D E F G. Then placing the Rule upon the point of the distance O, unto each of
these Points A B C D E F G, where it ihall marke the sections upon the vifuall Raye
A H, it ihallbe the Termes of the Objects which you desire. For to transport them on
the other side, upon the Raye G H, Set one leg ot the Compass at the Ocular Point H,
and with the other take the fame without stirring the leg from the Point H, make an
Arch with the other, where it (hall divide the Raye G H,this ihall be the fame Terme v
as M is the fame with N. And so of others, by the which you ihall draw Parallells,
which will give you the bredths. And for the length, give it such, as you would have
it, and set it from A, as it might be P, then draw from the point P, to the point H, and
where it ihall divide the other Parallells, it ihall be the Planes that you desire, whiefc
you may make rounds or squares.
The fifth Advice^not to deceive ones self in the Measures.
O U must never set on the side of the point of distance where one would draw
for to give the sinking, the Objects which one desireth to produce within the
^ Plane. Example, The vifuall Ray, upon the which one must mark, let it be
A B : If you. would produce there the point C, and D, it cannot be drawn from the
paint of distance E, but well from that which is opposite to it F. If C and D, were
within, as G H, it ought to be drawn from the point E : because that the line of the
section meeteth between both, and not from the point E ; an J so both the one,, and the
»th er shall divide themselves in the fame point IK-
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The sixth Advice-) of the Pointes distance only.

S

Ometimes one is at such a streight for the smalnessoftheplacetbat one hath,
be it against a wall, or cloth, or paper ^ that it is impossible to make more then,
one point of distance, and then those that are always accustomed to have two of
them are much troubled : We must draw them, and cause them to understand, that
one Point only sufficeth for this Practice. Let us suppose that we would make a Pavement of small squares, and that we have already drawn all the visual Rays ar the point
A, for to have the Abridgement thereof, we ought to draw at the points of distances,
and the sections will give us the pohts where we ought to draw, as we have already
said : but if there be but one as B, vte must draw this one draught Diagonal C B,
which will divide all the visual Rays. Now for to mark the fame sections upon the
Rays opposite, for to draw Parallels theie : We must, as I said but now, set a leg of
the Compass at the point A, and with the ether to run through all the sections, as IP:
But this is not good, but only for that which ts viewed in front : Whence there is need
of one, which ferveth likewise for that of the side : behold it here, Take a Compass,
and set one leg upon the base, with the other v take the most perpendicularly that ypu
ihall be able, the section that you desire to transport as D, and carry it upon this line
Perpendicular, as E O, and mark your measure F, then draw from D to F, and you
ihall have the fame as if therei were two points of distances : And so of all other
sections.
The seventh Advice^ that we should not usftâe Diagonal.

W

HEN one would use the outmost Ray for the line or section, as it might
beGH-, He ought to set the Objects upen the base, as are KLM NO,
and from thence to draw them to the point of distance L, which ought to
be drawn back as far as ihall be possible, tothe end that the Abridgement of the Perspective mav be the more pleasing thereby : for if the point were nearer to the point
of si^ht G, the Objects would have too much hollowness,(T mean,for example, that a
square would appear a Parallelogram) And from this point I, to run through all'the
Objects K L M N O, and to mark the section of the Ray G H : And from these points
ro draw Parallels to the base, or of the Horizon, as is here P Q^ This Method is
the least in use, although some dp take it.
. The Eighth Advice, for- to abridge in divers manners*
TT F sometimes one be taken in a strait, aud that one cannot remove the point of
I distance, we must elevate from the foot of the Ray S R-, a small Perpendicular, as
JL T S, which ihall receive the sections, and give a lesser Abridgements and if one
would have it yet more little, he shall but only bend a line, as is X, the which by reason of its inclination, causeth that the sections are closer together. Then for to chraw
the Parallels, he hath only to transport this line X or T,uponthe foot of the other Ray
as is V, and from all these points to draw lines Parallels to the base, and you ihall
have, that which you desire,.
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PERSPECTIVE.

of Flaxes i i:>ie I directly or in front. ■
N E may have seen ac ihe third and fourth Advice, and the Elevations following will cause to know, that it is not my purpose that one should use
Planes Geometrical, for to make Perspectives : for this would be to double
the labour and no Painter would take this pains, seeing that I teach him to make the
h
same rfeqg by means of the base. But as there is no Rule so general, which hath not its
exception- so there are certain Figures, which one cannot set into Perspective, but by
the help of these Planes: further also one should be troubled, if one should give one
of .hese Planes to be set into Perfptctiv and that one had not learned how he ought to
pr< ce.-d.Theie Reasons have obliged me to set these which folIow,the which will suffice
.tofêa-n to set into Perspective all those, which may be presented and also be iraaghi -id.
■' .

O

i. l o contract: ç>r abridge a square A $ C D.. .One must draw A B at the point of
sight E, and fromlhe same Angles A 15, two Diagonals, F B, A G, and where they
shall divide the Rays A E and B E, at the points H and J. This shall be the square A
BCD, abridged into AH I Bjfor ft make iú without the Geometrical Plane, we must
draw froín B to F, or from A to G, or else transport A B upon the base, as B K, and
frónyfiyolnt Kj*w|aw to ttajpoin^ it will give the fameíect|6n I upoffthe Ray
:. To abridge a square viewráf byjthe Angle E>, having madeihe Plane A B C D.
We must draw a line which touchetn the Angle B, and it must be in right Angle upon
the line BD. This base b.ing produced we must set the Rule upon the sides of the
square, as A D, and D C, aud where this Rule shall divide the base, there to make the
points H I, then to draw H and g, tp the points of distances P and;B I, to the other
point of distance G. And at' the section of these lines to make the: points which shall
give you the square K L M B • for to make it without the Plane, you must set the Diameter on the one parr, ând the other of^e middle B, as H and if But as well in the
one manner as the other, you must not draw at the point of sight O.
J. To abridge a Circle.
It must be enclosed in a square A B C D : And from the
Angles A D and C B, to draw Diagonals, which shall divide the Circle into eight
rarts • and where they shall divide it at the point O, to draw upon the base the Perpendiculars E F, then to draw two lines Diametral QR S P, which divide themselves?
in right Angles at the Center G. The Plane being orHered in this manner, you must
draw all.the Perpendiculars at the point of sight H, arid where they are divided, the
Diagonals A K,and B I,to make pointsjof the whict^the two latterM N,are the draughts
of the square, which are to be divided into four by the section of the Diagonals, at the
point P. Then from the ends of this Cross they draw bended lines by these points,which
give the shape of a Circle in Perspective. This manner may pass for little ones : but we
shall give one more exact for the greater.
4. This Figure is composed of the two sirst, wherefore I will say nothing of it • for
he that shall have made one or two of them, shall be able to make it easily.
5. The fifth depends also upon the two first : but there is also more a Barder round
about, which they have not ^ for to set this gorder into Perspective, we must draw these
rour Rays A B C D, at the point of sight G, ^and where the inward Rays B and C are
divided by the Diagonals A F and D E, we must draw Parallels to the base, and you
ihall have that which you demand.
6. It is the fame with the second, except that it is compassed about with two Borders:
wherefore I will speak no more of it.

:
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PERSPECTIVE

Tlanes viewed Qbliqùely or on the fide.

T

HESE Planes being those, that we will
soone dispatch ought to be made all in the

same manner; which maketh me believe, that it
would be loss of time to repeat, how oae ought to abridge them in Perspective ; for it seemeth to me,
that the Figures do suffice tomakeit appear, that
there is no other difference from them that went before, but the Icituation of the Object, which is here
seen on the fide, and the other is view'd in front* I
All the A A A are Points of sights;and the B B B
points of distances.
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Of 4 Triangle.

T

H E Triangles, according to the Numbers, ought to precede the
squares: but according to reason, they ought to go after in this
work, because they are harder to set into Perspective,not because
os the Plane, which is casie enough, seeing that it is composed and framed
os 3 equal lines joyn d together * but because of the obliquity of its
sides.
Let us now fee the Practice of the Advice that we have given of Mea**
fures upon the base A B, for to make this Triangle in Perspective, We
must from all these Angles i,2,and $,draw Perpendiculars upon A B, and
set one leg of the Compass in their section, and with the other take the
Removal of the Object from the base, and set also this Removal upon
rhe fame base, by making a quarter of a Round, as i,i,and i, the fame
at 2,2,and 2, and the fame at ^and |. Then having made another base
in another place, as is this here under E F, we must transport there the
Measures, which are upon that A B, and draw at the point of sight C, the
points i,2,and 3,Perpendiculars. Then having taken a point of distance
D,there to draw the other points of sinking i,2,and3: and at thefection of
the vifualRay s: by this we must produce the lines, which shall give you the
Triangle.
If you would give to it this Border, you need but do the fame again,repeating that which we are doing, setting down other cyphers, that nothing be confounded, as over against 1,4, and 245. and to 3 A 6. Tien
draw the Perpendiculars at the point C, and where the others shall divide *
them, there to draw the lines as you fee.
The Triangle equilateral, as this is circular 5 that is to fay, which
they enclose within a circle, whereof each side hath 120 degrees.
There is no need *o know the degrees of the Angles, for to frame all
these Polygones, so as we may fee at the4.side : but I have not omitted
to set them for the contentment of thoie which here take aotice of
them.
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Of the Fcntnpne or five-Angles.

T

HE Order os framing a Pentagone is, that we must make a
Circle,and divide it into 5 equalPai ts,of 72 degrees on each side.
Now for to set it in Perspective, it is altogether the fame thing
with the Triangles, as one may fee by this figure, except that it is
with a Border ; and I have marked it upon the base : but single, by
reason that one may have learned by the Triangle, how it ought to be
made. The point of sight, as well on the front as the side, is A, the
point of distance B 5 the visual Rayes which are the Perpendiculars of
the Angles of the Plane upon the base, are drawn at the point of sight
A- And the others which give the Abridgement, and the place of the
Angles at the point of distance B. As 2 divideth the Ray marked 2,
which giveth the second Angle, 4 giveth the fourth Angle, and so of
others. All the rest is clear enough, we must take heed of one thing,
which is, that all the ftngl s ought to draw to the center 6. It is therefore, that it must be sec in the Plan sia Perspective, as in the Geometrical Plane, for to draw there ail t.\c Angles*
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Hex.one■) or

six

Angles.

HE Hexagone is a Plane which hath six Angles, and six faces
or sides. Ic is the easiest of all the Poligones, that is to fay, of
all the figures of many sides : for the fame opening of the
Compass wherewith these use to make the circle, which is its
half Diameter 5 giveth the sides of the Hexagone of 60 degrees for each
side. As for the setting of it into Perspective, there is no "difference in
it from the Triangle and the Pentagone, as 'well for the single Plane as
with the Border or Thickness. A is the point of sight, B that of the distance.
Seeing that we have more space in this leaf then in others-,we will give
a small Practise of setting into Perspective the Borders or Thicknesses of
any Poligones that may be, whether regular or irregular : Let us use
this Hexagone-, for to give an example of our Proposition, supposing
that the Plane of the front of the third Figure hath but a single draught i
and that it should have a Thickness or Border, which turneth round about
it j for to set it into Perspective, you must lay the Rule the length of the
fides of the single draught, and make a point upon the Horizon, where
it.ihall be divided, as laying the Rule along the side AB, it will divide
the Horizon atthe point C * then laying it again upon the Plane B D, it
will give the point B8, and likewise ot all the other sides. Before that
you do any more, you must from all these Angles draw lines, which pass
by the center F, and these lines whish ought to be occult, sliall serve for
to receive the section!which give the diminution* All these Orderings being done, you must sec the bredth or largeness if you would give to the
Border or List upon the base as A H 5 and draw this first bredth at the
point of distance G -, and where this line G H, íhall divide I, it sliallbe the
Terme or bound of the thicknefr of the first side : and which íhall give ic
to all the others. For from this point, you must draw to the point of the
fide C, arid ac the section of the line K, it shallbs the diminution, from
the which drawing to the point of the side B D, which is E, you shall
have the other diminution ac the point L, which sliall serve for the last
side L M. Then transporting all these Measures on the other side, yoa
ihall have the figure Compleat.
We will shew hereafeer anocher maaner.
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of the Heptgonem seven-Angles.
He Hep Agent taketh its sliape within a Circle, as the other Poligones.They dívideit into 7 pa*rts:that is tosay,that one give 5 1 degrees,2 5 Minutes and a little more,for every side,theOrder of setting it into Perspective, is alike to the fore-goings As concerning
the Perpendiculars, which fall from the Anglesupon the Base, the whicn
are drawn all at the point of sight At But as Concerning the Abridgement, and the lines that give the Place of the Angles, it is of another
manner and according to the 7th. advice that we have given: although
we do not approve it die practise of the 8th. advice being the better : buc
for to Condescend to those that do use it, and to cauie them to see, that it
doth not abridge enough.
Having drawn Perpendiculars from the Angles of the Plane upon the
Base as in the former * We must on some side, on the right, or the left,1
make a Perpendicular, as A B, which shall receive the sections of the Parallels, which one íhall draw by all the Angles % as here the first Angle
set upon the Base, of 2 and 7, I draw a Parallels which marketh them
both,and is divided at the Point C The 3 and the 6, will give the section
. at the point D. And the 4 and 5 will give the- last at the point E: This
line A B, being so divided, we mutt transport it upon the Base, of the
Plane, which one would abridge beginning to set the point B,at the pointr
F. as here : and then to mark the other divisions C D E, from the which
one sliall draw to the point of distance O, and from the sections of the out-:
most Ray to drawParallells to theBase:and where they thall divide theRays
which beare the Numbers of the Angles, there we must make Points, the
which being conjoyn'd by right lines, will give the figure, which we
desire. For the thickness or Border, ic íhall be made by one of the two
orders afore-going.
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of theoBfigont) or Eight* Anglo.

T

He o&ogone is made of aCircle divided into eightParts,of 45 degrees,
for each side 5 from the which divisions drawing lines ^ we have

the íhape of the Octogone that is to to Cay a figure that hath eight Angles?
and as many sides.

The fore going Orders do cause sufficiently to know*

how one ou ght to set it into Perspective, either on the front,or on the sides
Ï will only Advertize that the Plane abridged en the front, is made accords
ing to the eighth advice $ And thát of the fide, according to thescventftJ
The point of the sight is A, and that of the distance B. Jhe rest is fug
fíciently seen without an Expositions

F*
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.0/ í/tf offogone after Another Order,

T

He manner of making -this octogone^ hath bin Invented by StrU$ :
It is made in this fashion.
Having framed a Square by the
Ordinary way, as is A B CD, we must divide the base
C D in ten parts, and leave 3 thereof on each side 5 and from the
third division of one part aud the other E F, to draw lines to the points of
íìght G, and at the section'sxpf these lines by the DiagonallsO, we must
draw Parallels to the bafe,x which touch the Jides. of the Square
at the points H I K L, then joyhjng tògtthër by the lines of the points
B H, I E, F K, tS^^S^j^^^^^^^ as may be seen by the first
figure.

of the Hexagone or fix-Angle s

The same S er Ho hath made arlso the Hexagone after the same fashion*
Let a Square ire^cîràwn a* this before A B C D , and that the
AD, be diy^dedinto four Parts, from one of the which on each side
% F, let lines be drawn to the Point of sight H : Then from thesectionof
-the Diagonals, whicriis the mid(t of the Square G, to draw a Parallel! to -ths bale which toucheth the sides of the square at the points
IK, Then cww lines by the points E I E, and FXF, there Will be
framed an Hexagone. The second-figure.
I will say nothing of this Octogoie view'd on the side, seeing that ( as
we have already said so many times)it is the fame Order, with that of the
fight í)í the front.. Thethird figure..
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Of the offogone double,

■•

•

' .. .

S

upposing that we have already made an Octogone single .• for to*
make it doable* or to give it a thickness or Border, you must proceed
in this manner* Set such a bredth or thickness, as you would give
to it,within the square which containeth theOctogone fingle,as here
A B, on one side and the other, and draw from these points to the point
of sight C* And whete these lines íhall Cress the diagonalls at the point
O, draw the Parallells D 5 The which will make a welt op guard about
the square 5 Then draw from Angles unto Angles occult lines, or points
passing by the Cente rN-, And where these íhall Cross or divide the lines
of this inward square at the points EFGH IK L M, it ihallbe the Bounds
of the Octogone of the Inside,

Of the HixagoM double.

O

Ne may dothe fame with, the Hexagone figured within a Square 1
The which maketh me beleeve, that there is no need to use any
repetition seing that one may see by the figure that whereof he
might any ways doubt.
The Octogone view'd on the sic^e, is all of the fame frame with that
of the front, The point of sight is A> and that of the distance B.
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of the Circle*

T

,

He more that any Circular forme sliall have parts, the sooner and
more easily sliall it be converted into a Round : hence it is, that
Serlio faith, that we must frame a Demi-Circle, and of this circumference, one may make as many equal Parts as they would:
for the more that it sliall have of them, the more this Rotundity will be
perfect : for example,- the Demi-circle, a Plomb or Down-right is divided
into eight Parts, which will givesixteen for the whole Round :and from
these divisions'Z, to elevate Lines Perpendicular, upon the base, at the
point E. Then we must draw two Diagonals at the points of Distances,'
which are here farther removed/then the Plate is broad $ but which one
ought to suppose within the horizon ordinarily 5 which will give a square
A HI B -, now the square being framed, we must draw all the points E, at
the point of sight F, unto the line HI,, and at the sections of these lines to
dratv Parallels throughout. Then we must begin at the midst of one of the
sides of the square,to make a point,as /t,&another point at the Angle opposite, as if one would draw a Diagonal, as ^continuing so to do from points
of Angles to Angles, following the Diagonal lines,as A h c d Efg h i K l m
nofq* These points will frame a perfect Rotundity; then you must bring
with the hand bended lines, or circular, and you shall have your round in
Perspective. The Perspective must have this Rule and Order to abridge
the Rounds, very familiar arid usual, for it is oftentimes used, as well
for Columns, bending Roofs, Arches, opening of Gates and Windows}
as for many other Rotundities*
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Of the Circle double.

W

E must suppose that the first Circle A B, is that which

we are now to make, and that we would give it a thickness
or border, by making another more inward,inthismanner:
We shall give it such a bredth as shall please us, as A C, and from
the center of the great Demy-circle G we will draw the little one
C D, which we will divide as the other great one, by drawing occult lines from the divisions of the Great unto the center G. And
at the section of these lines of points of the Great, upon the less demi-circle at the Points 1, we must draw Perpendiculars /,as those that
we have made in the great, upon the base 5 And to the end,that they
may confound nothing, we must mark them with points from the
points 7, of the base, we shall draw to the point of sights, os lines of
points unto the line H K, and at their sections by the Diagonals,
draw lines of points M N, which sliall give round about the square the
thickness G
which ought to have the whole circle.- This done,we
mast draw lines from all the Angles of the great circle, reaching to
the center, and where these sliallcross the lines of points âbcdefgb
iklmntf
which go to the Horizon, these sliall be the Points, for
to frame with the crooked lines the Circumference or round of the
Inside.
He that would have a Plane of 3.4. 5 or 6 Rounds, or Circles, in
Perspective : He must set them in a Geometrical Plane, as the second
is set there, and make all the same Operations>
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A ?Une of the Square view'dfrom the Angle*

E that would make a square by an Angle directly opposite to the
fl Eye, he hath nothing to do but to follow the Order, which we
have already spoken of, which is to double the Diameter A B,
upon the base as is A C, and from the point A and Ç, to draw
two lines at the point of di'ftamce D : then to transport the measure
A
upon the base in A E, and .to draw from E, and from A to the point
os distance F, at the sections of these lines HI K. These ihall be the terms
ot Bounds of the square A IH K, which one desireth.
When one would divide a Plane of this form into many parts: We
must set the number osthe Parts, into which one would divide it, between
the points C and A, and as much on the other side A E 5 and from all theie
points to draw to the points of distances, as we fee by.this Figure, which
hath eight little squares on each side, and sixty four in the whole.
If upon the fame Plane, seen from the Angle, one would only cauieto
be seen four other little Planes, at the ends of the Angles, as four Bodies of
a Building, columns, trees, or any other object whatsoever : We must set
t he Bredth of it upon the base within the length os a Pane, or sides of the
square A B,or A C,which have D and E between A B 5 and F G between
A C, from which points drawing to the points of distances Hand I, their
factions shall give the four Planes K LMN}j which is that which is detòndpd.
■W"*
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P ERSPECTIVE

3'

A Pavement of Squares vietfdbjthe Angles*

Eing that we are at chese Squares view'dby the Angles, we will
íhew how they make a Pavement of a Hall, of a C hurch, or of
any other place. Having taken the Horizon parallel to the base
A B, the point of sight C, and the points of distances D and E,
we must divide the base into as many parts, as we would make little
square*. Then from the Ends of this line, to draw to the point of
sight C, as A C, and B C. And from the fame points A B, to draw
two Diagonals to the points of distances D E, which ihall give the
Square of theHall at the points of the fectiensF G, by the which you
shall draw the line of the sinking H I, which we have already spoke
of many times.- Then you must draw from all the points which you
have diyided, the base at the point of distance D and E, and you shall
have between the Rays A B, tkat which you desire 5 as the Figure
iheweth you it. But behold a difficulty, which is to fill up the place
that remaineth BB and G I, A A, and H F, of the fame squares:
for/supposethat the base cannot reach out it self farther. When this
shall happen, take upon the line of the sinking F G, x)ne of the measures of the squaressas it might be K G,and transport it upon the fame
line H I, as many times as it can be there, and you itall have the
points L M N O P Q^and R, by the which drawing to the points of
the distances you shall make the fame squares, as are the lines marked with points. This manner of transporting the measures upon the
line of sinking, ihall be practised in other Pavements, which ihall follow hereafter.
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of Squares compassing a Border or Fillet.
He Order of making the second Pavement,with a border about
it, is the fame with the single squares view'd at front. Wherefore we shall not lose the time in teaching it,feeing that we have
made already so many Figures of it..Only I ihall advise,that
you must divide the base into unequalParts,as A B and C,znd to draw
all these divisions to the point of sight D, and where they shall be divided by the Diagonals A Eand G F, then to draw lines Parallels to
the bale, as you may fee in the figure.

T

PERSPECTIVE

Pavements vtetfd by the Angle, Compared with a Band or Fillet.

OR to make this sort of Pavement" we must divide the base
AB, by unequal Parts, whereof the Largest C shall be for the
Squares, and the Jittle ones D for the Band or Fillet.- And from
all these divisions to draw to the points of Distances E V : As
we have done heretofore in the single Squares.

F

Compassed

Pavements of Squares view"d by the Front,
with Ban às or Borders\ which have Squares
from the Angle in the midst*

seen

O R to make this fifth sort of Pavements, we must use the fame
Order of the second Manner, by dividing the base by unequal
Parts : but to make here this Square seen from the Angle which
is in the midst, we must only divide the greatest into two, as A B C D
EFG5 And from all these points to draw to the points of distances,1
which will give you the Squares seen from the Angle or Lozenge
which is in the midst*

F

3J

PERSPECTIVE

A Pavement of Squares seen from the Angle, with Chains of
the Front*

I

Squares en

Suppo fe, that one hath made the Perspective, or Diminution of

the Square for to draw the line of sinking, that we may not use so
many Repetitions in the Pavements following.For to make this fifth fort of Pavement, we must divide the base
into equal parts, and to take some thereof, which we mall draw right
to the point of sight asABCj and from all the othér parts, we ought
to draw to the points of distances, without pasting over them which are
right: But after that all these which we fee from the Angle ihall be
drawn, we must draw Parallels to the others, where they ihall touch
them on the side. As from the Angles D and E, to draw the line F,
and so by all the others, as the Figure iheweth it. We must take heed
to observe always the fame number of squares between the Chains.As
here of 3 between A B.
A\ jf*V &\
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A Pavement of Sqnares in Front,with Chains of Squares fe en from
the Angle,

T

HIS sixth fort of Pavements is made almost as the former : by
dividing the base by equal parts,and drawing lines to the point
of sight, for to frame the bands or chains G HI ; yet nevertheless there .is-more ro do j for we must take heed to give to the
Chains that go across, the fame largeness, as to the others which go
to the point of sight O, which is a square throughout all : and that
there be the fame number of Squares between the void ones. The rest
is seen sufficiently.

j4

PBUPE.C.T1VE

A Pavement of little Squares Octogones, mingled with the Squares.

W

E should never have done, if one would set here all the fashions of Pavements, which might be made by the means of
the little Squares : for an ingenious person would invent an
infinite-Company, according to his fancie» The seventh fashion is
plain enough, neither have I done it, but only to open the Ingenuity,
and to give means to compose others thereby. There is nothing to
do but to divide the base into a quantity of Parts, of the which we
ihall frame the little squares, as we have said heretofore. And of these
squares to take a number, as here nine, whereof there are five all full,
and four at rhe half.* The full do give the" inside of the figure i s 3 4 57
And the Diagonals of others 67*09, give the Panes or Sides,The restis sufficiently seen.
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J Pavement of Jingle Squares viewed in Front.

Have set this manner of Pavement the last not because it is the
hardest, feeing that it is the beginnings all Perspective, and the
mosteasieof all the Planes; but to cause to be known, that it is
the rnost useful and necessary : for all the other may be made, and are
made ordinarily, when all isdone5servwg only for ornament, And this
servethfor a fótindatioivupon the which.we raise that which we dsûïQ
;
to make aaoeir. ."A s we íháîl ses hcrtitfter* ! -
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PRACTICAL

PERSPECTIVE

The Plane

T

osa Garden abridged.

HAT which we are speaking of is confirmed by this Plane 5
for drawing alhhesedivisious which are upon the base, to the
point of sight, the Diagonals will give the depth of the whole
Plane, and the Abridgm mt of the little Squares. Then taking
the fame <piantity,as well for the Alleys, as for the figures which the
Geometrical Plane takethup, you shall have in Perspective the fame
Garden,which is upon the Plane5 As the figure slieweth it.
What plane soever you have to abridge 5 And to set into Perspective: The easiest way is to Enclose it into a Square, and to divide this
square into many little squares. For setting the square and the quantity of little squares into Perspective by the ordinary wayes 5 You
have but to take heed>that you take the fame Number of little squares
in the Plane abridged, as in the Geometricall Plaie 5 And you shall
make in the one, the figure of the other.
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HACTICAL;
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PERSPECTIVE

ÛÈÈÈÈMÈÈÈÈMÈÈÈÈÈÈÉÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
The Plane of a Building Abridged,

in his Treadle of Pefpect.ve, doth highly esteem this Invention of setting the Planes into Perspective, as a thing very
useful to chief Builders or Architects, by the which they may
cause to be seen all at once a part of the buildings elevated,and the rest
in Plat-form, and as upon the base : But seeing that it is the fame Order with that of the Garden, which we are making now, we will iay
nothing further of it. The Figure will cause to understand the rest,
and by this little to gather how the greater and more hard should be>
in the second part, you stiall have the method to make to be seen in
Perspective a perfect House, where you shall fee the Building finished and accomplished 5 and by the same means all the divisions of each
Story from the Carpenters Work unto the Cellar, and the only space
which the Geometrical Plane would take up.
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flESPICTIVl
she fl&ne çf 4 € fare h Abridged*

T

H'is pla^e of a Church is made, according to that we hare
said at the seventh Advice $ That is to say, that all the sides
which are Perpendicular to the Base, ought to be drawn upon
the Base, as are here the peaces of the Walls, and of the Pilasters -, and
from the Base to draw them to the point of sight $ And all the other
sides, which are Parallel to the Base, ought to be drawn on the side:
And to mark upon a line as O P, all the bredths, as we fee A b cd efg
hik /. And then to transport all these Measures upon the Base, from
the which drawing to the point of distance, the sections of the outmost
Raye-will give the Termes for to draw the Parallels, which will give
the Abridgement of everything, the which is mewed by the Letters
a a, b b, ce, &ç.
This manner of Abridging upon the outmost Radius, is practised by
many; But he that would believe me, will leave it, for to take the
Orders of the Eighth Advice, where we set a Perpendicular line at
the end of the Base, for to receive the sections, and to take away the
d.'faultof this present Practice, which doth not abridge it sufficiently,
if it be not that the poj'nts of distances are very far removed., for then
the effect is wholly alike to the other Methods.
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PERSPECTIVE

77><? cP/^«^ of an House mth
np

a (jarden*

HE Order of setting this Plane of at
House in Perspective, is altogether the fame
with that of the Garden^ whereof we were speaking; the which ought to suffice for the one and
for the other; that we may not repeat so often.
It is set here for to shew that one may abridge all
sorts of Planes, whether they be composed of
qual parts, or unequal.
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PERSPECTIVE

Tbs Plane of a Fortification Ahriâged.

O R to sec all Fortifications, and whatsoever other Piece it be
into Perspective -, we must use the Sixth and the Eighth Advice♦
It is the Order that we spake of for the Church, and for the
House. Which is to draw from all the Angles linesPerpendicular upon
the base, and from the base Rays to the point of sight ; and from the
sam? Angles to draw also Parallels to the base, which shall mark the
divisions upon th? line on th* side, as AB: The which line A Bought
to be set upon the base : And from these Measures to draw to the point
of distance for to ?ive us the line of the section C D : But because that
thePlacesufferethusnot to set it upon the base, I have transported it
under the Figure, as is A B. Then having set the point of Distance
in E, of the height E F : there you must draw from all the divisions of
A B, to the end to divi le the line of the section C D into so many
parts: The which line C D, with its divisions, ought to be transported to the foot of the outmost Ray,or on the one side and other D D*
And from all these Points which are upon the line D C, to draw Parallels: or else only to rn.uk a point upon the Ray,whichgoeth from the
Angle of the Plane, which is proper to it ; And all these Points being
joyned together of the lines, will give you that which you desire.1 The
Figure will serve to make one understand the Order better.

o

PERSPECTIVE

4

J Tlane and Figure Irregular abbreviated.

H

E which

shall

do well, that which we are

about to leave, ihall not be much trou-

qled with all the rest ; for this is that which is
the hardest of Planes in Perspective. I beleeved
nevertheless, that it was good to set yet further
something irregular; which appeared difficult at
the first fight ; that J might make it known, that
there is nothing which one may not abbreviate,
of whatsoever view or Aspect it may be.
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Another Plane of a Church abbreviated*

T feemeth that this Order of Perspective, is altogether another
then that which we have used, because that the ordering thereof is
— not the fame. The which I have done on purpose to give to understand, thac there are many fastiionsand orders which all come but to
the fame 5 for this is the fame, with that, which we have used for to
abridge the Fortifications, the irregular Pieces, and other planes, according to the eighth Advice : with this only difference,Thatwe have
marked the Parallels othe base, upon the line on the side 5 And hçtc
we have marked them upon a line in the midst of the Plane 5 And as
well in the one manner as the other, we have always the fame effect : for drawing from all the divisions of this line of the midst to the
Eye A, you mall have the line of the section B C, which shall be made
upon the line, which we may call the base D E.
For to set it into Perspective, transport into what place you would
ail the length os the base as here above D E,and the height of theEye
A F. Then having set on the one side and other,or in the midst of the line
of the section B C, draw Parallels to the base, by all these divisions,
unto the ourmost Ray D A, E A 5 you must set the bredth of the Pilasters D K, upon the base, and draw a line at the point of sight A, and
the section of the lines Parallels by these KA, shall be the bredth as
the Pilasters.

fîRíPECTIyB
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PERSPECTIVE

Some JtíeceJJary Advice ^ for the Orders

I

so Rowing*

T seemeth to me that I have given sufficiently to understand that
which belongeth to the Ichnography, and Planigraphy, or description of Planes, which is necessary for the foundation of Orthography; and Scenography. The Orthography is the face., or
fore-part &c» As one may ice in the Definitions. Scenography, is
the Elevation of all that which any one hath a designe to make &c.
See theDefinitions which are at the beginning of this Book.
For to make this more clear to thole that are not acquainted with
these words -, we shall Name hereafter(as I said already in the Definitions) the Ichnography, the Plane, and the Orthography, and Scenography, by a Word common to the one and the other, the Elevation :
§o that, instead of saying the Orthography,we sliall say the Elevation
of the fore-part \ And for Scenography,the Elevation of the whole.
Before we pass any further it must be observed, that the Elevations
do never give to the eye all the Angles of the Planejand the Quantity of faces depend on the Aspect , which causeth the object to be
seen for if it be seen on the front as the figure A, it will sliew but one
face, although that the Plane have four; If it be view'd from the
Angle, although on the front it will sliew two, as B, and never more,
With.what Aspect soever one look on it. This ought to be understood
of a square, seeing that figures with divers Pases, may give thereof
345 and more. Now it is, that if the objects decline a little from
the point of sight, they are seen from the Angle, whence they ought to
ihew two faces $ And the further they are removed from the point of
sight, the more they are discovered. As K E are more discovered then
C L, although their thickness be equal.
Another thing also that is further to be marked is, That which is
Parallel to the Horizon, when the object is view'd in front, although
in Perspective, as C D E F from the Gate in the first figure, becometh
a visual Ray 5 when the same object is view'd being in a Return, or
obliquely. As in the second figure, that C D E F, which if in the
front above, is made a visual Ray to that which is under : And on the
contrary, that which is a Ray to that above, is made a Parallel to the
base to that below, as D G F H L, The Perpendiculars are always Perpendiculars.
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i/ffé of Bhvaûonfor tdgive the Heights ts all kinde if Bodies and Fh
gures-y and in such a Place as one would within a Plane,
E must endeavor to understand weh\ and remember this Rule : which is of
such importance, that he that shall know it perfectly, will not be troubled
in the Elevations, whatsoever they be of.
As for to make the Planes, we have used the base for the Elevations : we ought also
to use a line which shall direct: us, and shall bring the Measures of the Heights that are
needful to everything which one would elevate.
This line of Elevation must bf Perpendicular upon the base A B,which is always the
nearest to our sight, and the first of the Plane: By consequence, capable of giving
and bearing the Measures of all that one would make in the Picture, and therefore the
line of Elevation C D is placed upon the line A B Perpendicularly, as all those must
be upon the Plane which we shall use henceforward. We must then remember, that
when we shall speak of Perpendicules, or Perpendicks, in the rest of our Orders, we
must always understand of Plumb-lines upon the Plane or base.
Seeing that this line of Elevation must receive and give the Heights to all the Objects that one would elevate from a Plane : it must have the fame Horizon with the
Plane. Therefore we must from the foot of this line, which one may set on the left
or right side, draw within the Horizon, as one would have it, that is to fay, that it is
no great matter where the Point be set within the Horizon: for in what place soever
k be, it will always give the fame effect, as it is from the foot of the line C to the point
E, one may set it at the point of sight, if one will. I have set this line on the one side
and other in the first Figure, and their point different within the Horizon, for to give
io understand that it is well throughout.
If from the point H, which is in the Plane of the second Figure^ you would elevate
a line of two foot high -, you must set upon the line of Elevation two equal Parts,
which you shall make to serve each for a foot, beginning at the point C, as are C
which is two foot high, to draw to the point E, and you shall have an Elevation of twofeet, between the two lines C and F, drawn to the point E.
For to give the height of two feet to a line elevated from the point H: you must
from the poinr H .draw a Parallel occult to the base,uutil that it divide the line below C
E, which shall be the point Us from the point I one elevate a Perpendicule I between
G F, it shall be the height that it ought for the line of the point H, which you must
take with a Compass and carry it to the point H,whieh will give H L of two feet high.
If from the point M, you would have one of the fame height of two feet, you must
make the fame Operation, and you shall have between CF the Perpendicule NO,
which shall be the height that it ought at the point M. And making the same Operation from the point P, you shall have the Perpendicule QJR,for the height o£the line of
the point P..
For to give them the height os 3,4,5,10,20 and 30 feet.. It is always the fame
Order -, there is nothing but to set these distances and heights abovesaid upon, the line
of the Elevation., And from the point of the height, that you would give to draw to
the point of the line within the Horizon, which is here the point E,ánd to make all the
iasae Operations, which we are, about making:and you shall have that which youdesire.
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PERSPECTIVE

The Elevation of a Cube in serfs efttve,

H

Aving made the Plane by the Orders foregoing, and having set
the line of Elevation upon any side of the Plane,a$ is F L upon
the base- We must set upon this line F L, the height of a Cube,
which is a Figure square on all the sides, asaDy, which shall be F M>
from which points F M we must draw to the point of the line of Elevation E. Then from all the Angles of the Plane ABCD, to bring
Parallels to the base, until that they meet with the line F E, which is
t he bottom of the line of Elevation, and from their sections F and H,
to raise the Perpendiculars F M and H K, between the linesM F,which
are drawn at the point E. Then to take its Measures with a Compass,
and to bring them Perpendicularly upon the Angles -, for example, to
take with a Compass the height F M, and to bear it Perpendicularly
upon the lines elevated from the Angles A B, which will be A G, B G.
Then to take also the height H K, and to carry it upon the Angles of the
bottom C D, which shall give CO D O j then to /oyn the right lines
G O O G. This IhaU.be the Cube elevated.
If you would have th§ Elevation of any Figure whatsoever, draw
always from the Angles of its Plane, Parallels to the base, unto the
draught of the foot of the line of Elevation, and keep the same Method
that we spake of for the Cube, and you shall see, that there is not any
thing, how difficult and unequal soever it be, but that you may put into
Perspective-, as we ihall make to be seen-in the Poligones following.
The second Figure is another Cube elevated, after a manner, very
little different from the former,which / ihall speak of in three words
And he that will may use it,not to be rejected*
Having made the Plane by the ordinary way, we mast from all ks
Angles B C D E, elevate Perpendiculars 5 And upon the first, setthe
height which one would give to it, as B A C A. And from the points
A A, to draw to the pointsof sight F, or to the points of distances G H,
and where the Perpendiculars of the Angles D E shall be divided at the
point IL, this (hall be the line of sinking,and the top of the Cube wholly elevated.
This last Order is not so universal as the former, which hath always
been in use, and practised by the Ancient Authors: It hath nevertheless some benefits, which we. ihall know, in some os the Orders sol
lowing.

PERSPECTIVE

The Triangle in Perspective.

I

N the first Order I have promised to make the easiness of elevating
all Figures appear, whereof the most difficult are the Poligones or
Figures with many sides: and to keep some Order, we will begin
by the Triangle.
Having framed a Plane by the Orders foregoing/?/, iy where we
teach to make it with a List or Border : we must, as we were speaking,
set.the line of Elevation on the side os such an height as we would have,
as is A B of three feet : Then from all the Angles of the Plane, to draw
Parallels to the base, unto the bottom of the line of Elevation B E 5 And
from their sections elevate Perpendicules between the lines AB, and to
bring all these heights upon the Angles "from whence the Parallels proceed -, for example, the height A B must be carried to the Angles C D,
which will give C R and D S. The other height F I, at the Angles G O,
which will give G T and O V 5 That of H L to the Angle K, which will
give K X 5 and the last height N P to the Angle Q? which will give QY.
Then to joyn with right lines all these Points R S Y, then T V X, for
the thickness of the stone in the first figure.

The Pentagone, or Jive-Angles in Perspective.

T

H E Pentagone is a figure with five faces or sides ; and with five
Angles. We have given the Method of framing it, and setting its
Plane in Per spective in the Treatise of the Planes/o/. 2 2. It would
be loss of time to give the manner Of elevating it, seeing that the second
figure causeth it to be known, that it is the same Order, with that of the
Cube and the Triangle.

The Hexagone or fx-Angles in Perspective.

T

H E Hexagon? is a figure with six Angles, and six faces or sides,
as is to be seen in two Mann' rs in the Treatise of Planes, sol.23.
and 27. where it isabbreviatec'.The Order for to elevate them rs
obe seen sufficiently in the third figure.
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PERSPECTIVE

4

Os the Heptagoneyor Seven -

T

ngles, in Terfpefffae.

H E Heptagone is a figure with seven sides or
faces and seven Angles.

Of the which We

have set heretefore, sol.24., how it ought to be made,
and to set its Plane into Perspective.
the fame

O^ers,

Its elevation is

with that ofthe Triangle, as one

may fee in the first figure*

Of the OBogone, or Eight- Angles, in Perjpe&he.

J

r

^H E Qctogone is a figure with eight angles,and

eight faces, as the second figure shewethit, in the
Trcaty-of planes,sol. 25. and %6i Qnc may fee how
it ought to beset in Perspective in two different
Manners. The elevation is as in the sore-going.'
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PERSPECTIVE

A double

Cross in TerfpeBive.

have set this figure, and that below it, which the
Sieur Marolois hath in his Works, according to
the first Order that we follow* The which would
be more difficult to set into Perspective by another
manner of the diversity ofthe Angles. And by this
Jvlethod it is very easy,Elcvating it from all the angles
of the Plane &c. as we have said of the Polygones,
and may be seen cleerly in the first figure

A Stone fluted firflrakjd like a starr, in cperfpeBive:
Aving not set the Plane os this figure with the
other figure ; 1 thought it fit to set it under its
figure, for to abbreviate it in the Ordinary
way,as we have set the others.The Geometrical Plane
is easy to make. This is a Circle divided into six,
whereof the divisions ought to be joyned with right
lines, leaving a Point between t wo; As for example,
from I, to 3. leaving

2,

T hen to take z and 4., leavJ

ing 5. and lo others • the rest is seen sufficiently in the

second figure.
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PERSPECTIVE
Of Pilaf ers in Perspective.

HEN one would mike some Pieces, as Columns, Pilasters or Walls,
which shall have the same height. There is no need of the line of Elevai ion : It sufficèth to do as in the second Order, which is, that having
elevated Perpendiculars from the Angles of the Plane, as is A B C D, of the first figure •
we must set the height that we would upon the first or second Perpendicule, as is A F,
or D E. .Then to draw the Ray E to the point of sight F ; All the Perpendiculcs that
o:ie (hall elevate, must be unto this line E F, and then that the Pilasters G H, shall be
equal to the first.
If one would not use little squares in the Plane, we must set upon the base the Measures,
and draw the Rays to the point of sight F, and that which ought to abbreviate ar the
point of distance K • for example, L M is one side of the Pilaster : We must draw these
two Points LM, to the points of sight F for the bredth of all the Pilasters which one
shall set there • for the depth of each Pilaster, which we would make square, we must
take the distance L M, and set it before L, as is N • then to draw the line N K, which is
the distance, and it shall give the depth of the Pilaster at the point O, from which points
L M O. we must elevate Perpendicules, and do the rest as we have said. If one would
have the bredth of two Pilasters, between the one and the other -, he must set them upon
the base, and afeer set the depth of the second Pilaster eqi al to the first, as is PCh and
from these two points P.Qjo the distance K, which shall give the points R S,upon tneRay
I from Si we must draw alittle Parallel, which shall divide the Ray M F, as is S T - then
from these points R S T, to elevate Perpendicules, and to do as in the first : The third,
and more, if one would have them, ought to do the fame, keeping always the Measures
spun the base, as in the first Figure.

of Pilasters vi:wedby the Angle,
E have said heretofore, that the Plane of squares is made, hy drawing
Measures from the base to thcDistances. As concerning the Elevations,it
x
is the fame that we are speaking of. For having set the height A B,upOÙ the first Perpendicule, we must draw from the point B to the distances C D, which
shall divide and give the heights to the two other Perpendicules elevated on the sides:
Then having given the Distances, which one would, between the two Pilasters, which
are h.re two little squares, you must elevate the second-and by the same Order the third :
Th.-ir height shall be sound drawing a visual Ray from the point B to the point of sight E,
at the section, whichthis Ray shall make of the first Perpendicules, at the point F F, and
from the points F F, to the distances, as in the first Pilaster.
Those which are made without a Plane, must take their Measures upon the base- as if
one would give them the like bredth to those above viewed on the front : It must be set
as G H, and to draw the Ray G, to the point of sight E,for to have all the Middles or the
l>'a.Tict ers : Then to set also the same bredth of G át the point I. and from these three
poinrs G H I, to bring lines to the distances C D, for to frame the first Plane : from this
Plane he must elevate Perpendicules : And upon the first to set the height as is G K. and
from the point K to draw to the distances, for to have the Abridgement of the Perpendicules of the sides, for the second Pilaster. The same shallbe done from the Points L. MAni ih: third, fromthe points N O.. The rest is easy enough to doe, viewing the second
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"HE more that any one is Elevated above any Object, the
r
fiiore hediscovereth that which is above. By consequenr, if one
be lower, he shall discover le s -, and if one be under it, he can
ïëc but that which is under, and nothing of that which is above. y£
•The first Proposition is verified by the first Figure: The second, by
the second : and the third, by the last.
The first and second Cube, is mace as we have taught • the third
is made also by the fame Orders, although they seem more hard, by
reason that we see the Objects by the upper part. But if you turn up
the Paper, or the Picture, and draw at the point of sight,and at the distances B C, as in other Orders you shall have the fame facility. I set
norhing of the Objects viewed on the side : feeing that I have said so
many times that it is the fame with those on the front : And for to give
further knowledge how to set them in order ; There is one in a single
:
:- aught,and the other shadowed also.
Before we leave this third Figure 5 we must observe, that the lowness
of the Horizon, is the cause that we fee the bottom of the Objects,
which are elevated above, as D E F 5 and of the two others, which
are G H, placed above the Horizon, one cannot fee neither above nor
below. Above, because the Horizon is lower $ nor below, it being placed upon the Horizons
ggjê«yj
There are many Painters, that do fail in this, making the
upper párt of many things appear, although that, the Horizon be much
lower.

PERSPECTIVE.

The Elevâthnof olycls viewed b) the Angle.
Ehave shewed by the two Figures ofthe 19 h. and 20th. sol. how the
Planes are made, drawing to the points of distances, and never to the point
of fight, if it be not for to finde the Diameter, We must keep the fame rule
for the Elevations^.as it is e*asie to fee by the first Figures -, which have all their lines abutting.at the pojws of distances B C, and not one at that ofthe sight A.
The first Figure D is for to shew, that whensoever there shall be an insiniteness of
Parts, in one and the fame Object viewed by the Angle, we must draw them all to the
points of distances B and C. If you would make one of the fame, fee here the Order : Having made a Plane, and elevated occult Perpendiculars, as we have said, yon
must set the height that you would give unto it, at the first Angle E F, and draw from
the point F to the points B C, for to have the height of the second and third Angle at
the point G : Then from this point G, to draw again to the points BC, andyou ihaW
hive the fourth Angle of the Platform. The other little Bodies ate elevated in the
f ime manner, by setting the height that one would give them, upon the first Perpendicular, as from F to H, and from H drawing to the points, as we said but now from
the point F, we shall have the heights of all the Angles-, And the points IK shall give
the thicknesses of all the little Bodies, and the Platform of that of the midst : by drawing always to the Points B and C : The rest is seen sufficiently by the Figure,which one
may make to serve for a Castle, defended with sour square Towers, or for a Palace
quartered with four Pavilions.
Thé two other Bodies which are on either side of the great one, are seen from the
side, whereof the Order is alike to that which is seen from the front : for example, if
you elevate Perpendiculars from all the Angles of the Plane L, and that you give
your height to the first, as M N, by drawing from the poinrN; to the points of Distances B C, they will give the Angles 2 and 3 at the point O. Then from the point
O, drawing still to the points B C, you shall have the fourth, which is the Elevation
of the whole. This being practised by the first, and by the second Order you shall
have the same.
The second Figure below is of the fame Order. There is no difference, but of the
Horizon, which is lower.
The third iheweth the under-part of the Objects, but the order is altogether the
fame with that above, drawing all to the points of distances Q^R, which is the"'
Horizontal line.

PERSPECTIVE

For to raise Bodies, Andrerwve them
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F you would have the first Body of two feet high, and one foot deep, and one
broad, at two feet distance one from another,of two feet deep,of one foot broad,
and three feet-of height, and three feet distance. Another of one foot broad, five

feet deep, and four feet high.

Thus yon mail proceed.
Having made a Plane of little squares, which we shall make to a foot square (one
may make them of what size he will) by the points of sight A; and distances B C. You
fhaa raise from the first Angle a Perpendicular, according to the second Order,which
lhall bear the Measures that you would give to the Objects as this DE, upon the
which you shall transport four times the Measure D F, feeing that the highest ought
to have but four feet. From all the Angles_of this first little square FIGD, you
rntsst raise occult Perpendiculars. And having given the Measure to the first distance
ID and 2, because you would have it two feet high ^ you must draw from the point 2 to
the point of sight A, and it shall divide the Perpendicule ofthe Angle G at the point H,
you must draw Parallels to the basc,which shall divide the Perpendicule of the Augle I,
at the point K",and another Parallel from the point 2,which shall divide the Perpendicular of the Angle F, at the point L And joyning these 4 points HKL 2,0s right lines
h
>
you shall have your first Body .Then because you would give 2 feet of fpace,between the
first and the second Body, you must leave two little squares of the Pavement between the one and the other body, and upon the first Angles of the third to raise Perpendicules, and to do all the fame as at the first body, with these difFerencesj that the
.height of this second, ought to be taken at the third point of the line D E, seeing that
it must have three feet of height, and must containe two little squares,, seeing that it
must be of two feet deep.Becween this second and the third Body,you must leave 5 little
squares, seeing that you require it at three feet distance the one from the other, and
from the first Angles of the fourth, to raise Perpendiculars as at the first and the last
after 5 little squares, which is the depth of your body, and the Term of 5 feet,
which the third Body ought to have of depth. The fourth point of the line D E, shall
give to it,its height, which ought to be of 4 feet, by dividing the Perpendiculars, as you
ha /e done in the first. Those, wWch are shadowed on the other side, are made by the
same Order, 3$F^fthe sanft-_ *oportion-, But the Wall of the midst is of Equall
height four feet only, an Opening of 3 feet in the midst.
In the second figure is a Wall of equall heights. There being distances of 3 foot,
Jest for doores or windows :. The first part of the Wall is but 2 soot deep. The other
two 3, foot in depth a peice,on the other side there is a Continued Wall of 14 feet of
depth,and of height like nnto the others.
The Order is the fame with that of those above;
That which we have called a.Wall, may also serve for an Hedge - or Rowes for
3

Gardens.
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of Walls viewed, dirtily
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Y that which we have fad, one may make ail sorts of walls viewed obliquely. And

although this very Order may serve for the lame walls viewed directly, it hath
seemed necessary to me to set also this figure, for two Reasons : The first, for
that they do not always make Planes, and in this cafe one should be troubled for thicknesles.. The second, ' for to give the thicknesses to the doors and windows which may be
to be. set in those walls. .
For to make walls Parallel tothebasc, or to the-Horizon upon the Plane, youihaW
give them such a length as you shall please, upon the Parallels to the Horizon • for the
bredth, you may take that of one little square, from the Angles of which you ihall raise
the Perpendicules A B> which you ihall make as high as you ihall please, as C Then from,
the.point C draw unto the point ossight D this Ray C D ihall give the diminution and
the perfection to the wall..
When one hath not a Plane, we must: set ar the first corner of the wall, upon a Parallel to the base, or to the Horizon, the thickness that we would give to the wall, as E F.
Then from the point F, to draw to the point of sight D, and from the point E to the point
of distance G, from the section of these two lines at the point H^ you must raise a Perpendicular • and from the point F, another upon this last : you must take the height of
the Wall F L. Then from the point I to draw to the poiut of sight D, for to » have the diminution of the wall at the section of the Perpendicule H-, for the lengths you Ihall give
it such as you please, upon the first Parallel E F -, for the doors and windows in the
fame walls - you must mark the bredth and-height, as here KLM N- and to settnc
thickness that you would give them upon a Parallel, above or. below the doors or windows, at the nearest corner to the point of distance, as here N O, or L O. Then draw
from the points L andN to the point of sight D-, and from the points Oto the point of
distanceG. And from the section of the lines P, you must draw the thicknesses.. '

Another Wall viewed from the Angle.

H

Aving the Plane, you are only to raise Perpendicules from the Angles, .which
one hath resolved upon, andto mark the height, which one would give them^ipon the Perpendicule of the Angle that is nearest to you,, as is QJ*.. And from
the point R to draw to the points of. distances S T.. The sections whieh these lines shall
make of the Perpendicules, elevated from the Angles of the Plane, ihall give the length and
the thickness of the wall x- If you have not a Plane, you must sett the Measures which
one would give, aswell to the bredth, deptfc of the doors and of the windows upon the
base, as here VX is-the bredth, X Y the depth, 2 1 the bredth of one window Î
Then to draw from all these points to the points of distances S T :. First X T, which is
the Radius of the base : Then from V T a small line occult, which ihall divide the Ray
X S at the point 5, which is the thickness of the wall. For the depth, . the Ray Y S íhaíl
give it at the section that it shall make of. that X T, at the point 6. and Z I, the bredth
of the window at the points 7,?. from which points X 5, 6,7,8..you must raise Perpendicules, and set above the first X the height 2, And drawing from the point 2. to the
points S T, you shall have the height of all, at the sections of, the Perpendicules,,from
the height of the window marked by 3,4, draw to T, and where it shali divide thú Perpendicules 7,8, you must draw right lines : Andfrom the Corners 9 to S, for the depth
10, at the point Tj and from the section ii, to draw a.,line Perpendicular, All this
mayTerve foraPallifadoeasfor a wall..
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E must raise a Wall, as we have said, of i, or 2, or of 3, feet thickness,
upon the Points H I, and to bring it to the bottom of the fame height, then
if you know near upon the measure of the door that you would make -, set
the breadth upon the base, as here A, and B, of the Plane below, which
containeth 3 feet : and upon the side of A, and B, the breadth of a Band C D. And
draw these 4 Letters A B C D, to the point ossight K, and where they shall divide
this Parallel to the Horizon M N, at the point O, you must raise Perpendiculars of
such height as one would : see here already the breadth of the Door : for the height,
you must transport D F E, of the Plane below to the Corner of the Wall I, and draw
these Points F E, to the Point K, and where they ihall divide the Perpendicular M P,
at the Point Q^draw QR, Parallel to M N, which shall give the height of the Door,
and the Band above. Its thickness, or depth shall be the same, with that of the Wall,
which is G F, and if you draw from the point G, to the point of sight K, it will divide the Perpendicule M P, at the point S, draw S T, parallel to QJl, you shall have
the bottom of the Door V, which is its thickness, and of the whole circuit of the
Door.
For to make the Door to the Wall on the side * you must remember the Order of
sol. 17. which is, that one set all the measures upon the base, and
drawing from these measures to the point of distance, one hath all the abridgements
that he desireth. Example, you would have a Door 4 feet within the Chamber, you
shall set 4 equal distances I C. Then draw to the point of distance L, the measures
of the Door CA, and BD. And where the Ray I M, ill all be divided by the
points elevated of the Perpendiculars X Y3which shall give the breadth of the Door.
For its height, you must draw to the point of sight K, the points E F, and the sections
of the Perpendiculars X Y, shall give you it!
For the thickness above and below
you must draw the thickness the Wall G H, and F I to the point of sight K • then
drawing a little parallel to the base or to the Horizon, from the corner of the Door
X, and as much from the corner above, you shall have X Z, the thickness above and
below, which vou must joyn with a Perpendicular, as you see in the figure.
If you would also have a Door on the other side, you have only to draw lines parallels to the base from the point X, to the Ray IN, and then to elevate
them as we have said, the rest is the fame with-the side shadowed. The Door of the
bottom is not in the midst, that is to fay, a foot and half • the which I have made on
purpose for to reprove the error of those, who without other measures, draw two Diagonals from their Picture, although it be of an enormous greatness, and would that
all the Objects should be equally distant from the section of these lines : that is to fay,
from the midst of the Picture, so that according to their account, it should be alwayes
mounted for to see their work in its perfection, in which they deceive themselves^ for
when a Picture shall have fourty foot of height, and that k should be for to be seen set
upon the Ground, we should not set the Horizon higher then five feet,and rather less
then more. And according to their Rule this Horizon would be twenty foot high.'

PERSPECTIVE

Fer te frame Windows in Perspective.
H E Order for to make a window, is altogether the famewhh that of a door,
for if you make an Ascent ora Croís-bar within a door, it will be a window
and no more a door, so tha; there is no more then to learn to make a single Cross
or double, and you shall know to make windows. If you would make one in the wall
A B of iuch largeness as you ihall please • you must set its measure upon the base, as D
E, and draw from these points DE, to the point of distances, and from the section
which the points G shall make at the Ray A C, you must raise the Perpendicules G H,
which shall give the bredth of the_wir.dow, which is here but of two little squares : for
the height, they make them ordinarily the rear est that they can to the Plancher above .
But, the Rest or Stay ought not to be higher then of three feet, or three feet and an half.
Having then taken this Measure, you must set it upon the Perpendicular A B, as A I, and
to draw IK. And where this line ihall divide G H, that ihall be the rest, a stay : And
likewise drawing L, which is above to the point of sight K, the section of G H ihall be the
upper part of the window, the which will give us a long square, or Parallelogramma, to
the which adding a Cross, it will be a window -, for to make this Cross-bar, you must
divide the space D E into two equal parts. And at this division to give such a bredth as
you ihall please, ordinarily it is four inches, or at the most halfe a foot. And to draw this
bredih M, to the point of distance F, and from the section of the Ray A C, to derate the
Perpendicules N O, which shallbe the ascent or Rising of the midst of the window for
the Cross-bars, you shall set therein as many as you please ; there is nothing but to observe this, that they ought to have as much thickness as the rising pillar; wherefore having taken this Measure M, you must transport it upon the Perpendicule A B, as is P, and
draw this Measure to the point K, and the section that these Rays ihall make of the Perpendiculars G H, G H, ihall be the Cross-bars -, and by consequent the window made,
for its thickness, it is not h ere but of t'ie hall'of the wall ^ for to give it to this window,
you must draw lines occult from the poi.it -, )jo the point K, and drawing little Parallels
to the base, from the corners of the window S, they shall give the thickness at the point,
that they shall divide the line QJÍ, as we have said of the door.
This window is equal with the wall within side which is not ordinary, because there are
that make them with Chamfrettings or Scunches, that is to fay, thát they enter within the
wall, sometimes a foot more or less.
The Order thereof is altogether the fame, except that in stead of taking the sections
upon the Ray A C K -, we must take it at that which entreth within the wall-as far as one
would cause the windows to enter, as may be seen in the sigure under the Ray O K, which
receiveth the Measures which one hath set upon the base ^ and that he must draw at the
point of the distance Fall the rest, as at those above, taking the thicknesses of the window, between the Perpendicule O unto that F, which is the last. Then when the window ihall be all finished upon the Ray OK, and of the bredth of the wall O F, we must
raise the Perpendicule A, and draw it to the point K. Then from the corner below the
window to the points P, to make a little Parallel, which divideth the Ray A K at the point
which shall be the thickness of the wall, which shall cover a little of the window,and
ííiall make the thickness R P to be seen from the point R,you must elevate the Perpendicule
R V, which shall divide the Ray T K at the point V, which ihall be the thickness above
the window. Of the Measures of that, one ihall make as much as they will,keeping therein always the fame Order.
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PERSPECTIVE

of the Planchers abrve:

^T^HE Perspectifs for Practiser of this Arc) ought, as it were,
to follow the fame Order which the Masons keep, which do raise
-1* and cause to come forth from the Earth, by little and little, very
fair Houses. The Pavement or Plancher below, serve him for
a Foundation, upon the which he raisetk the Walls, which he pierceth in so many places as he will( yet not without reasons for to nave
doors and windows, as we have said.
Let the walls raised be A B, upon the which we must first set Beams
or Girders, and upon these Girders the Quarters or Joysts. Having
taken theMeafareof the Square os its Piece (as it might be here on
foot J it must be carried to the height of the wall, as C D, from the
which Points C D, we must draw occult lines to the point of sight E,
which ihall give the Rays C G D F. You must also carry this Measure C D, upon the Parallel to the Horizon D H, which ought to bear
the Measures and Quantity of Beams, which you would set upon the
wall, as we have set these three IK L3 and draw all those Measures to
the point of distance M, and from the sections of the Ray D F, at
the point Of to cause Perpendiculars to fall, which shall divide the
Rayes C G, at the points P. Then drawing Parallels to the Horizon
from the Points O and P, unto the other side, you shall have the Beams
laid, as you fee in the first figure.
Let us set now Joysts upon the Beams, or to do more properly, let us
mortaise them there : The line Q., R ihall serve for the base,
upon which you shall set your Joysts, in such number, and so near and
far from each other as you ihall please: these are distant from each other
twice their thickness. Then when as we would ernbox them, we must
take their thickness within that of the Beam QS, as is QJT, and draw
an occult line T V -, then between QR and T Y, to set your JoystsX,
an d from all their Angles which may be seen, to draw to the point of
fight Y 5 and that you may not pass the half of the other beams, you
must draw from the midst of the first, which is the point T, an occult
Ray to the point of sight Y, which shall divide all the other beams by
the midst at the pointZ. Thenfromthe po.nl Z to draw Parallels to
the Horizon, that one may not pass them by drawing Joysts to the point
Y. If you would not take so much pains, set your Joysts Z, upon the
line Qjl, as they are under : Then draw boldly from one beam to another, from all the Angles X to the point Y, and you shall have that you
demand
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H I S Figure is set here only to cause one to

see the effect of the Order that We are about
to teach, where we ihall observe, that the Quantity
of stories, the one above the other, do ootmake

the Order more difficult.
The Joysts are not Tenanted within the Beams
in the upper story, as in thç under story.
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Another Ordering of Planchers in Perfpetfive.

T

HIS saíliion ought to be ordered in the same manner with
that which we are now leaving : We ought only to change
the setting of the Pieces $ that is to fay, that we must sec the
beams ac lengch, for to draw them to the poinc of sight, and
tIie
J°yst a cross, wnicfc is contrary to the other.
The Walls ihall be A B,upon the which, or upon the Cattozes that
come from them, you shall place the thickness of the beam C D, from
the which points C D, you must draw Parallels to the Horizon C E D
F, between the which one ihall set such a number of beams as he will,
as here three G H I, which he ought to draw to the point of sight K, and
to take heed where the Ray D P shj.ll divide the Perpendicular L P
5
Then from the point P, to draw a little Parallel to the Horizon PM,
which ihall be the term ot bound of the other Rays, as PN. And
from the point N to raise a Perpendicule N O, and so to all the Pieces.
Here is that which is for the beams, for co sec the Joysts across upon
these beams, you must set their thickness upon the line QR, and
draw these Measures V, to the point of distance S,and from the section which the Angles V, ihall make at the Ray QJT 5 you must draw
Parallels to the Horizon, unto above the beam of the other side. If
you would mortaise them within the beams 5
you must take
the thickness of the Rafters within the beam, asisQjC. And from X
to draw a Parallel .to the base, unto the other side X X. And between
these two lines QR and XX, to set the divisions V, which ihall be Y.
And from all the poincs, todrawtothe distance S, for to have the
thicknesses of the side, and of below, which ihall be taken in the section of the Ray XT, at the point Z, from which drawing Parallels to
the Horizon, you ihall make the Plancher, as is seen fcw-|ie second figure.
You see how you must set into Perspective single Planchers of Carpenters work i If yet after, or in the stead of those you would have
some fair Plat-found of Piccures, or some other Compartment follow
that which we have said in the 35 sol. speaking of the Compartments of the Gardens, and you ihall use the line Qjt for the base. You
may make chere whacsoever it shall please you.
For che Planchers below, there are of some fashions in the folio's
3° 3* $2 3$ anc* 34.01" the Planes, for to give an open way to him that
u feth this Art to invent others by; You may fee hitherto, how to make
any Halls or Chambers perfectly. We will teach the raoveables at
the end of this first part.
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PERSPECTIVE.

HIS Figure íheweth clearly the Plancher
which we are about to express, and where
the lines do make the Figure a little confused.
WE will teach in another place to make this
Gate with Panes.
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A single Draught of Doors and round Arches vienfd dire&fy.

H

Aving spoken that which is necessary for Halls, Chambers,
Windows and square Gates 5 We must now know how the
round ones are made 5 for to set such where one would have

them.
Supposing that A B C D E F were Pilasters, or small Pillars elevated
upon some Plane -, for to place there Arches, you must divide the bredth
above G H, into two equal Parts, at the point I> upon the which having
set one leg of the Compass,you shall make with the other a demi-round
G H, which íhall give the first Arch.
For to make all the others of the fame height and bredth, yoïï must
draw lines from the points H G, to the point of sight K, and these two
Rays shall divide the Perpendicules CD E F, at the points L, from
the which paints L, you must draw Parallels to G H, the which Parai*
lels L L, you must divide into two, for to make there demi-rounds, as
in the first. For to fínde the Center of these Parallels L, there is but
only to set the Rule to the first Center I, and to draw it to the point
K, it will divide them all just at the midst MM*, at the which points
you iha]l set one leg of the Compass, and (hall make the half-Circle
asin thefirst.Thosewhich are view'd in front, and those which are
view'd on the side, are ordered in the same manner, as may be seen
in the first Figure.
When one would make a thickness or a band equal throughout all,
there is need but of one Center, as O, of which they have framed the
thicknesses N P, of the figures below .* All the rest is made, as we have
said, drawing to the point of sight K : These two last figures lhew how
all kind of single Vaults, or bending Roofs should be made, which have
but an half-round 3 One may enrich them, as we íhall íhew hese-,
after.
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iÆe Pilasters view'd diretfly.

t lk^ H E single draught that we are about to pass from, giveth the

I

-means to make this, being the fame Order, there are a few more
draughts,-and not more difficulties, for having drawn from above
the Pilasters A B C D, Parallels to the base. We must divide the first
into two, and from the center I, to make with a Compass the first halfRound'A B, and without stirring it from the fame center, to make the
band A G F C : Then drawing from this center E, to the point of sight
H, the Ray E H, will give all the Middles of the Parallels for to make
half-Rounds above all, beginning atB D until the last I. This is the
fame order for that on the side*
nt*_
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C>/ the third Point in the Atch.

T

H E draught is as easie as of the Round : When one hath given
the bredth, as K L, set a leg of the Compass in K, and turn the
other towards O, which will iframe the Arch L O, setagain the compass in L, and make the Arch K O, you íhall have one
Urchin the third point K OL, do as much with M N, you íhall have
the second Arch of the bottom M P N : The second figure os the third
Point is with a Band or Border about it, which is made from the fame
Center 5 for example, from the Center R,they make the Arch S X and
TV: And from the point S, the Arch Q^V, and R X- All the rest
draweth to the point of sight Y.
The true third Point is the Figure
they divide the Diameter 4 6
into three equal Parts, then they set one leg of the Compass in one di-|
vision as c, and with the other leg they take the opening c £,for to make
the Arch b e jthen setting again the compass in ^,they make the Arch d A e,\
which is an Arch in the third point as well as the other,, you may use
which you will. The Ancient Churches come nearer to the first then
the second : there are also some which are more close.X
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4 further Tut suit of this Figure.
Have set an Arbour of a Garden,

which is

made, as we have ípoken of, with Arches,
view'd directly.
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For te frame and [et into Perspective Doors and round Arches»
'H E Round being hard to set into Perspective, hath need of lines and of points
which go before it, ere it can be framed : And for to finde these points the
M more easily, we must understand the first figure, by the which we fee, that he
which would have a demi-round upon the Diameter A B, hath only to set a leg of the
Ctffopass ath$e mfdst of AB, at the point C, and with the other legof the Compass
to draw a crooked line from A to B, and so to carry his demi-round upon the Elevation
D E, for to have a Door or round Arch, as in the second Figure, so as we have

4Bui for to-set it into Perspective,
.

sai

....

"' •

we are to divide it into as many Parts as we will :
the more that one can make is always the b:st, as we have sai^yand shewed at the 28th.
Í&Ì. and as we shall (hew, speaking of cross vaulted Roofs. We will divide this into
|ŒBC Parts only, four for the half : Having made the half Circle, as we have said, we
must upon the clemi-round draw a Parallel to A B, which toucheth it at the point F,and
tli* point F íhall be the midst above the Circle : Then to elevate from A B two Perpendiculars, which divide this Parallel F, at the points. G H. And from the Corners A
B G H, to draw two Diagonals A H G B, which íhall divide themselves in I,and from
this point I, to elevate a Perpendicule C.I F, which shall divide the Cird e into two,
and the Diagonals íhall divid* it into two other Parts at the points K, by the which we
must; draw a Parallel to the base K L. Let us transport all these divisions and measures
upon the third Figure, for to set them into Perspective.
1
First, draw the Corner E to the point of sight ^ M : Then from the point N equal
to D E at the point of distance P, which shall divide the Ray E M, at the- point
Whereby E Q^wiil be the bredth of the first Arch D E, in Perspective.' Draw also O
to the point P, i; will divide the second Arch at the Ray E M, or point R, not having
more space upon the base for to take the third Arch, you must draw from the point N
to the point of sight M - and from the point R a Parallel to the base R S. Seeing
that R S is under the fame Angle with E N, it is then of the fame bredth as we have
proved from the beginning : Drawing then from S to P, it will divide the Ray E M, at
the point T, iwhich shall be the third Arch.
We must then elevate the Perpendiculars V, from these three Points Q_R T, the
which shall be divided by the Ray H M, which íhall be the highest of the Arches. Then
from the Ray B M, which íhall give the lower part of the demi-round, draw Diagonals
from the points B V H X, which crossing themselves, shall give the place of the Perpendicular Y F, which divideth the Arch ^
And drawing the Ray L M, it shall divide the Diagonals into two, and the Arch into four. If you joy-n these points B 2
F Z K, with crooked lines, you íhall have the first Arch, and the means to make an infi. ire Company of the fame fashion. This Order serveth for Vaults, Arches, Doors,
B: idges, and every other thing that requireth the demi-round. And therefore I let alone making the twox>thers,speaking no more.
This Order may also serve for the Windows of a Church - There is nothing else to
co, but to make one or two Ascents, to fasten the Glass.
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For to frame And pat into Perspefl'iveDoors, and Arches round,
shewing their thicknesses,

T

double

HAT which we are about to say, is only for the single
draught, the which being doubled, giveth the bredths and
thicknesses of the Arches, and of that which beareth them,
joyning thereto right lines at all the sections of the one to the
other 5 as for example.
Having made the first draught D E, as we newly spoke of,and drawn
D E to the point of sight A, we must set the thickness upon the base E
C, by drawing C to the point of distance B, it will divide the Ray C
A at the paint E, and from this point F, to draw the Parallel to the
base G F, which shall divide the Ray D A at the point G. And from
F aad G which íhall be the thicknesses, to elevate the Perpendicules I
F G : If from the point H, you íhall draw to the point A> this Ray shall
give the height of the Perpendicular H I,upon the which you must take
the line of the Center of the demi-round K, by drawing K to the point
A, which shall give the point L, from which draw the Parallel L M,'
and thisParallel (hall be the line which must bear the center of the demiround behinde :• As N, is the line of the center of the demi-circle before : you must divide this line M L, into two equal parts, by drawing
from the point N, to the point A, by the point 0,and upon this point O
you must set a leg of the Compass, and make the half-Circle M L, the
which ihali be divided as the first, as we have said in the figure foregoing • then to draw right lines from the divisions of the one to the other-, that istofay, from the demi-round before to that behind, for of
the two to make but one, as the figure ihewethit, joyning M to P Q^to
R , toTV, roX L,to K.
For to make the Arches or round doors seen on the front, as D E F
G, there is no need to make all these divisions, seeing that it is sufficient
to have sound the line ML, for to make the demi-round, which is carried again to the first NPK. But I have made them there on purpose,
for sear of confounding the letters with the lines in this Figure below,
where the Arches are vievv'd obliquely, or at return, by drawing to
the point of the sight Y,theseArches íhall give their thicknef^by doubling the order, which we have spoken of in the figure preceding, and
pyning the division from the one to the other, as we spake but now,
ani the which is seen in this second figure : to the which having given
the thickness E Z J have framed the draught E of points, and Z of full
lines,thereby to avoid confusioniand to make to understand,that all that
which is made of Points ought not to beseen,thePicture being finislied.

PRACTICAL

PERSPECTIVE.

ÈàÈáà&âÉáÈÈmìà&àìáàûàêÈÈÉâìáàààÉ
of Figures in Arches of Another fashion.

T

fí E Arches view'd in front, that we have set heretofore, are
made exactly: but they are somewhat long in the Practice.
Behold another fashion as right, and more short then the other.
Having made from the Center A the demi-rounda or the
whole Circle B H I. You must from the Center A, and from [the end
of the Diameter B, draw Rays to the point of sight C, then Yet upon
BI the bredth or thickness that you would give, as is D'A. And from
this point D to draw to the distance E, and at the section of this line
D E, upon the Ray A C to the point F, you must draw a Parallel to
the base, until that it divide the Ray B C, at the pointG, then to set
one leg of the Compass at the point F, and with the other leg to take
the distance G, for to make the demi, round or the whole rouna1, which
shall be the thickness of the Arch, or of the Round, as may be seen
in the Figures. All the lines K,ought to be drawn at the Center A,and
the other L, at the point of sight C. This may serve for round windows
made of stone $ and these lines íhall make the points, as also for great
Vessels, Pipes, bathing Tubs,&c.
i\
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Arches viensd obliquely in Perfpeéïive,

T

His Order may serve when one íhall be in haste, and that one
would not be so exact, and also to avoid a multitude of. lines,
which the other Order doth oblige to make.
I fay then, that having framed the first Arch NO,as we have
said heretofore, we must make upon the first draught little Parallels to
the base, in such number as you íhall please, as are these Q^then to.take
with a Compass the bredth, where the Arch beginneth, as is P O, and
to bring it upon all these little Parallels o, which íhall give the points
R, by the which we íhall bring a crooked line, which íhall frame the.
thickness of the Arch.
It is certain, that according to Perspective, the Objects are enlarged,
when they come near to us, and that the line O P ought to be smaller :
but in this, the difference of these bredths is so smáll,that it signifies nothing. And yet I give not this for a Rule, but for an ease to those that
are in haste.
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of Arches fat, or in manner of an Hankie of a Basket, or demi-circles.

^"T ^ H E Order to set them into Perspectives the same with the demi-Round, and of the third points, as we fee in the Figure A B.
All the difficulty is to finde the draught which is made in two
Manners.
The first, by two centers, and a line or thread, as we have said in
the Orders before speaking of the Oval, by reason that the Handle of
a basket is properly an half-oval.
The second is practised thusIf one give you the line C D, for to
make there a low Arch, which may have the height E F: you must from
the center F, make the demi-round C G D, and to divide it into as
many equal Parts as one would, as this here into twelve 5 and from all
those divisions to draw to the Center F : then again from all these di.
visions to draw Perpendiculars upon the line, or Diameter C D, as are
the lines L. After these works, we must of the height,which one would
have the Arch of,make also a circle, as from E F, the demi-round H E
K, and from the sections which this little circle shall make upon the
divisions of the great, we must draw little Parallels ,until that they touch
the Plumb-lines, or Perpendiculars, which fall from the fame divisions :
as for example L O, and from all these points O, frame the Axch, as
we fee it here made of Points,
The other Figure maketh yet the'Arch lower, and one might make
it yet more couchinp, keeping the fame Rules and Orders.
The Figure below maketh one of these Arches to be in Perspective,
view'd in front, as it ought to appear, being finished. / will set nothing
of the Practice, having already said, that it is the fame with that of
the demi-Rounds*
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àààáâÈâààÈà'ÉàÈàûâûÈêàéààààÈàÈ
N E may see in this Figure the good effect of the Arches, when one giveth them
well the Center, or the draught of the Roundness that they ought to have,
For the Degrees and the Figures we shall have
here aster the manner of giving them their just Meafuses.

PERS P E C T I V E

MâáÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈàÈÈÈrÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ,
F or to set Arches or h df'Circles us on FiUJlers or Columns*

O

N E might say that in the Figure, which we are about to behold, there are Pilasters, which are not in the draught which
goeth before, the which hath made me resolve to set this here,
which {hall serve to make it known that it is the fame Order,and that
we have only to leave the place and bredth of the Pilaster, which we
would give them between two Arches, the which is done by 'the
means of the Plane or of the Base, even as we have seen the demirounds, which are between each Pilaster, the which are made as we
have said in the last Order.

MÉÈÉàáàááà^àÈàÈààààáààÉáàààáà
Arehes in the third Point*

7y ^HE Arches, and the Vaults or bending Roofs in the third

point, are ordered in the fame manner with the demi-rounds

A wherefore, having made one of them, we may very well make
the other : it sufficeth only to know the draught, seeing that the
Figure íheweth sufficiently the rest $ for the draught, we have already
said that there is nothing foeasie. The bredth AB being given for to
make there an Arch in the third point we must open the Compass for
5
all this bredth $ and holding firm one leg at the point A, with theother to make the Arch B C, then to bring back the leg to B, and with
the other tomake theArch A C where they shall divide themselves, it
r
ihall be the point of the Arch C : The other fort of the third point is
the true, which we have set heretofore marked 4*
Seeing that all the rest is ordered, as in the demi-round, we will not
make any repetitions thereof : there are only here Pilasters between
two, which are not in the others, that we may cause the better to understand that which I have said here above, that we have only to draw
theseMeasures from the base to the point of distance
which ihall divide theRayDEatthè pointF for to elevate thePerpendicules before:
3
then having setthe thicknessG,to draw the Ray G E,for the bredth of
the Pilasters H , from this point H they elevate Perpendicules, which
bear the fame divisions with those on the fore-part, the which are
jo/n'd with right line$,,and as in the demi-found,.
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For to [et into Perspective Vaults er Cress Arches.
' .
.
. I
E must remember, or see it anew, that which we have said at the 2?. sol.
speaking of setting the great Round into Perspective, by reason that we
have divided the Circle into many Parts, for to make it the most exactly
that may be, and by consequence the Vaults or Arches more round and more just.
Tut as there are a great Company of lines in this division of 16 parts • I thought
that it would be better to begin by a division of 8, although it be not so exact, so will
in also be less confused. We will take again the other in the following leaf.
Having then made the Plane of a Round divided into eight parts, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.
We must draw from all its divisions, Parallels to the base, unto the Ray B A, which
shall give the points C, upon the which we must elevate the Perpendiculars C D ;
We must transport upon the first Perpendicular B and D, which is the line of elevation, the Measures of the half-Circle B E F, which ihall give the points DHG- from
the which we must draw Rays to the point A, and at the sections of the Perpendiculars CD, we shall have the fame divisions as in the Plane, 1,2,3,4,5. f°ran naifCircle we must draw crooked lines,as may be seen in the Arch of the first: side,the measures of which we must transport to the other for to have the two Arches collateral,
from the risings of which we shall make twoCircIes with theCompaftyhe one beforeG K
from the Center M • the o:her at the bottom 5 L, from the Center N, and so we shall
l avethe four Arches, which do meet ordinarily in the cross Vaults, at the outmost
Mouldings, Ogees or Circlets- There remaineth nothing but to make theCross, or the
crooked Diagonals, which ought to rest and bear upon the corners G, 5 KL, passing by the knot or scutcheon O.
Seeing that the Circle is divided into eight Parts, the Arches which are but the
half of the Circle, ought to have but four, as have those of the sides: whence we
ought also to divide into four the half-Circle before G K, at the points G P Qjl K,
the which ought to be drawn to the point of sight A, unto the Circle of the bottom 5,
L • Now that which followeth, is the secret of the Cross • it is that we must draw
Parallels to the Horizon, or to the base, from all the sections of the Circle on the
side 1,2,3,4-5. at the divisions of the Circle before, in such manner as G, which is
the first division of the Circle, touch in a point the first section 1. from 2 to draw a
Parallel to the second division P, and to make a point S, from 3 to the third division Q,
which shall give O, the place of the Knot • from 4 to the fourth division R at the point
T, then to joyn the crooked lines G S O T L, and you shall have already a Diagonal-,
and do as much on the other side, and you shall have the Cross entire, and your
Vault complear.
'j- "
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Fer to ma\e the fame Vanlt more exaïïly.

H

E that stiall understand well the foregoing
Order, will not be much troubled to do this,

feeing there is nothing but to double the lines, and
to. take heed to the sections which are in a greater
Number, by reason the Circle is divided into more
Parts.
One may learn to make the plane at the i$> sol*
you must draw parallels from all the divisions of
this plane,from i unto itf.or the half only to the Ray
B A, which will give the points O,upon which you
must elevate perpendiculars, &c.

All the rest is

done, as we have said in the foregoing Order; But
this is the more exact, and dothmake the Vault
more easily, because the divisions are more near the
one to the other.

o

PERSPECTIVE

JVr /<? «wfo f he Fan lis more Jlr eight then Utge.

T

Here are two Orders in this Figure • the one for to streightcn the Vaults on
the fides, the other for to give a I hicknefs to the Croie. We will begin with
the former. The two Orders of Vaults, which we are about leaving, supposing that they are all square v that is to fay,that the distance and bredth of the Arches is equal, as well on the sides as those on the front ^ and he that cannot make but of
this fashion, ihall sinde some trouble, if he were to set up a Church, where ordinarily
the Arches of the sides are much closer then those of the front.
See here a fair Invention, by the which you shall give such Measure as you please, to
those of. the sides, by the means of the bale A Q. Suppose then that the Arch before
it Qjs 40 feet broad, and that in that of the sides, you would allow but 15, 20, or so
much or little as you please : you must (according to the fourth advice in sol .17.) set
this Measure upon the base, and draw to the point of distance, which will give the sinking of the same Measure in AE -, as by example, we have set here A C of 20 feet,
drawing from the point C- to the point of distance, which is a little farther ofThere
where our Paper is too narrow for to cause it to be seen -, it will divide the sinking of
20 feetj upon the Ray A D, at the point E -, then coming back to the Baie, you n?.ust
make an half-Circle of this distance A C,and divide it into as many parts as the greater Arcade F G ihall have of division, as here 8 -, and from all thele divisions I, to elevate Perpendiculars IH, and from the points IH, being drawn to the point of distance
they wjll divide the Ray A E, at the point O, which you must also elevate into the
perpendicular O P, you must make in some place separate the Plane of this demiround |F G. Supposing that it hath not been made, for to take the divisions thereof,
and toícarry them from E unto B : And seeing that the Plane of the Figure foregoing
is equal to F G, take the Measures of the half B C D E F, and carry them upon the
Perpendiculcs A F, and from these poiuts E F D C B, draw to the point of sight D,
and from the sections which these Rays B C D E F, shall make at the Perpendiciles O
P • you must draw crooked lines, which shall frame the Arch of the side, and drawin] Parallels from the sections I,2,3,4,5,6,7-»8J9? to the divisions of the Arch FG,
you ihall have the points FRSTVXYZ, for to frame the Cross, even as we have
air. ady said heretofore.
For the Thicknesses of the Joynts of the Cross, you are only to make a little line
of Elevation a whxll Ï have set at the top of the Perpendicule elevated from the point
O : and this line a b being drawn to the point of sight D, divideth all the other Perpmdicules at the points c a?,for to give the heights Proportionate to every.PerpendicuIe
elevated from the sections of the Cross -, that is to fay, from the sections which must
be made for to sinde the draught of the Cross, following their Order : for example,
the first Elevation ab ihall be given at the first Perpendicule G: The second Elevation c at the second Perpendicule F, c • and so following for all the others,which
shall give the points C, by the which making a crooked line for to joyn them together,
we ihall have the thickness of the Joynts of the Cross of the Vault, as one may sce.at
half of the left side of the Figure aforegoing.
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Orders aforegoing.

LL the Orders aforegoing* do (hew íùffiU
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cient easiness for to make a perfect Vault, as
this here : except whit concerneth the Pillare or Go*
Iumns, which we will shew hereaftcf *
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Arches and Doers with threesquares.

r ■ 1 Here'is

another kind of fretted cieling, which holdeththe place
of a Roof for Gates and Galleiies, and also in Churches,which
-*v- maketh well also in Perspective-, and is very easie to practise:
I have, set it after the Round, because that it is framed of a demiCircle, as a-round door, which after is to be divided.
ff .Having elevated the walls A B, we must make a demi-CircIe \vhich
2
c onraineth all the bredth C D, then holding the Compass open of the
bredth of the half Diameter EC, you must hold one leg firm at the
point C, and with the other E to draw an Arch on high,whichdivideth
the demi-round ac the point G, and to make likewise from the point D
the Arch E H. Then to joyn these four Letters CDGH, with right
lines, which will give you the Arch half-Hexagone, or with three
squares. You must also make a demi-round,upon the bredth IK : for
the bottom, and for to divide it, you have only to draw from the
Angles of the first CDGH, to the point of sight F, at the sections
that it ihall make of thg demi-round at the point LM : you must draw
right lines, which will frame the Arch of the hollow.

I

Of as ot her Arch Half Dec agon c^or of five squares.

T

HIS Arch is ordered altogether as the former, and there is no
difference, but in the division of the Circle : The first is divided into three, and this into five -, so if you divide the demiCircle L M*into five Parts NOP Q,and that you draw front all these
points to tïíe point R, you shall divide the demi-Circle of ththdlow:
so as we have said, in that above of three square^
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Tfe Elevation os round Figures in Perspective,
JP"

g

H E desire that I have to íhew the easiness of setting a/1
things into Pet spective, hath made me set here also, how
one ought to elevate from a Round or Circle, such an height
as one would have $ and this Order ihall serve for all round
Figures> as Tops of a Church, Amphitheaters, Towers,&c,
Having made the Plane of the'Round in Perspective^ it is ordered
heretofoie, and set on the side of the Plane, the line of Elevation A B,
according to the height that one would give it: We must from the
Angles of the Plane which are here, the Points of whi^h they have
framed the Round, as are i>2.3,4,5,6,7,8,9, to draw Parallels to t'ie
bottom of the line of Elevation A B, and to elevate them as we have
said, and with a Compass to transport them upon the perpendiculars
elevated from the points 1,2,3,4,5,^,7,8,9^ &c. as,in the former Orders,
j
The demi-round before, hath but half of the Elevation of that behinde -, and the one and the other, but the single draught without
thickness.
By this Order there is no round thing, which one may not set into
Penpectivei I mean Rounds, Parallels to the Horizon; The other
Rounds which are Perpendiculars to the Horizon, are taught in the
Orders of Vaults.

The Elevation of Pilasters set into a Round.

W

E must double the Round, asis taught in the Plane, sol. 19.
and between the two Circular lines set the Plane of the Pieces, which one would elevate, as we fee the Places before A
BCD, the which do draw to the Center E j Then from all the Angles
of these Planes to raise Perpendiculars, and to give them their height,
according to the line of .Elevation F G, by the ordinary Rule, as is
sufficiently seen by the second figure.
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Fault like a Scallop-shell set into TerspeBive.

T

HIS Figure may serve for the hollow of a
Church, for a Grotte or Cave,sor an hollow

Nest in a Wall, and the like Pieces; the Elevation
is made in the Ame manner, and by the Orders
that we have spoken of.
For this flat Band A B which may serve for a
Cornistv'ts diminution must be taken upon the line
of Elevation in C D, and to carry it upon the Pilasters,
For the Vault, we must make the first Arch EF
f
in the manner that We have said, and in the midst
within to make a demûCircle O, to the which we
shall draw crooked lines, which iha!I rife above the
Pilasters, and (hall make the fides or Nerves of the
Vault, as we fee G H I K, the heights of the Windows stiall be taken upon the line of elevation, between Land M. The figure will help for the
rest*
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Of op;» founds in Steeples, or Faults persedh Perfyctfivc.

Aving made the Plane of the double Round, foL 24. and marked
between the two Circles, the places and the numbers of the Pilasters which one would have there, the which ought to draw
towards the Center A : we must mark tht height, which we would
give from the ground unto the hollow of the Lovure, as here the line D
and E on high : the which must serve for the base,where we shall transport the same Measures, which are upon the line B G. And from the
fame point of sightG,to make aPlane on higli as that below,whenceall
the places of the Pilasters shall draw towards the Center H, for to
frame the Pilasters, we are only to draw lines from the places, which
are opposite the one to the other, and which shall'give their bredth
and their thickness. I have not drawn lines to the three Pilasters before 3 as well to cause these of the bottom to be seen, as also to make
jt known, that there needs on high, as below.
For to give the thickness of the Round from I unto H, and from K
•unto L, we must set the height, which we would have upon the line of
the Elevation D M, drawing to the Horizon at the point F 5 And from
all the points whence we have framed the Round, to draw to this line
D, upon the which we shall elevate Plumb-lines, as D M, which we
take with a Compass, for to transport all these heights upon the Perpendicules,which shall be raised from the points, as K L N O P Qsand
so of the others*
He that in the place of the Round, would have a square or a Polygone, hath need only to keep the sameMethod; aad he shall do all that
he would, with the same facility, seeing that this,which is the hardest,
is aot difficult.

H
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P E; R S P E C T 1 V E.

multitude of Objeiïs and the 'Plurality of fto*
ries* ought to have but one point of fight.

1

Have already said elsewhere, that one never
ought to set more then one point of sight in one
Picture^ and that hence we may know the great
ignorance of Painters, which do give as it were as
many points of sight,and of Horizons,as they make
lines. I remember Ï have seen a Picturê,where there
were manyChambers,the one above the others,and
each had two ar three points of sight- and aftdr that
the Master thought he had done & Miracle. The
present Figure is to correct this Errour, and cause
us to know, that there ought to be but one point of
sight only, as is A, to the which all the Objects
ought to draw, and all the Chambers, if there
should be fifty/one above the other,or on the one
side and the other;as we fee these three here,which
draw all to the point of sight At
All the rest is
made, as wchavefaid heretofore.,

3p
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P ERSPECTIVE

For to set Chimne-js into

Perspective.

E must take the Measures upon the base A B, which must
be divided into equal Parts. You may make the divisions of
what quantity you will. This A B is into eighteen^of each one
foot; for to make a Chimney at the Wall A, three feet within the
Chamber, we must take three Parts, as A C, and draw from the point
C to the point of distance D, which will give the sinking of three feet,
d ividing the Ray A E at the point F, you must set the thickness of the
JaumUs of the Chimney beyond the point C, asisG, then drawing
from G to D, it will give this thickness at the point H. You must also
set the bredth of the Chimney from G unto I, which is of four seec
and an half: and for the thickness of the second Jaumbs an half foot, as
at the other: Beginning at the point I unto K, then to draw from IK
to the point of distance D, which will give their Mtasure upon the Ray
A E, at the points L M, from which four points F H L M, you must
draw little Parallels to the base,as F N H O L P M Ch for to give the
bredth to the Jaumbs, you must take a foot and half A R, and the
Ray A E shall divide the little Parallels at the points N O P
from
which, and from F L,you must raise Perpendicules 5 for the height of
the Mantle-tree of the Chimney, you must take five feet upon the
base, and carry them to the corner of the wall A unto S, and from S to
T for Cornish, all the rest is seen clearly in the first figure.
The otherChimney which is opposite.to it,is made of the fame manner, for we ought always to make the Jaumbs as in the first > and of
these Jaumbs, to make Columns, Termes, and all that one would. I
have made Brackets to this.
The Chimney of the bottom must also take its Measures upon the
bale 1,2,3,4, drawn to the point of sight E, for to finde the hollow of
the Chimney, or the bredths of the Jaumbs> you must draw from 7 to
E, and divide the lines of sinking at the point 5, which shall be a foot
and half: then from the point of distance V, to'draw the Diagonal
passing by 5, which (hall divide the Ray 2,E. at the point tf, and from
this point to draw a Parallel which ftiall divide the four Rays 1,7,3,4.
at the'points 9,6,9,9, from which you must raise Perpendiculars, and
make all the rest as in the others.
The second figureiheweth plainly,and without lines, that which we
are speaking os.
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PERSPE C T IVE

.ÈÈÈÈMÊà ^ÈÈÈêÈÈÈàÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈmÈÈÊà
of Stairs in ferfyctfìve.

T

Here is nothing thatgiveth íb great, a grace to a Perspective, nor which
more easily deceiveth the eye, there is a multitude osReturns, by reason that
there is need of many lights and divers shadows, which give such force to the
Objects^ that they seem to cast them out of the work. Now stairs have this advantage, that in what fashion soever one set them, they have always lights and shadows,
,aod by consequence they are pleasing to the sight. I will set down some here, if one
shall use little squares, they will have the more easiness, having only to raise Perpendicules, from so many squares, as he would have steps : then to set at the first square
the line of Elevation, divided into as many Parts as one woL-ld, and from these divisions to draw to the point of sight, and they shall divide the Perpendicules where the
steps ought to be.
For example, you would have a stair-cafe of eight steps, and that the last may hav
e
the bredth of 3, you must take upon the Plane the number of little squares, beginnin g
at B, as are 1,2,3,4,5,6,7.8. And 3 for the last marked 11, from all these Angles we
must raise Perpendicules, which we shall divide, according to the divisions os the line
of Elevation B D in tiiis manner.
The first division (four inches high, supposing the square of one foot) shall divide
the first Perpendicule, and it must be coutinued unto the second, for that maketh also
the upper part of the step, as is E P, and so of the others. You shall make these steps
as long as you would :as theíe are of three feet taking, as I have said,the square for one
foot, so as is B G at this distance. You must also raise Perpendicules, as we have done
on the side B - but for to save this pains, it were better to take the height of the last
t
stepH, and that of the first I. Then to draw the line H I, which must grate upon
the Angles, or the outward edge of the Steps, as E K, grateth upon them on the side
B : for this being, there is but onely to draw parallells to the Base from all the Steps on
the side B, untill that they divide the line H I, as we fee L M N O P Q^&c. without
making squares^ we need only to set theMeasures upon theBase,and to draw them to the
point of distance. We may have the fame Measures upon the line A B.
I setrno other figures, feeing that this sufficeth for to Understand them alî,and for to
make them.
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PERSPECTIVE

àùàààà^ààÈMàúàààk'àà ^ÛÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ&
Other step hollowed nnderneathin

Perspective..

T

HIS manner of steps is made as tiiose which we are now leave*
ing. AS for the hollowness, there is need only to fee the Figure, for to know the manner of setting them into Perspective:
These two that I present shall give an open way to the Practiser os this
Art, to invent others by.

Steps in front in

Perspective.

HIS manner of steps is according to the Order of the line of
Elevation 5 you must raile as many Perpendicules from the
Angles of the squares of the Plane, as you would have of
steps, as are C D E F, and from the fame Angles to draw little Parallels unto the bottom of the line of elevation A, which shall be the
points O O O O, which you must raise until that they divide the occult Rays of the divisions of the line of Elevation A: Then to take
these Measures with a Compass, and carry them upon the Perpendicules elevated from the Angles of the Plane, each according to their
Order. The first, for the first step 5 the second, for the se*
cond, &c.
For to finde these Returns P 5 you must from the fame Corners P
draw to the distance Q, and to take heed, where that divideth the line
of the Plane, or the under-part of the step-, for example, above the
fourth step I have made the Plane of the fifth step ; Now to hare
its Return P, we must from the fame points P, draw to the distance
and take notice where it shall divide the Ray R, which shall be at the
point S, and this point S shall be the point for to draw the line of Return S TV And fo of others.-

T
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PERSPECTIVE

For to make flairs, w£/V^

T

aw? shew from four fides.

Hcre are many wayes to make these Stairs, fee here are two, which seem the
moil: easic The first ^ Being about to make one of these Stairs, we must take
the leng.h of the first Step, and set ther.on the quantity of Steps, that you
would have, as upon the line A B, I have let the points C C C, for four steps : From
these peints we must make Rays to the point of fight D, the Rayes ihall be divided by
the Diagonals A F, and B E, at she points I, from the which we must raise Perpendicules, and draw little parallels unto the bottom of the line of Elevation G, which shall
give Lhe points H, which they fliall raise as H K.
We mi.st upon this line of Elevation G, set as many equal parts, as we would have
Steps, as here 4, from these four points 1.2.3. 4. We must draw to the point D,
for to divide the Perpendiculars H K, and to give to each the height that it ought to
have, as that which is made of points iheweth it*
We must take these measures with a Compass, and transport them the one after the
other, beginning at the first G, 1 . and carry it upon the first Perpendicular , to the
corner A, as A L,thcn to draw a parallel unto the other side B. (but here I have not
set it but at the half, for to make the plane to be seen in the other)for the second Step,
you must take the second measure H. 2. and carry it upon the second.Perpendicular I,
then to draw Parallels, as at the first : And so of all the others.
Another manner.
The side M N, being given- we must make a parallel above, for the thickness of the
first Step, as O P, from which points O P, we draw 2 Rayes to the point of sight O,
and also to the distances R S, And these Diagonals shall frame the square in the or^
dinar y manner and this shall-be the first step. For the second, we must set the mea- •
sure of the breadth, which we would give it upon the line O P, as is O T, and from
the point T, to draw to the point of sight Q^and this line or Ray TQ. shall divide
the Diagonals O, where we must raise the second Step at the point V. The height
of this Step shall be taken from the half of V X, as M O, is the half of O T. This
measure being given at the point Y, we must draw parallels unto the Diagonal of the
other side, which is drawn from the corner P, thenirrom the points Y Z. to draw to
the ooints of sight, and of distance- for to frame the square as at the first Step,. For.the.
third Step,we are only to carry upon the line Y 2,the measure V X,which ihall be Y
A,and from the point A, to draw to the point of sight Q,for to* divide the Diagonal of
the point Y, which shall be the point B, and the place of the third Step. Its height
shall be the half of B C, whichis alwayes that of O T in Perspective. All the rest is
the fame, as in the first and second, if there should be an hundred, you must work ■
always in the fame manner
The third figure caufeth these Steps to be seen clearly without the confusion os
Draughts, which we should make for to find their places : these Draughts should be
made in white j or in such manner, that nothing may be seen of them, when the figure
is finished..
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PERSPECTIVE

;

Stairs viewed on the fid; in Perfective.
' Ou must set upon the base, the number os steps that you would have-, that is to
fay, as many points at an equal distance, as here the three ABC, from these
points, you must draw to the point of sight D. Then from the point A, to the
point of distance E-, And this Diagonal A E, shall give the plane, and the place of
the steps at the section of the Rays B C, at the points I, and upon the Ray F., which
is the foot of the Wall, the point G, which is the midst of the plane of the steps, from
ithis point G, you must draw to the other distance H, for to find the corner of the last
step at the point K, and the place of others at the points I. Then from all these points
I, to raise Perpendiculars.
For to give them their height, you must from the points ABC, which are upon the
base, raise little lines, for to serve for the line of elevation, upon the which shall be
set the heights according to their number. For example, A, which is first, shall have
but one, B, which is the second, ihall have two. and C, which is the third ihall have
three. Draw from all these points i, 2, and 3, to the point of sight D, and you shall
>dividethe Perpendiculars elevated from the plane, to the points O, which ihall be the
freight of each step.
That of the other side is for to make it seem without points, and without lines. This
manner of steps may serve for many things, as for an Altar, for a Throne, for the
forepart of a Church, for a Gate, &c.

Stairs within a Wall in Perspective.

S

Et as many divisions at the end of the Wall, as you would have steps, as here,
for three, between A and B, and draw A B, to the point of sight C. Then having
determined the space, that you would give to the steps, as D E, you ihall draw
gie parallel to the base E F, which shall receive at the points 11, the sections of the
lines drawn from the points G H, to the point of sight C, and from these points 11,
you shall raise Perpendiculars I K, IK, which ihall receive the heights of the steps,
drawing from the points 1. 2.3, to the point of sight C, as is to be seen in the second
%ure.

PERSPECTIVE.

^È^ààÈÈàÈààÈÈÈÈÈàÈÈÈÈÈÈ^ÈÈÈÈ
For winding Stairs with Rests in

W

Perspective.

E must remember the fore-going orders about Steps, and it will be easie to
frame these winding Stairs, but to avoid the pains of searching, we will unfold the whole matter here.
By reason that the winding Stairs of this figure, have ordinarily twice as much at the
bottom, as they are broad : When one would raise then into Peripective, he shall first
set the Horizon, where he would. Then he must make a square, according to the ordinary rules, and double it according to the second advice of Fol. 16. and to divide
this square by an unequal number of little squares, that the Walls which should be in
the midst, may be of the measure of one little square.
In this figure each square hath 9 fides,*or little squares of each side, the which being
doubled maketh i£. for all the hollow : Of these 18. you must leave 4 at each end
for the Rests- there remains 10 little squares, which we will make to contain 1 foot eevry way, or which we shall make ten Steps, or degrees, as followeth.
Having left 4 squares A B, beginning at the point A, which holdeth the place of
;the Wall, we will raise a good height the Perperçdicule B, then the second C, and the
third D, and so from the other Angles of the squares, until that one have made the 10.
which we have here.:■ This being done on the osle side -y you siiall do as much on the
other, and all these Perpendicules shall give the depths of the steps.
For the heights, if they have one foot of depth, or breadth, we shall give them one
îialffoot of height, which is the half of the little square A O : this height being taken
with a compass, we must set it upon the first corner, which shall serve as for the line of
elevation, beginning all below at the point A, and to mark it as many times, as we
would make Steps, as here 10. unto the first Rest, from which we begin to ascend again
on the other side opposite, where which we ihall take again the Rest, of the numbers
. following are marked there on the one side, and other unto the 2 3. • • «>•
From all these 2 3 points, we must draw to the point of sight É, and to take, .heed to
! divide the Perpendicules, according to their order, that is to fay, that having placed the
, rule upon the first point, and at the point of sight
we must divide the first Perpendic-1: r B, unto C, wih a small draught for the first Step : For the second Step, we must
from the s.cond point divide the second Perpendicular
unto D And so of all as well
of one side, as the other
From ail the Angles of these small draughts between the Perpendiculars, we must
draw parallels to the Horizon, unto the Wall F, which is raised in the midst,as are the
small draughts 1111, which I have made only on one side, for to avoid confusion.
It is only these parallels, which must fr ame the Steps : All that is, made unto that,
cught to be of occult lines, which ought not to be seen, when the figure is finished.
The Rests ought to be taken from the defect of the last Perpendiculars unto the W7all,
as from G, unto H, their thickness H K, is of one half foot, as of one Step.
The figure below, is the fame wi.h that above : but this is made, and the other
sceweth how it ought to be made.
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Stairs winding uprights in

Y

Perspective:

O U must set upon the base one side of the Ascent, and divide it into so many
Parts, as you would set steps there : for example, the side of the stairs let be
the distance A B, if you would have 16 steps for the whole Circuit of the
square, each side shall have four : This is, why this Measure A B being divided into
four, you must make thereof a square divided into sixteen, according to the Orders afore-going.
From all the outward divisions which divide into four the lines of each side, you
must raise Perpendicules which will give the bounds of the steps. Let then the Perpendicules be A A, B B, C C, D D, E E. This E E made for three, by reason that
the point is in the midst ^ for that it ferveth for the Nuell or Spindle,which is the Center of all, and the half of the line before, and of that of the bottom , there follow
F F, G Gjí H H, 11, K K, L L, M M, N N, O O, P P.
You must set upon the first Perpendicuie A. which we will make to serve for lines
of elevation, the height of one step or degree QA : And from the point Q,you must
draw to the point of sight X, for to have the Measures of all the steps at the sections
of the Perpendiculars Q_R S T V : A Qjs the height of the first, F R of the second ,
G S of the third, H T of the fourth, and IV of the fifth -, this of all those os the bottom, as A
is of all those before.
Seeing that G S is the measure of the third, which is the midst of the side • it must
also be the measure of the Center, and of the Nuell of the stairs -, therefore having
taken this Measure G S, with the Compasses, we must carry it to the Center of the
iquare- and mark it in going upwards, as many times as we would set steps in the
whole Ascent, as I have set it here eighteen times for eighteen steps or degrees.
All being ordered in this manner, therestiseafie enough, seeing that for to make
the first step, we must take the measure A Q, and carry it upon the Perpendicular
to the point I • and from this point I to make a Parallel unto the other Perpendicuie
B- then from these two points 11, upon the Perpendiculars to draw to the other I,
which is at the Center of the square j these three III will frame the first step. For "
the second, seeing that its Corner cometh to the Perpendicuie B, which is on the side
before, you must give it the fame measure A Q, which shall be 1,2. And from the
point 2, to draw to the point of sight X, for toclivide the Perpendicuie P, or the point
2, from the which points 2,2, Perpendiculars, you must draw to 2 of the Center,
which will frame the second step. For the third, seeing that it meeteth upon the Perpendicular P, you must take the measure F R for its height, and do as at the second ;
and so of all the others.
He that would make them round, needeth but only to reduce the square into Round
according to the Orders aforegoing, and he shall have- the íàme facility wholly as in.
the square, in whatsoever remainetb*
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PERSPECTIVE.

Squares set into Rounds

T

in Perspective.

HIS Order is the fame that we have given in the Planes, for
to set into Perspective 5 the Round divided into 8, as" one may
fee in the figure A, where the perfect Round of the forepart of
the Cube, giveth the draught how to abridge that above j And that
above with that before, for to abridge all the other sides ; as we fee
the Figure B, where the Round is abridged on three sides, and at the
other C, where it is of all the faces of the Cube.
The third FiguresDEF, are pierced or hollowed, each on two
sides, according to the Plane of the Figure, where the Round A, as we
fee the Cube D, pierced by the face before, and through that we fee
the bottom pierced ■ likewise E is pierced by the fides, and F by the upper part and the face, which lieth upon the Ground, which cannot be
seen, supposing that the Cube be of matter, which is not transparent.
These three Figures which are under, are as the Pieces which one
hath drawn from each Cube ; this G should be drawn from the Cube
D3 H is drawn from the cube E, and I is drawn from the cube F.
That whic'icaufcth to understand the easiness of setting all square
Figures into Round, and that one mall not be troubled to set Columns
in what place soever he would. The reason why I have set none of
them heretofore, hath been for to render the Elevations more easie to
conceive, and to facilitate the Orders » the which being well underwood and remembred,one ihallbe able to make a round figure of whatsoever he will ; This is the beginning of Columns.- We shall farther
speak, how. one ought to proceed for to make them perses
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PERSPECTIVE

^ound Stairs, in <perjpe3ive.

F

OR to elevate these three Stairs, or round
Steps view'd by the front, which are in the first
figure »we must make a Plane of three Rounds the
one within the other,as it hath bin said in the Planes,
sol. %2. And from all the points that frame the round
to draw Parallels to the Base,uato the Ray A, which
is the foot of the line of HIcvation A B, which shall
give the elevations by the Ordinary Rule,
which must be taken with the Compasses, and to
carry them upon the perpendicules elevated from
the Points of the Plane, as we have done at the Pilasters, set into Round*
%^und stairs viewed from the fide in PerJpeBive.
H E Order of Figures or Objects viewed
from the side, is altogether the fame with that
of those of the front; But that it may be known
that we are not always Bound to follow the division of the Circle into id. I have made those of
the side into 8, as may be seen in the Circle made of
Points in the Figure, which is not shadowed ; for
all die Rest, it is as in other Orders • the line of elevation C D,which is drawn to the point of sight E-
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PERSPECTIVE

Tor the win ding st âir

T

or turning Ascent.

HIS Figure is the fame with that before-going, which I
have not shadowed, on purpose to make the Order to be the better understood. And for this reason J have reserved for this,
tha Tree, or the Nuell of the Ascent, which one may finde by making
at the center A,aRoundin Perspective, or rather a demi-round, seeing
that we can see but the half as is B C, at which demi-circle we must
draw Fines to the Center A, from all the divisions of the square of the
first Plane, which will give G E F G H I K, which will divide this Arch
B C into eight parts. And from the section O we must raise Perpendicules, and observe that they shall divide justly at the point, where we
must place the steps or degrees, which we shall have made : as for example, the step I, shall be divided by the Perpendicuie elevated from
its point upon the demi-round, as we fee in A: the other step after
which is the second, shall be divided by the Perpendicular of the point,
which K (hall have made at the demi-round 5 and so of all the others*
The rest which is in the figure, as the doors and the windows, (hall
be made according to the foregoing Orders*

PERSPECTIVE

of Columns or Pillars in Perfpeéîive.

T

Hat which we are speaking of, is not only for the Cub?, but it
ought also to serve for all that we would make roand. For example, if from the square A you would elevate a round peice,
ycu must make a round within this square, according to the ordinary
Orders-, and at the height, which one would give to this piece,to make
also another square, and a round within, as is B. For to know to give
the 2 lines D E, which make the thickness, or the Diameter of the
round *• We must take notice where the round divideth the Diagonal
of the square, and to hold sor a general m mime, that it ought always to
be taken at the round pieces seen from the side, as it is in the figure C,
that the Perpendicules are elevated from the section of the round* upon
'tîìe Diagonal of the square, at the points DE.
For the pieces viewed by the Front, as the figure F, they ought always to possess the Demy-round G H I, and to elevate the Perpendicules of the Diameter right G H, and from the one and the other, as well
on Front, as on Side, we must elevate a line from the Center, which
shall serve to give the Diminutions to the Columns,
For these three pieces below besides that they serve to make the others seen clearly, and with their shadows, they serve also for to ihew
how we must proceed for the Columns.This piece of the midst K, is exactly round,without ornamcnt,nor intentto make any thererThe second
marked L, causeth to be seen, that when we desire to make a base
there, we ought upon the square, which must serve for a Plinthe,whereosM N is the upper part to make a double round whereof the distance
from one to the other, may be the Projector of the base, and the round
from within the plane of the ihaft of the Column, from which they
shall raise the Perpendicules.
The third marked Oi is a Column with its Ornaments which every
one may make at his pleasure, and we must take notice that the uppermost square of the Capital answer to the Plinthe or top of the basie,
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PERSPECTIVE

os

I

Cernifl ts tad Mouldings in Perspective.

N pursuit os Columns, which are ihe principal Ornament of Architecture, we
will set the Cornishes or Mouldings, with their Projectors, which we have not
let hicherto, for fear of giving contusion to the Elevations, which it behoveth to
be understood with clearness and easiness.
1
It is true that there are not many-Buildings made,which have not some few Mouldings
and Projector for their Ornament, for to make them more pleasing to the eye: whereI thought sit to set here the manner, not of framing them, seeing that dependeth on
the pleasure of every one, nor to give them their Measures and Projectors, for that
were to oblige my self to sit down here, the Orders of Architecture, and a thousand other Inventions of Ornaments, which one may sinde elsewhere, and which I
suppose are known. But only to set them into Perspective, according to the Orders
following, when any shall have occasion for such an Order.
For to set then the Ornaments for a Pilaster in Perspective, we must take the Measures upon the middle line of some o:her with its Ornaments, as is A B, of which having taken the bredth, and made a square Plane in the ordinary way -, and from this
square to elevate from all the Angles Perpendiculars, we shall frame the body or solid part of the Pilaster.
Ti en we must only take that which projects it self from the body ^ for example,
the base of the Pilaster C, and transport its measures as in D E- for to set it in Perspective roundabout the Pilaster : we must from the point of distance F draw a line
Diagonal, which passeth forth of the square to the point E unto G, it is no matter
for the length : Then from the point A to make a Ray passing to the lower part of the
Projector H ^ and at the point where this Ray shall divide the Diagonal at I, it shall be
the advancement of the whole base : the same Ray A H shall give the Projector of the
boitom, by dividing the other Diagonal at the point K : Then for .the Projector before, we must from the point I draw a Parallel to the base, until that it divide the Diagonal, which shall give the other Corner of the Projector before at the point
then
drawing lines of the height of the Base unto these points, as are M to L, from D to I,
from N to K, you shall have the bredth and the hight of all the Base • The Capital!
is made of the fame fashion. Here is for the first figures above.
Those below shall Cause the rest to be known, and shall avoid Confusion. For the
Pil tsters O, we must observe thac above P, where the line D H, bereth all the sections
of the bare -, Wherefore from the point of sight A, we must draw Rays, the which
passing by the divisions of D H, must marke them upon the lines D I, and NK- And
drawing Parallels from the points of D I, to M L, there will be no more then to give
the Ti rnings about, or wheelings as the shape of the Colum. When you shall meet
with squares, or Flat-bands, either above or below they are made by Perpendicular.
As for to make the Plinth, you must raise Perpendiculars from the Points LI K- the
from the point of sight A, to pass by the Corner of the Plinth Q, it will give' the
height upon the Perpendicules I, and K. Then L must be equall to JL.
I beleeve that this Instruction for the Base, will suffice for to make the Capitall being the same Order. This last Pilaster R, is only for to cause one to be* seen without
being mingled with lines. We have broken them, for to make the Bases and Capitall
to b^ seen, no. having hai space Enough for to make them appeare whole,
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Agréât CcrrJjì) above the Horizon in Perspective.
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T is the fame Order wuh that which we have explained, but as it is somewhat
difficult by the multitude of lines, I thought it convenient to set it down again
here, for to avoid confusion.
I say then, that having taken the poursill of the Projector and the Corniih,that one
would make, we must set it at the place, where one would make ic, as C which is the
.pourfill is at the corner of the Wall A B, for to find the height which it ought to have,
and to make those below seen, we must from the point of sight D, draw a Ray passing
by the end of the pourfill E, as is D F; then to make a line Diagonal. from the point
of distance H, passing by the.corner of the Wall B, and to continue it until that it divide the Ray D E at the point F, from which you shall draw the line F G, which must
be the Angle in Perspective, for to receive all the measures F G, the corner of the other end of the Wall K L, is drawn from the other distance I, as being the other Diagonal.
In the figure marked 2. we ihall fee, that all the figures which are upon the line M N,
must be transported by visual Rays from the point of sight D, upon the line N O,
for to draw Parallels to the Horizon from all these points, which /hall give the whole
Corniih perfect. But before we pass any further, we must mark, as I have already
said, that all the flat-bands and squares are made by Perpendiculars. For example, for
to make this great square of the Corniih, having made the Wave or Ogee,and the filet
under the filet, which must be the height of the square, we must abase the Perpendicule,
P Q.Then for to know where it must be divided for to make the under part be seen,we
must draw from the point of distance I, by the point above the quarter of the round R,
unto the Perpendicule P Q^aud you shall have that which you seek*. That which I
have said of the great square, must be understood of little ones, as are small mouldings,
the filets, &c because that they must all make that below to be seen.
The third figure iheweth, that having found all the points, and drawn Rays upon
this line, from the Angle S T, we must there trace out or shape the mouldings out
proportionally; I mean, that when these shall project themselves, as this here doth, because that its point of distance is near, we must help the mouldings, that is to fay, a
little bend down the quarter of the Round, setup the Ogee, enlarge the filets, and
mark at one end the fame that at the other -, as at V X, the fame that at S T after that,
there is no more but to draw parallels to the base, and all shall be done
The fourth figure iheweth the Corniih wholly made : 1 have drawn parallels from
all the points of the line of the Angle Y Z-1 have made an end of the Wall to pass upon
the Corniih, for to give to understand, that one hath liberty for to make it throughout,
and that our rule is general for to make it where they would.
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For tosind the under forts of the Great Projectors.

OR tosind the Projector os the Crown of the Body, or of the
Wall A -, We must from the Corner of the quarter of theround
' B, make as 1 mall line of the length that one Would have that it
come forth, as is B C, then from the point of sight D, to draw a Ray,
E, passing by the end of the Measure C. After that you m ake a Di*"
gonall from the distance F, and make it to pass by the quarter of the
Round B, and the section that it shall make at the Ray D E,at the point
G,that ihallbe the under parr, aswellosthe DDttomeas of the side, as is
BH, the which one may fee more deerly in the opposit, in the body
marked K
The Projector of the Body, or Wall marked L, is made as the first
marked A : There is only this di flference, that theBody L, hath the Projector M N, greater by one half, then that above B C, for to Shew thac
by the same Orde r, one may make as great, and as short, as one will.
. One may observe further in this fame Body L, how we must find
the Return of the Project, and of the Hollow -, we must from a quarte r
oftheRoundof the bottom of the wall at the point O, draw a Diagonal to the distance opposite P > and the section of this line upon the
Ray E D, shall be the point for to make a little Parallels to theHorizon
R Qiwhich Ihallbe chat which was demanded.
This may serve for all the squares, w'iichafe met within Cornishes
and Mouldings asjweJl great, as little.
The Body, or Wall, marked S, maketh the Mouldings of the Body
L, to be seen clcerly.
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Of The Cornijhes and Mouldings under the Horizon.

T

HE Orders ar© the tame with the foregoing:
But because of an Accident which hapneth
sometimes by the diversity of Horizons one might
be in some trouble, not knowing the reason wherefore that cometh to pass,
I fay then, that when we fee Cornishes, which
are below our eyes, and by consequence below the
Horizon ;the Advancings which the Projectors cauie,
do hide from us,fometimes the half, and sometimes
less or more, according as one is raised abovethem*
For to finde justly that which should be covered,
and that which should not be, we must set, as we
have faid,the Pourfil or Mid-line of the Moulding
at the Corner of the Body which we would adorn,
and having found the line of the Angle, as we have
said in the Orders aforegoing, there we must draw
the divisions of the Pourfil • and we (hall finde that
the square or the flat-band, will wholly cover the
Astragal or small gpultel bclow,or the demi-round,
j and will suffer but the half of the Filet to be seen^
■ AS is to be seen, that having drawn a line from the
point of fight A, by the Pourfil B C, it divideth the
Perpendicular of the line of the Angle at the point
D- which maketh known that which ought to be
covered;for the moulding belo w,tt is the fame thing
with the Orders foregoing4
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PERSPECTIVE

For

Cornishes with many cReturns.

TT^H EN there are many Returns in the Cor* * nisties or Mouldings, they must always take
their under-parts from the points of the distances,as
may be seen, that having drawn the Rays A and
B, at the point of sight E : We must from the point
of distance C or D, make a Diagonal passing by the
corner of a quarter of the Round O, until that it divide the Ray A or B at the point L from the which
point I we must make a Parallel to the base, for to
have the under-par^or theProjector os the square,
even as I have said at sol.çS.
I would willingly have made a greater Corniih,
seeing that it would not have bin more difsicult,but
(he paper hath obliged me to content my self with
this*
If one would make Returns by the Ground, as
these are upon the Horizon, he must observe the
same Order • Aûd for proof of that which I say,turn
this Paper upside down* and you ihalisee thesame
effects.
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PERSPECTIVE.

For the Openings of Deors in Perspective.
Eeing that hitherto we have followed very near the Order which they keep in
raising of Buildings^ whatsoever they be, we ought to follow in teaching the manner of Garnishing them, and making them fitting for to lodge in : I will begin
by the doors of wood ^ afterwards we will speak of other Openings, as of Windows,
Cupboards, Chests, &c. Then of Moveables, Tables, Beds, Chairs, Coffers, Settles,
Benches, &c,
All the doors, which are made for to open and {hut, depend of the Will of every
one, who may open them more or less, as he pleaseth ^ wherefore I will teaeh to sec
them into Perspective, at such opening as one would have.
We must observe that the Doors, Windows, Cupboarps, Chests, and in short all
things that may open and {hut, do make always a demi-round in their whole opening.
The reason is, that the side which is fastned by the hinges or hooks, doth not stir from
its place- and the other side moveth and maketh a demi-Circle, as a pair of Compasses
'would do.
For example, in the Plane under the Figure, if the side fastned be at the point A, and
the other side at B, if you would open the door fully, the side B shall make the demiround BCD, whereof the center shall be A, as one may fee : from whence one may
know, that if the door hath theee feet of bredth, as these have -, it (hall have also three
feet for its Diameter A C ; And 6 feet for the Diameter entire BAD, of which six
feet in fcngth, and 3 of bredth, we must make a Plane of 18 little squares, for which
we iha% make the demi-round ABCD, for to give a facility to make the fame demi- '
rounds in the Perspective, by observing where the demi .round of the Plane divideth
the lùtle squares, for to divide in the fame proportion those of the Perspective, and
thereto make a demi-round, which shall take up as many of the little squares, and
shall divide them in the same place, as we fee at the doòr E, where the sections arc
marked, as in the plane below 1,2,3-4,5,6,7.
When one would make an open door in Perspective, he must upon its Plane make a
demi-round • then to set the point of the opening in what place he will, upon this
demi-round } as for the door E, the point of the opening is at the point 2. from this
point 2, he must elevate a Perpendicular 2.H. And again from the fame point 2, draw
a line passing by the corner of the door F, and continue it until that it divide the Horizon which is at the point G, from which he must draw another line, making it to pass
by the other corner of the door L and to continue it till it divide the Perpendicule raised from the point 2, which shall beat the point H, aud you shall have the door open,
asisFIH,2.
All the Openings are made by the fame Rules, as are seen by the doors K and L ;
the door K iheweth its out-side, and the door L iheweth its inside • nevertheless, the
one and the other are ordered in the manner as the firsts the point accidental of K is the
point M, within the Horizon. And that of the door L is O. If one make to these
•doors, barrs, locks, and such like things, they mustbe d rawn from the fame accidental
point, as the barr and the lock of the door L,draw to the point O.Thefe are the points
which they call Accidental, as I have expressed in the beginning of our Orders, and
all the Openings make but one within theHorizon,excepttwo forts of Openings. The
one when the door is wholly opened,for then it hath its point at the point of sight, because it is at the wall. The other, when it is Parallels to the Horizon, because the Parallels never divide themselves tut are drawn right, as is the door N.
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Perspective.

LL the difference that there is in the openings of windows,from those
of the doors, is, that the doors have the demi-round of their opening
upon the Plane, and the windows have it in theAinby reason that the
windows make their Openings being elevated from the Ground, and the
doors do grate upon it : wherefore we must make this demi-round above or
below the windows-, and within this demi-roundtotake the point for to open
them.
For example, if the side of the window hath 2 small squares of bredth.as A
B, and that one give it its whole opening, it will take up two more squares
Ç A ^whereof A is the midule,and the center of the demi-circle ABC. But
by reason that the windows are elevated from the Ground,the demi-round also must be elevated, as they are here above the windows from the corners D
and E, which are the centers of these demi- rounds, which shall be easily sra*ned,raising Perpendiculars from the squares, which are between C and B,
unril that they divide the Rays, which pass by the corners of the windows
D E. And from these sections you must draw to the base, and give them the
measures of the little squares of the plane 1,2,3. from which points 1,2,5. on
high,you must draw lines to the point of sight F, which (hall divide the ParaJL Ms of points,, and frame the little squares, for to make the rounds of the
openings,which lball be taken in the fame manner as at the doors ; as if one
give within t'ie highest demi round the point G, for the point of the opening
from this point G,you must draw 2 lines,the one which falleth plumbe G H,
the other which pafseth by the corner of thewindowE,for to divide theHorizon where ic can, which is here the point L,from this point I you must also a
line by the corner of the window K, until that it divide the line plumb at the
point H,which shall give the window openK E G Hiwe must do the same of
all the others,and take the point within the Horizon $ as L is the point for
the window M j and N is that of the window O. The window Phath none,
b.'ing Parallel to the Horizon.
The windows which are opposite are made by the fame method, ' without
the confusion of lines, the one and theotherare equal with the wall, for t©
facili tate the ordering thereof. The door at the bottom is made as we have
said,and the window followeth the Method of these,

T

F sr the Opening of the windows with chamfrettings.

H E Order of this is as the others upon the side of the wall, except
that these cannot be opened wholly, by reason osthe thickness of the
— ... Chamfring- which caufeth,that the whole dt mi-circle is not allowed,
but as much as the opening can have of it. They ought always to take their ,
point within the Horizon, as we fee Qand R, for the opening osthe windows
on highjthac bebw is Paralld to the Horizon.
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of divers other Openings*

T

H E Openings of Cupboards and of Cheirs, are at least as Necessary, as those of Doores,and Windows; and the fault would
not be less to forget these, then not to -set.do.wn those. Lec us
fee the Order in these two Figures.
The Cup-boards A, are opened according to the Orders-ofthe Windows, and it would be loss of time to busie Ones-self in repeating them
f|iere,we are to observe only,that one height is Parallel to theHorizon,
and thé other below draweth to the point of distance B.
This'Manner of Shop, which is on the other side,, hath its Opening
with two Shuts, whereof one is listed on high, and the other cometh
down below?and each maketh its demi-round from the CenterC and D
which one maketh with theCompassesthen we may take theOpenings
where we will, as here at the point E, from which we draw a Rayto
the point of sight F,untill we divide the demi-rounds of the other end,
at the point G, from which points E G, wemustdraw to the Centers
C D, for to have the Shuts, which close up the Shop as we feeIn the figure below,there are jChests opened several ways for to open
the first H,l have made the quarterof around M,inPerspective,following the Measure osthe little squares of the Plane, keeping the bredth
of the Chest, as this is of 2 little squares, from which we must raisePerpendieulars,. and thereof frame the half or quarter of a Round, for the
opening which we may take at pleasure, as here the point N, from
which we must draw a Parallel unto the other quarter of the round O,
and from these 2 points NO, to draw to the Center P, If we would
open it wider, we must make ta demi-round instead of a quarter.
The Chest I, is the mosteasie of all the Openings •, for having taken
^he bredth osthe Chest Qit, we must from the center R, make with
the Compasses the demi-round OS, Then to ta«ke what opening you.
will, as T5 and to draw a Ray tothe point of sight V, which íhaïl divide the other demi-round at the point X, and from these 2 points T X,'
to the corners R.
He that would open them further, hath butto set the point of the 0pening higher, witnin the demi-rounds as Y,is to the Coffer K5 All the.
reiiis ordered lite as in. the Coffer I„as one may fee.
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Off Unes i And the first elevations ofmovedbles*.

I

Had set these planes in their order, among the others, had there not been one
consideration, which made me defer them until now, which is, that if I had handled them in the beginning, without making known the necessity thereof -, they
would have been also too soon forgot and held as unufefuhthey are now more seasonable, and without doubt they will be well received, pleasing, and learned with pleasure, spring there are not only moveabks, norpeices of houihold-stuff, which depend
not thereon.
The first plane A, serveth for Beds, Tables, Chairs, Stools, low Stools, cVc. The
other B, which beareth in lengths two times its breadth, serveth for long Tables,
Cabinet, Court Cup-boards, Coffers^ Trunks. The third C, which is long and
narrow, serveth for Benches or Forms, and other things which have need of six Feet,
«r Pillars, as great Tables, and Cup-boards.
The knowledge that one hath of other planes, will give the facility pf making
these, seeing there is nothing but to set their measures upon the base, to draw them to
the point of sight, and to^bridge them by the points of distances.
For example, for the plane A, you must set upon the base these two measures D E,
and draw them to the point of sight F, then from one osthe distances, you must draw
to-one of these measures, as here E,to the distance G, and where that shall divide the
Rayes at the points H I, you must draw parallels, for.to frame the 4 little squares,
which one may make to be for as much, or as little as he will. Because for a Table,
they must be of more bigness then for a settle or stool, that is to fay, that they must
have more breadth, for if for this we allow 2 inches, for that there must be four..
The plane B, is made osthe fame manner, except that by reason of its length,which
». the double of the breadth, we must draw from the point B, to one of the distances,
for to find the half K, for if one should draw from the point L, he would divideat the
;
point M, which would be the whole square^ and we would have but the half. Wherefore from the point K, we must draw parallels to the sections of the Ray ^ and from
the corner L, we shall divide also the Ray for the first squares at the point N.
The other plane C, hath no need of explication for we fee well, that it is made as
that A, and that you must double the square for to have 6 little squares.
We fee at the figure below, that from all the Angles of these squares, yon must raise
Perpendiculars for to begin to give the frame to the pieces that we shall make hereafter, .
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Aving raised the Perpendiculars of the Plane, as aforesaid, wemuftinsome
Place of the Picture make the line of Elevation, upon the which we ihall
set the cross-lines or Travers, and the height ihat one would give them.
For example, the line C D shall be the line of Elevation, and C E andDJF ihall
be the feredths for the Travers -, from all these four points, we must draw in some
place within the Horizon, as here at the point G. Then having from the Planes A
B, raised the Perpendiculars from all the Angles,we must from the fame Angles draw
Parallels to the base unto the Ray C G, which is the bottom of the line of Elevation,
which will give the points 1,2,3 ,4. which we must raise into Perpendiculars -, and the
sections which these Perpendiculars ihall make, at the Ray CE, D F, shall be the
points to divide the Perpendiculars of the Planes, whither we carry them with the
Compasses, or that we divide them with Parallels, as we fee in the Figure. Thac
drawing a Parallel from the point E, we ihall divide the first Perpendicules of the
Planes AB, at the points O, from which,drawing to the point of sight H, we shall
divide the other Perpendiculars of the Planes at the points P • and doing the fame
from the point F, we shall frame a Cube pierced round on all sides, or composed of
square pieces - the which being well understood, we shall easily make all the Pieces
following, and whatsoever other may be.
It is easie to fee that the two frames or feet of the Tables I and K, are made by
ihe fame Order that'those above AB, they having no difference but in the Barre below,which is more elevated in the line of Elevation at the point L, which givetb the
Barre M, and that which is under may be made intoBowles, or to leave the feet square
as they are.
For the latter frame N and
there is no more then in I and K", except that they
are seen by the Angle, and the others are seen in front : the Planes of these I and K
draw to the point of sight R, and these draw to the distances S T.
These Figures shews the ordering of all Pieces of Houihold-stuffe -, for example, if of the Figures I or K, we would make a bed, there is nothing but to
give to it its bredth and height : for it is the fame Order in all the rest ; and if one
would make a low stool or Hat base for a Table -} there is nothing but to make that above for a stool • besides that above, we must give it more height then bredth, but all
the rest is ordered in the fame manner.
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For to make the us per fart of Tables, Stools, &c.

Aving raised the Perpendicules from the plane, as we have
spoken, and given the htight, that we would they should
have, we shall have the frame, for to make there an upper
part wholly by the line^and which passeth not the*srame5 we have only
to leave the upper part of the cube, without marking any thing there,
and this ihall be the uppermost, be it of a Table, Stools,low-stools &c*
But if one would that the upper part ihould have any Projector or
Border, we must from one of the corners of the Frame, or foot of the
Table, draw a little parallel as A B, and upon this parallel set ch. meaXure of the Projector one would give it, as we have set here A B. Then
from the distances Cand D, we must from the corners of the square
made of points, which is the breadth of the Frame, or feet of the Table,
draw small occult lines, as: are A E; Now for to know how this measure A B, shall give in Perspective the breadth equal to all the sides,
.and corners of the Table ; We must from the point of sight F, draw a
Ray, passing by the point B, and continue it until that it divide the
line C A E, which ihalLbe at the point G : from this point G we must
make a parallel which shall divide the other occult line at the point H.
Therf drawing from'the points G H, to the point of sight F, we ihall
divi ie the other lines Diagonal of the corners at the points L and K,and
then we shall have the upper part of the Table» with the Projector
which we have given to the line A B.
For the thickness of this upper part, we may give it at pleasure.
This order may serve for to make the upper parts in al I whatsoever
we would, whether they be above or below the Horizon, whether they
be on the front, er sides; In short, they make them all after the fame
manner.
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Forto Elevate a Court-Cupboard and Cabinet'.

H

Aving made the Plane, and Elevated Perpendiculars-from all
the Angles, as we have said, we shall let upon the line A B,
which (hall serve here for the line os Elevation, the Measures
that we will give,as well to the distance of the boards, as in their thicks
ness,as are CDE, from the which points C D E, we must draw Parallels to the Base, unto the other Ascent or Column F G. Then from
the points which ihall be marked upon this Ascent G F, we must draw
Rays to the point of sight H, unto the other Ascent of the Hollow IK.
This Hollow is given a£ pleasure, setting upoathe base5thac which.we
will give it 5 for example, for to have the hollow or bredth os this
Cupboard, I have set the Measure F L, from this point L, we must
draw to the distance M, and where the Ray F H ihall be divided at the
pQint L, that shall be the place of the last Ascent.
The Cup-board which is over againston the other side, is ordered
in the fame manner, and for to sinde the Measure of this little Cabinet
which is in the midst, bore up by two Uftle Columns, we must take the
points L P, which are in the midst of QN, and the bredth of the little
' Cabinet, and draw them to the distance 6 5 and where the Ray N H
ihall be divided, we must draw Parallels to the base, which shall divide
the Ray T H at the point V, from which raising Perpendiculars, we
ihall have for thé little Cabinet of the middle.
The great Cabinet of the second figure, are of the same Order with
the Court Cup-boards above. There is none but that of the midst,
which is at the bottom, which we must a little explain, by reason that
it is of the front, and that one might be in some trouble for to determine its hollow, I fay then, we must frame its Plane, as we have said
heretofore, and as we fee it finished in the half ; for to give it the Traverses equal to the first in the fore-part j we must from the first Ascent
R^ draw occult Rays to the first Perpendicular of the hollow S, and
there to make little sections, from which we must draw little Parajels
to the base j .and we ihalLhave.that ;we desire, .
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i^r //^ Elevations of Chdrs.

F

O R to elevate a Chair, you mustof the Mtcasures A B C,make
a Plane by the ordinary Rules, and from the Angles of this
Plane, elevate Perpendicules-, and follow the fame Method that
we,have given, speaking of the feet of the Table, or of rire: frames
for windows, without the upper part :: there is nothing more in this
then the Back of the Chair, which one may make of such an height
as they will .• here it is the height of A, unto the feat K, and this height
is as well for the single Chairs, as for those with Rests to lean on. We
lee sufficiently by the Figure, that for to make them with backs, we
must only prolong the Perpendicules of the Ascents on .the side, that we
would make it, as is here the first A E . and from the point E drawing
;
to the point of sight G. We shall divide where it ought the Ascentele*
vated from the Plane, or from the soot H,, which shall be the point F.
The rest is clear enough by the Figure..
When we would have Rests there, we need only to prolong the Ascents before, as they have made these behind for the back. Then to
make there a Barr which serveth for a Rest, as is L M.
In the second Figure below you see a Form or a Bench garnished
with carving, and two little Couches to rest in, whereof one hath the
back turned on this side, and the other view'd obliquely : It would be
to lose the time to instruct how to make them, seeing that the Order to
elevate them,is the fame with the foregoing, which we have given for
the Moveables, which is, that having made the Plane,we must elevate
Ferpendiculars,&c.,
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One other fajhiâm

C

os Moveiéks in Perspective,

Ertain moveables, which close themselves* Those which they make to serve
for Seats, Tables, and Beds, &c« are very eafie to set into Perspective
We must only make the elevation, as if for a Cube^ as is A B, C D, or E F
G H. Then to make there two Diagonals A C, and B D, for that of the midst of the
:Front, or E H, and F G, for that of the side, which shall serve to bring in the 2 crosses^
to take notice, that there be an half which entreth within the other, as G K, do pase
within H Ij and the o»e and the other are fastned by the midstJbr to make them bend.
In this piece which is below, I have made a Table upon Tressels, that we may have
the smallest moveables for to set them into Perspective. We must from the measures
A B, which is the interval for the Feet of the Tressels, draw to the point oi sight C .*
Then having set upon the base the thickness of the fame Feet, as are D and E, we must
.draw them to the point of distance F, and observe where we shall divide the Ray B C
for to draw little parallels to the base, which ihall give the little squares, or the planes
of the Feet, as we fee in A B, between this distance D and E, we must set the breadth,
•Which we will give to the top of the Tressel, and draw it to the distance F, which ihall
divide the Ray B C,at the points G H, from the which points G H, we must elevate
2 Perpendiculars, to such an height as we would have, as here at the point I. Then
from the Angles of the small squares of the plane, to draw lines bending unto the piece
X, The second Tressel is ordered all alike with the first
The form K, nor the Table, or high Stool X, have no need of Explication, nor Induction for to set them into order, seeing that they have nothing, which is not .common to them, with the fore-said pieces.
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Of Moveables set without Order.

W

Hen the moveables are set in order along by the Wall, or according t<»
the Rays and the base, it is easie to set them into Perspective, by the Rules
that we have given^ but supposing that one set them by chance, and witho,uc
order, as these are, we must do as I shall fay. You must make the Geometrical plane
R S T, for the plane of three Chairs, which you must abridge by the Order that we
have set at the irregular figure, Fol 40. and the planes stiall remain turned, as are the
Chairs, or rather the Chairs turned, as are the planes.
I fay then, that having set these planes into Perspective, as it is taught, you muft set
the Rule along by one of the sides, for to fee what accidental point,: you ihall have
within the Horizon : For example, having set the Rule along by the side A B, I ihall
.have within the Horizon the point C, for the accidental point, at which we ought to
draw all the lines of this side, and of that which is opposite to it, as we fee that A and
D, draw to the fame point C : It is true that every plane set irregularly must have 2^
But they meet sometime so far within the Horizon that it is a hazard when one can
find them both together These have each one within the Horizon, as A B, giveth C.
AD, which is the other side, should give another point, but our paper is not long enough. E F, giveth G. And H I, giveth K, for these small squares, 1.2. 3. 4. they
are the plains of the Feet of these Chairs, which one may make more large, or more
streight, at the pleasure of the Artist.
Now from these planes, you must elevate Perpendicules from all the Angles, and
set on the side a line of elevation M N, upon the which we must set the measure for the
Travers, as O, ihall be for the Bars below. P, for the bars of the feat. And
shall
be for the backs of the Chairs. All being disposed thus,we must from the Angles oi
the plane draw parallels to the base, unto the line of Elevation, and at the section to eJcvatc? Perpendicules, which ihall give the measures, as we have said of other figures
heretofore.
All the lines ofthe sides ought to draw to the point accidentall of the plane : For
example, in the chair of the midst, all the sides ought to draw to the point G, which is
the point ofthe plane, as I make it to be seen in the figure.

ì> E R S F E C f V V ' E

Of Moveables Iftng &r thrown upn the Ground,

ÍRom the same Plane of the Chairs aforegoing, which are upon
their feet, itiseasie to make these which, are cast upon the
Ground.
We must raise Perpendiculars from.all the Angles of the Plane,andl
give to the Side lying the fame Measures* as to the side upright : For
example, having rais'd Perpendiculars from all the Angles of the
Plan^, we ihall have the bredth M, which is in the Chair lying upon
its side, which draweth to the point K 5 we must double this Measure
M, which will give O for the Barre below of the Chair, and the Perpendicules elevated from the Plane, will give the Barr of the Seat P5
from which drawing to the point K, we ihall divide the other Perpendiculars of the front at the place that it ought, for to make the fame
Barrs appear from-all the sides whence they may be seen-, for the height
of the back of the Chair, there is but only to give to it the fame Measure that the Seat hath of height: And for the back of that in the
midst, you mustdouble the Diagonal on the Plane, and take nctice
where it divideth the Rays or Ascents lying R S. the rest is. clear, enough..
The two other Pieces which are under the feet upwards are.very easie
to make Î the one draweth to the point of sight T, the other to the point
of distance V X,. the line of Elevation is YZ*
The Order for to elevate these is the fame, as to make them upon
their feet, that is to fay, .that we must raise these Perpendiculars from,
the Angles of the Plane, and from the fame Angles to draw to the line
of Eievation, which will give the Measures which we must give to eveffy Ascent, and the place for the Trave^ E$\\ ?hove as below..
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PERSPECTIVE

F or to set Altars into Per/festive.
ïíE Order of Alcars,is the fame with that of the frames of a long Table : that
which is more in this,is the Round of the midst,the Borders of the Table-cloth,
and theLaces which shall be found in their place,doing that which folioweth.
First, for the body of the Altar, which we fee in front there is no difficulty : for having given to it the height and length, thetîiU. .nothing but to draw from all the points
above ths base, to the point of sight E, ^J^^om the sections that these points sliali
give to the line of the bottom of the Altar,you must raise Perpendicules for the Round
of the midst, it is made with the Compass. The rest is clear enough within the Figure.
For to make an Altar on the side, we must set the bredth and height, which we
ihould give it at the place where we would begin it, as is AB the bredth, and B D
the height. Then from BD and C to draw to the point of sight E, feeing thafB F is
the length of the body of the Altar, and that we would give the fame to this, we must
from the point F draw to the distance G, and take notice where we shall divide the
Ray B E, and irom the section elevate a little Perpendicular, until that it touch the
Ray D at the point H, and from H to make a little Parallel, which ihall give I at the
Ray C, and then we shall have the upper part of the Altar C D HI : for to have these
iwo laces which are on one part, and the other of the Round : the points K L will give
them upon the Ray BE, by drawing them to the distance G, and M will give the
bredth of the Borders of the Table-cloth -y and having taken the measure B M, we
must bring it to D, which will give O, for the bredth of the Border of the Tablecloth on high AS concerning the Round, I will not repeat that, for I have spoke of
it elsewhere, where any may have learned, how it is set into Perspective, it is enough
that we know, that from all the divisions we must draw to the distance G : And at thé
sections of the Ray B to raise Perpendicules -r then to take these seme Measures, and
transport them from B unto O, as are P -y And from all these Measures to draw to the
point of sight E, and to observe where they shall divide the occult Perpendiculars.,
for to make by these points a crooked line, which shall give the Rounds m Períj*?ctive.
If in stead of these laces, and of the Round, there were an Embroidery, we ihould ef«
the fame Order for to abbreviate it
In the Figure below I have made the feme Altar without line, and adorned with a
Cross and two Candlesticks j for to sinde the place of these Candlesticks, we must
prolong the line of the comer of the Altar, as is Q^R-, then from the distance Ú
draw a line by the corner of the Altar T, and to continue it until that k divide that Q_
R aud this line QR shall be the length of the Altar, equal to B F of the first figure,
;
upon the which weìhall set the Measures^ of the Cross and of the Candlesticks, as are
V for the Cross, and S for the Candlesticks • from all these points S V we must draw
to the distance G, and take notice that at the sections of the Ray QJ£, we must draw
little Parallels, which we shall divide by the Ray S E, and will give the squares above
the Altar X for the Cross We must leave the square for the foot, and from the midst
of the sijuare elevate the Cross • for to sinde the Measure of the Arms of the Cross, we
must from the corners of the square raise the occult Perpendiculars, as it is marked Y,
and draw to the point of sight E for the Candlesticks Of this square we must make
á Round; and observe where it shall divide the diagonal, for to elevate these Per- 1
pendieuks, which shall give the bredth of the Basons, from the which we must draw
tothe point of sight E, from the middle square or round foot of the Candlestick, we.
must elevate a Perpendicular for the Body of the Candlestick,and for the Taper which'
we shall make as high as we will;, foi ttffroportion it,we must from the top of the sii st
draw to the point of sight
the rtfi siatn already been said : the Figure will cause us co
remember the Orders,
" *
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Of Merchants Shop in Ter [seethe.

O

Rdinarily Merchants Shops are compassed about with Shelves or
Boxes, for to lay there and keep their Merchandize.
The Rule or Order for to make these Boxes, is as it were the fame with
that of the doors and windows : For example, if instead of the thickness of the Wall,
in the order of the windows ; You set in this the board A B from the point B, you
must draw to the point of sight C : For the under part, or bottom of the Boards,
from the point B, having set upon the base the distances, and the measures of the
Boards, or ascents E F G, you must from these 3 points draw to the points of distance
D, which sliali give upon the Ray B, the section HIK, for to raise the Perpendiculars there.
For toiiave the boards a cross, we must set such a number, as we will give upon t%c
board A B, or only upon the first Perpendicule B O, as are the measures *L MN O,
from the which points we must draw to the point of sight C, and we (hall have the
boxes in the section of the Perpendicules at the points P ; Then from the fame section
P, we must draw little parallels to the base, which shall give the corner of the box, by
separating the side from the upper part, or the under. ,
For the boxes in the Front, there is nothing but to draw Rays from the points , or
measures E F, and at the section of the line of the hollow K Q> to raise Perpendiculars R S -9 And for the Travers to draw parallels from all the divisions which shall be
found upon the Perpendicule K, as are P. 1- P. 2. P. 3. P. 4.
For the boxes of the other side, where there are ascents in square for to uphold the
boards, we shall have their breadth, drawing to the point of sight C, the measures T
G, and for to have their plane, or square, we must from the measures A E F, draw t«
the distance V, which stiall give upon the Ray T C, the section, X Y Qr by the which
we must draw little parallels, until that we divide the Ray T G, at the point 2. and
from the Angles of these little squares to raise Perpendicules which ihall be the ascents:
as we fee clearly in the figure.
The figure below Iheweth a Shop- already to receive such moveablcs^ as one would
put there, and to furniih the Boxes with that which you shall please. For a Library,
we must fill them with Books.For anAporhxary with littleBoxes,ani Pots. For aMercer,with bundles of stuffs. In. ihonyfor all that you wouM,according to their occasions*

PERSPECTIVE

Of tie out-fide of'Buildings!

itherto we have spoken of all that belongeth to the in side of houses, buildings
Churches, &c. Now we will give some orders for the out-side.
Many of the Rules and Orders, that we have given for the in-side of Houses, may serve for the out-side. For example, the Rule which is for to set the doors
and the windows, in what place one would within, the Wall is sufficient alone for the
out-side of all sorts of buildings, seeing that on the out-side of the houses there appear*
eth no o:her thing then doors and windows. But if they be enriched with Ornaments,
we have also given, how they ought to be set into Perspective's any have forgot then}
they may have recourse thither.
When there are Windows in Front, as A, and that one would set them in a return^
which have the same measures, wenust transport these measures upon the ba%
3s are B B B, equal to A A A, to draw them to the point of distance C, and to take
notice where they shall divide the Ray D E,at the points F, and from these points to
raise Perpendiculars which shall be the ascents of the windows in the Return.
For the Travers, we must continue those of the window in Front, unto the Perpe&t
dicular D, which shall be the points I, which we must draw to the point of sight E,
for to divide the Perpendicules F, and to give the cross bars to the window of the Return.
When there (hall be a greater number of Windows, there shall be nothing else to,
do,but to continue their Rays,for to give them the seme measure and height of thç
crosses, as is to be seen on the other side, at the house which hath 2 windows, by the
means of the fame Rays For the breadih or thickness of the Jawmbs, and croslès of
the windows in Front, we must set it upon one of the Travers, as it is at that below K
H, and from the corner of the window K, draw to the point of sight E, and from
the point H to the distance C, for the window A. And to the distance L, for that of
the ether side, and at the section of these two last lines, we must raise a Perpendicular
H M : And then from all the corners of the window draw to the point of sight And
from the sections or points Q, which they shall give upon this Perpendicule H M,
we must draw parallels, which shall be the thicknesses of the Crosses, or Travers: The
thickness of the Jawmbs of the midst N, ihall be taken drawing from the corner N, to
the poin: of sight : And where we shall divide the thicknesses of the Travers ac the
point Q, to raise a Perpendicular QJl.
For the thickness of the windows in Return, you must set it at the corner of the
Wall, upon the Perpendicule D, as is the distance I O, and from the points O , to
draw to the point of sight E Then to make little parallels from all the corners of
the windows as S T, which shall divide the E^y O, and shall give the thickness at the
point S. These rules serve for all sorts of windows, be they high or low.
In the figure below, we may fee a door abridged by the order that we have given
elsewhere:as also all thatis there's easie enough to understand and practice bv the instructions afore-going.'
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PERSPECTIVE.
Fer to set the foest of Hotftì hi Ptrfpèsìk'ïi

Hi-E

Roofs are different iri height, according to that whereof-they are made:
those of ilate are the most- right -, their ordinary Measure is the Triangle Equilateral;,that is to fay , that the bending of the Roof is equal to the bredth cf the house,
as one may fee by the little Figure that Î have set the lowtst,that C A or C B is^qual to A B
Others fe. this br^ d.h A B, for the middle top D C, which is the highest, but that is not so
ordinary, as this D G : for the fiat Tyle,they allow but the two thirds of the height of those
of Sl.vje, or of the bredth of the house, as one may fee A E B: for the Tha ch,which is a Co
vering commonly used, they allow but the halt of the bredth, as if AFB
And for the
hollow Tyle,they allow only a third of the bredih for the descent, as is A 9 B
B> fore we pass any farther, we must know that which I call the middle Top, are Pieces
elevated Perpendicularly upon the Beams which bear the Ridg where all the rafters do meet,
as is G H The rafters are pieces of wood that give the descent of the Roof,as is HI .The other
Pi. ces which are set in the corner, and which go unto the middle Top, are called S.ays, and
are ordinarily longer then the Rafters, as is H K.
Three sons of Roofs are in use, Pavilions, Pynions, and Appen:i>, or Pent-house like.
Xhe Pavi'.lions have four sides, the Pinions hare but two, and the Appentis but onej for to
nuke a Pavlilion in Perspective, we must know the place of the Balls or middle tops, for
to dravV the stays thither : the which hath made me make this Geometrical Plane L M N O,
for to shew that of the bredth of the house L N, we must make a square LMN.P, from
which we shall draw two D;agonals, which sliali divide themselves at the point Qj some
set the Ball at this point Q, but that is too much advanced, and snaketh this bending of the.
end lie too fiat : it hath more comeliness when it isstraigbter • wherefore we must advance
it towards the wail L N, by the third part of the distance Qjl,which shall be the point. S, and
by this point S we must draw a Perpendicule upon the line N P, which shall be T. . Then tô
transport these Measures L Tand T M,upon the base, and draw them to the point of distance, which is here farther off then ordinary, and to observe where they sliali divide
the Ray V ^ a id from the sections to elevate Perpendicules unto the height of the wall,
which sliali give the points X, from which me must draw Parallels to the base, unto the other
Ray I. Then from the midst of the wall Y, to draw to the point of sight, for to divide
those Parallels at the point Z, and from these points to elevate the Balls ^ for to give the
height to these Balls, we must know wherewith we would cover them, and according to that .
to give them the Measure that we have spoken of, supposing that it be of Slates ^ we must of
the bredth of the wall make a Triangle equilateral 1, 2,3. And from the point 3 to draw
LO the point of sight, a nd to divide the Ball at the point 4.
At which point 4 we must draw
lines from the corners of the House, which will give the shape to the Pávíllion
For the Roofs with Pinions there is not so much to order, we must only of the bredth
efthe wall 5,6, make aTriangle equilateral 5 ,6,7.and as much on the other end of the wall,
which shall give the point S Then to joyn this 7 and 8, the Roof will have its ihape and
ils measure.
The Figures on the other side d > shew the fame thing, without being confused with lines:
This projecting which goeth beyond the Roof, is made according as one will.
This House on the Floor is covered with a Pavillion, which is made by the fame Orders as that on the side.
• In this Figure where are the Letters,. I have let the Horizon on very high, for to make
the upper part of the houses to be seen,and to give the more easiness to understand the Order •
butas this is seldom met with, I have set the other Figure above, where the Horizon is low
as it is ordinarily, which nevertheless is not therefore any other Rule for to make the Roof,
then that below,, as one may fee by the Figure.
^
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The rest of the Roofs in Perspective..

I

N the figure aforegoing, we have set the Roofs with small Pinacles

vic-w'd in front, to which we must give the Triangle equilateral
for their height, when we co make them of slate:If they make them
of other things, a s of Tile or Thatch we must take their measures at
the little figure below.
For to set this fashion of Roofs in return we mustsct upon the base
from the foundation of the house , the breadth that it hath as is A
Bi and of this breadth to frame a Triangle according rb the height that
we would give to the Roof, as to this, which hath a Triangle equilateral, whereof C D, is the height which must be set Perpendicularly at
the first corner of the house, at the whole height of the Wallas is E F.
Then to take the breadth of the house C, which is the midst of A B,
and to draw it to the distance, and where it mall divide the Ray A, at
the point G, to raise a Perpendicule-, then you must from the point F
draw to the point of sight X, and the section that sliali be made of the
Perpendicule H, sliali be the point of the Pinacle, to which you must
draw from the corners of the house E I, is one would have there any
advancings, he may set them thereat his pleasure as wemaysee on the
other sideK.
For the sloping we must only prolong the line where one would set
the top of the Roof, as is here the line L M, and to give it such a bending as we would. To this, there is as much of the height M N, as the
house hath of breadth N O, if from the points M O, we draw to the
point of sight X, we ihall divide the Perpendicule of the Hollow at the
point P Q. which we must joyn with a right line, which sliali finisli the
framing of the Roof. The figures of the other side make the house
covered to be seen aster these fashions.
The figures above are only to make it seen, that we must always
keep the fame order, although the Horizons change*
I have set a Church within the floor- which is covered with Pinacles, and t{ie wing s of the two bendings, which have only the simple
draughts
There is also a Pavillion seen by one end, of which we have spoken
in the figure n/eceeding*

PERSPECTIVE

For to set a jlmt into Perspe&ive.

I

s might suffice to see the figure, for to know the

order thereby which is very easie, we must only
make a plane of single little squares by the ordinary way, and to take one squalor z or 5 for the
bredth, or length ose very house; And upon this
breadthwhich we ihali take^o set the measures of
the Dcors and Windows, for to have thereby the
abridgement, by drawing to the point ofdistance A,
as are the Measures B C D E, and F*
The first A ngle of every house may serve for the
line of elevation, as we at the first house the Angle
G sortheRoofsj we have said already, how they
ought to be set.
When we would have streets going a cross, we
need only to leave 1. 2. or 3 little squares, without ekvattng any thing, even as are H and J.
The figure b'vlovv is to stiew that when one would
advances draw back the houses-We ouMit only to
advance, cr draw back their elevation , upon the
plane'of the squares, as L, is more advanced by one
sauare then K, and M more advanced then L,snd
so of others, and for the rt st to follow the Method
which we have given the figure al" ove., to that be-
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PERSPECTIVE

f A* ObjcBs afar off shew not the

H

fflickpefs.

E that practiseth this Art shall be advertised,
that the objects neer to the Horizon, that is

to fay very much distant,mustnot ihevv the Thickness being view'd in the front, For example,the
houses, A B C D, ought not to have thickness at
the Windows, and at the Door; But only a single
draught : The reason osthisis that the Rays which
part from the Object, unite themselves in the Eye
with those that are Collaterals;
1 would have brought the demonstration of this,
if I had beleeved that it would have served, but as it
is not Necessary for my defign,and that it would be
unprofitable, 1 have let it alone, remembringmy
self, that I promised at the beginning of the Book
that Twould not give any, seeing that 1 have to
do Vvich many persons, which would be in trouble
ioimderstandtherTu
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JFVr rfo Buildings, viewed by the Aàgl&z

F these two buildings view'd by the Angle, that of the first figure is made in
the fame manner, as we have said of the little squares, view'd by the Angleand at the beginning of the elevations of other p ieces view'd in like manner..
But to avoid the trouble to run back to the one, and to the other : I will fay, that for
to make these buildings, we must always set the measures upon the base, and draw them.
to the point of distance-, and at their sections to raise Perpendiculars, and the first
Angle shall serve for the line of elevation : For example, this body of an house hath
for his breadth A B, and for its Length B C, which is the double of its breadth A B^
from these points A B, we must draw to the point of distance D, and from B C, to the
point of distance E, from their sections BF, and G, we must raise Perpendiculeswhich shall serye for the corners of the house. For the measures of the doors and the
windows they must be iet upon the base between the letters A B, and B C, and drawing from all these points, to the points of distances D E, we must take notice , where
the BD, or,B£, sliali be divided, for to elevate there the ascents of the windows..
The Perpendicule of the first Angle B, must serve for the line of elevation,. which
shall giye the Travers and height of the windows, all the rest is intelligible enough.
For the figure below it is the fame order, with that of the Chairs without order
which is, that having made the plane Geometrical, we must set it into Perspective, as
the irregular pieces Then to set the Rule at every bending of the plane, and to observe where the Horizon shall be divided, for to make a point there, to which we must
draw, as if it were the point of sight of each side of the building, each side haying its
particular point : For example, the plane being set in Perspective, the side HI, giveth.upon the Horizon the point K, to which we must draw all the Rays of this side : The
other side I L, must also have its point within the Horizon, but our paper is too
ihort for to make it be seen. These 2 points being found, we must place there the
Rule, and make an occult line to pass by the other side of the building parallel upon
the plane to that which heth given the point within the Horizon •, and to continue it
unto the base, as from the point K by the corner L,unto M-, and by the corner H, unto
N Then to set between N I, the number of the windows which must be on the side
H I, and between I, and M, to set the measures of them that we would have on the side
I L : AU these measures being upon the base, we must draw them to the points that
we.haye found, and do altogether the farae} a* in. the figure above—
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^i'dcys offr((f \n Perspective.

Lthoughthatby the orders fore, going one might draw sufficient
instructions for to stt Alleys of Trees in Perspective,yet I did believe that it would not be unprofitable, to give a parrkular order therein, which might make the method more easie.
If one would have but one Rank of Trees on each side of the Per*
fpective, there will be no need to make a plane of little squares^he may
only do, as I have said in the fourth advice FoL 17.
But when one would make a company of Alleys to appear, it feem^
eth to me, that he ih 11 do very well to frame with occult lines a pavement of little squares with the Oaks; even as it hath been taught in the
planes Fol. 31. And from the Diagonal of little squares to raise Perpendicules, as one may fee A B 5 If one desire the Trees to be farther ofr
or nearer the one to the other, he must encrease or diminish upon the
base the distances of thesquares.
When one stiall have given such height as he would to the trunk of
the first Tree, as is A C, from the point C, he must draw to thé point
of sight Dj to the end that all the Trunks of the other Trees may not
pass the Ray C D, the first Tree A B, maketh it to be seen , that between 2 right lines one may give to the Trees such compass as he ibalj
find good, and that they ought not to be drawn by the Rule.
The figure below is ordered as that above,"there is no diirerence,but
only that above giveththe squares Right, or in Front, and this giveth
t'iem view'd by the Angle, that is to fay* that from the measures upon
the base we must always draw to the points of distances E F? and from
the little squares to raise Perpendicules, and
do the rest as we have
said heretofore.
One may wirhin the same Perspective, where some Alleys siiould be
drawn to the points ofdistances, set also those that should draw to the
point of sight v as one may fee by this of the midst, which draweth to
,the point G, which is the point of sight, and the others draw to, the
points E F,.which are tiie points of distances.
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àáàìáÈÈ^ààÉàâàûáàààÉààÈÈààiMÈà
Fer Gardens.in Ttrftetfive.
Have given in the Treatise of Planes, the Method to abbreviate,'
and set in*o Perspective the Plane os a Garden with its Compartments, by an Order sufficiently easie ; supposing that you have the
Plane. But as I avoid these Geometrical Planes, because there is need
of too much time for to make them, I have set these here, by the
which we shall know, that having made a Plane of squares, we may
take as much or little as we will for the squares of the Garden, as are
here A B, which have each three fqua/es on every side:and the squares
that remain shall serve for the Alleys C. He that would make some
Compartment within the squares of the Garden, he must use the little
squares of each square, dividing them, and giving them such a figure
as he would have, so as we may fee the little square A B : and on the
other side D E: the hedge-Rows and Arbors are placed opposite to
each other, and of the bredth of the Alleys,

I

»»»»
The little Squares with Borders\
i

W

HEN one would set Borders to the squares, he must set at
the corner the heights and bredths that he would give them*
And from these Measures to draw to the point of sight I. For
example, in th? figure below F G is the height and bredth of the Borders of the little square H, from the corners of this little square F
G, we must draw to the point os sight I, and do all the rest as it hath
been said several times.
For the Arbo s,we must from the Angles of the squares of the Alley,
elevate the Ascents or Perpendiculars O. All therest is done, as in the
Arches view'd by the. side, sol. 60.
The little wood which is at bottom is mace by elevating Perpendiculars from all the Angltsofa Pavement of little iqlures,&c.

PERSPECTIVE

For to tlwate mdfit in Tersptffiht fmlfimhnu

I

Will not repeat here the Order of Abridging^
and setting the Planes of all forts of Fortification» in Perspective • that which we have spoken
th&reoffol.jç. is plain 'enough.
For to elevate them, there is no more difficulty
ihen in onefing!e wall • but there needs more time
by reason of the multitude of Angles, which we
must always bring to the line of Elevation, for to
take there the heights, that they ought to have, so
as we have said elsewhere many times* speaking of
other Works *
Th$ little line of elevation is divided into four
Parts-1 he first from f unto a is the height of the Pa*
rapetof the way covered; from % unto3 is the
height of the Rampart j from 3 unto 4 is the height
of the Parapet of the Rampart* And from 5 unto 1
is the depth of theTrenctu

PERSPECTIVE

màMââÉààÈÈààÉààâàkíààíÉÈâààààà
For to wake the designs of Perspective.
Here is not so excellent a Master, which hath not some design in such pieces,a$ j
he would willingly attain to : If this be ordinary almost in all sciences, it is
necessary in this, more then in any other, by the great substitution of points
and of lines, which we must therein exactly observe, and ^without which nothing can
be done, which may content those that have any understanding therein.
Seeing that one is obliged in some manner, to make designs, we must search out that
which pmay help to make them exactly, that may be posiible : and as every ons
knoweih that all the length of these works, is to draw lines parallel, and Perpendiculars, having then searched the Invention, as well by experience, as in the Authours, to
be able to make them readily • I have found nothing which can help us in that, but the
board and the square, which Viator hath left us in his Works. All those that would
pass the time in designing, ought to have one from the which they shall draw the delight and benefit which experience will make them to understand.
Although that the Figure giveth sufficient understanding, how it ought to be, and
the manner of using it, I did believe that I ought to give a more clear understanding
thereof.This Plank or Board ABC Drought to be perfectly by the rule or square,of a
Foot and half long, of fifteen inches broad, and half an inch thick, that the Wood be
good, very dry, and well united, one may past; a sheet of Paper on it, for to make it
more smooth and to help the Pen », The square E F, is a Rule of a foot and half long,
as the board, an inch broad, and of thickness 2 lines,which is helved at the right Angle
w ithin another frame of a Rule G H, eight inches long, one inch broad, and three
quarters of an inch thick- for to draw lines, they hold this latter Rule G H, closed against the board A B C D, and the other Rule E F is assuredly strait, if so be the board
and the Rule be well ordered.
When one would work,, we must fasten the leaf of Paper IK L M upon the board,
with 4 little bits of Wax NOPQj and then from one only point, you may draw
tines, with assuredness, that they will be right. And when you would have Perpendiculars, set the handle of the Rule G H, on the side C D, the Rule E F shall be Perpendicular to C Et
For my part I find that this easeth exceedingly, and that without this invention,
you must.aîways have the hand at the Compass. There is no further need of substitution, but for the visual/Rays, and there are also those that use a Rule pierced at one
end, which they fasten with a Needle to the point of sight, but this is too much intangling, I would not counsel any to use it, one may as loon do it with the common
Rule, and so is not in danger to spoil any thing.
R. IS the common Rule.
T. A common Compass..
V. Another Compass which beareth the Ink, for to make circular Lines.
See here are all the Instruments that one hath need of, for to make the designs of Per-
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spective, ,
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PERSPECTIVE
»or to draw liitïe PerfteSiveî into great .and ire at into little*

Eeing that designs are made in small, with more facility then in great, it is credible that they
will be made therein always, the which luth made me resolve to give the Method of setting
small designs into great npon Cloth.
ThsPalnteis use ordinarily Squares or Chccquers, that is to fay, that they, divide the
small designes and the clothes, where they must b« pa inredinto the fame number of Iquares, and
set proportionally ; that which is within one square os the design, into the square of the Cloth
which answereth to it ; iome do like well of this Order.
But here is another, which in my jugement, is more easie, more facile, and more assured;
we must have a skale proportionate to the less design, and another skale proportionate to the bigger. When one would make a design, the first thieg that he resolveth on, is the jkalc which must
give all the Meafnrcs of all the other pieces of the design.
For example, 'in the less design A,
the ska'.c B C, of five little parts, ("which one may take for feet Royal.) hath been made the first
upon this skale; they have taken the Hoi i^on, the height and distance of the Trees, thebredthof
the Alleys, &c.
Fort» set this small into great, observe how we must proceed. First, w< must know, if the
Perspective must have the natural Horizon, that is to fay, that the bottom osthe Picture being on
thcGrcund, the Horizontal line be at the height of our eye, whicli is about five feet Royal ; This
being, there mu!l be five littlcparts which are between B C, to make a skale of'five feet Royal F G,
that having taken all the Measures at the little one, we may transport them, and take upon the
great one, as I am abcutto fay,
she two Measures of Proportion or skahs, being erdcred, as I have now said the first thing
that c ne doth, is to take upen the lesser design with a pair os Compasses; the distance of the base
D nntothe Horizon E, and to carry this opening of the Compass D E, upon the lesser skale B C,
and to take notice what number of Parts it shall give, as he doth give 5, we must then take as many
parts upon the great skale F G, and set them on the one part and other of the Picture, or great Design, beginning at the bottom of the Cloth H H, and th:-y shall end in 11, from these points I I
we must d aw a Packthread whited or b.'ackcd, this line 11 shall mark thé Horizon in the great
Pictu.-e; Then to take the distance or sinking K L, of the lesser design, which is the foot of the
Jlousesand to carry it upon the lesser skale R C, for to see how many parts we shall have,and to rake
the same number upon th; great skale F G, and to set that which we shall finde upon the edge of
the Clo h H MS H M, which we must tringle about, as the Horizon for to have the sinking of the sere r d Ttec ; In the less desi|n, we must take the distance N O, and carry it upon the lesser skale
B C, and t«ke as many parts upon the great scale F G, as we shall have found in the less.
NO
piveth two parts of the itsscr, we must take two of the gr at one, which will give H P, which we
must ti ingle, as we have said .• We shall use in like manner all the Parallels to the base, as arc the
other Trees, the Windows,the Roofs of the Houscs,8ee.
For the Plumb lines or Perpendiculars to the bale, it-is the fame Method, there is nothing bnt
to change ihe side for to mark them, which is, that in stead of marking on the side of th' Cloth,
as we have done, we must mark above and below. For examp'e, for to have the two Cotners of
the house at bottom ; we must take with the Compasses upon the lesser design CXR, and carry this
opening upon the scale B C, we shall finde about 7 partsand an half; we shall take as many parts
upon 1 he great scale F G, which shall give H S T S, which we must tringle and do so with all the
other Pcrpcndicu)ars,«hethcr building Trce?,Hcdge-Rows,&c.
For to findethe vi ual Rays, which are the lines that go to the point of sight V : at this point
V we must fasten a pack-thread or thi ead, with a pin bended, for fear ofmaking the hole too great,
th s thi ead cr pick-thread must be of the length of the Picture, for to be able, to tringle and
dr aw all the Rays very exactly; For examp'e, for to have the two Rays osthe bredth of the Trees,
wh eh are in the less design D X,w-c must take this design D X, and to cany it upon the lesser scale
BC, and to take upon the great F G, in proportion to that which we shall have found in the less
.whkh will give H Y, the which points H Y we sliaìl tringle with the Pack-thread osthe point V;
for to hive also the Ray of Hedge-Rows, we must take the dissince D Z, and carry it upon the
scale BC, and t.keasmany pans rpon the great scale F G, which will give H I, which we must
tiingle wi;h the pick thread from th: poinr V, Sec.
All that ii in Perfect Vsfal.'eth ordinal i'y under these three forts osl''ncs,Paraï:els,Perpendicu'ai's, and Rays v'fual. which hiving been mads easie to make upon the cloth, we shall lels sear
the pa'nsof let-ing the Uts designs into great; f(r to set the designs osgreat into small, we must only change the Order?, that is to fay, that we must take the measures first upon the great scale, and
diminish rh<m proportionally upon,the left, as if th; Hoii^on of the %rest design were ofs parts
<-fthegrcarsa'e. I wou'd rake ? j-.a ti.cf the lesici idle, for the height os the Horizon os thçleíf
d íi^n atidsaosallthercst
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* OthrsiofMcitítatttheVnherUlmdhHêfifihihíítCft^^ It

s «U *W« tof wtw«lI Utoup, hlvi fl^f pgpfifpj « nilalaat

gpoond fQPta ba el«4 f i*W iMl
order, or Universal manner-, I bçliavcd that the A'JthoF wojid permit rne to makeiteasie
tothçm, as much a* | i-h*»l
aj'jla, that they niiy draw bco:fit thereby. Wherefore I shall
set these t^ofigarei, which will cause to rcm:a'»=P tlitt which I havealrcaly said, in the
3.
and {.advice, which arc for the uoterstao liagof thi* order, there hiving shewed to yke all
4f
rhe measures upon the base, an I tint as many Rays a* d vide the Diagonal C, are as many small
squares ia the finking ofth: pi<iturc,ta which squares they give such a greatness as theyjwill,
That we nny not gòto seek so sac, let qs look 03 tlie n>;t âgure where the base is t\ B, the point
of fight G, the points of distances EF, Í divide this base into n equal parts; each of which (
shall oi«ke to be about a foot, and from all these divisions, I shall draw to the point of sight, which
(hall be as many Rays, whereofA au I 8 are the last. N J* I fay that he that would hav e a line,
whish shoo'd appear funk a foot in the Picture, that he muldraw from the first division B D to the
point of distance F, and'where thi* line D F, shall divide th: Ray BG, that shall be the point
far to draw the line sunk a sootia th:p.cture,if we would ha*e one of jfeet si.ikiog.we must take up.
OSS the bascîosthescparrs, an i from the third to draw also to tbediía.iceFjant welhail have ac
the section of the Ray B G> the place for to draw this lin». So that iffrom the p^int C, we draw
to the point F, where rhis line C F, shall divide B G, this shall be a line sunk of 6 feet.
Is of >h= othçr S parts that remain A C, we make '-4> dwdiag each into 4, and that*, we leave
not to make each part to avail a foot, there will be J* feet from A. to C. In such manner as if
we lequirea line; which should appear sunk X S seetin thepicturc.l Uiould reckon from A-18 Wftlf
part», aud from the tS I would draw to th: distance S, which would givç me by the section o f
rhcRay A G, the point for ta dra w this line; ifone would thatit mould oesuak 34 feet, w: must
" take A C, and draw from C, to E, and where this line should divide A G, at the point H, we shall
draw HI, which will appear of 14 sec: of sinking in the picture,
Aceotdiag to the Perspective, this line H1, f» equal to that A G, «o.! contained! as m any feet
or parti, so that ifotae draw from the point I, to the point E, the section of this line! E, at the Ray
AG, shall be for to draw a line K l senk os48 feet; Iffrom tbis we draw further to the distance E,
we fna'l have the section of the Ray A G, yet a line reeved 34 sect more then the others. And
If cn: would hive a line funk $0 seer, we mul from the point A, reckon 6 fou H parts, and from
rhe twh draw to the point ofiig'it G, a \l take notice where we ihall divide the line H I, as here
at the point M> Then from the point M, 'o draw to the distance £s and this line M E, (hall divide the Ray A G, whgr* we mast draw this line N, if it were of 40. vve Ihould from A, reckon 1 <S,
and do all the fame if, it WCFC 60, we should from A, reckon 13, and from ta, draw to the point
©f sight 0, unto the line K L, which should be the point Q, Then from Qj to draw to the distança.
E, and from the section of theRay A G, shall b: for to driw thi$ line.
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For thesfcondf-i'ire.

Y that which I have spoken, Ms easie to findja pomt for su oh a sinking as one would havc,Th re
remsitsetb to shew how we may find it withio, or witheut the Ray A G,or B C,for iiVs the line
8 C, shall serve as a scale of six seer, the one of which I shall divide into twe've inches, that I may
there find the half, the third,md the 4th of afoot. AH Mag thus ordered. Ifoncrequire of
me a point which appearethof 17 feet long, aad of a fjot and half within the Ray A G. I will draw
frpmthe t7thparrof the base to the point ofdistaoee £,tnl where the Ray A G, shall be divided
inP, I Will draw a iincP Q/rtow when one requiretb a foot and hajs witfrçn the Kay AG, I will
ta{(; with a Compass npnn the fame line P Q, but on the side 3 C, a soot 6 ia :hts, wh eh I will car*
ry from P, unto R; And tflîl pm'nt R, shall Ge thpoint which luth beeu demanded,
And is one would have one yet ar zf>seet distance wirifth the Picture, and seven aod an half bçyondjj the Ray A Q. We inost draw from G, to the point E and where it ftiaM divf ie A G, to draw
§ line which (hill be osuf feet, tften seom A, taking live ItttJe parts, to draw them to the point of
G, until that we divide sb» 'iise at the poi it S, and from 'his point S,»o draw ro the d ft«nc:
£ Wiere t'jc Ray/\GlhaiI be divided, we mu'ldra* a line TV, feeing t »ey require 7 sect and
snhaif bryOtod theRay A, WC#ist upon the fame line T V, but o-i rrje fi íe B'C.ruke 7 p* f» and
rfloeliei with a Co^pS-s. and carry theai from the point T.n the point X Aud thi* poN X,
fli all b* the poiat thaï OÍIC destreth, And so of ail othc: s, at such a dist mce an I removal, if OBI
wau'dhive.
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PERSPECTIVE

Perspetfive, rvithoupjettingthe Point os distance out efthe Plilure
er Field of theW*rk.bj the Sieur GDI.
'
[HIS Orderob'igethusto makeaGeomerric.l P'Wf, oratlcasîa d<vice of Measures, as we!! for the
Wane, as sor the Lie* a::on-, marby the one, cr by ihecther, it maybe brought to serf mo Perspective
I will tike sortie object or subject the sameF.*amj>i« of the Author, which is a C ave squared covered with a;Point -, cr a Building curcaad like a I'avillron or Tent, to the which we snail give theMca.
lure) by the means osa Scale.
•
**» «
Havjng then made the pianc of this Cage.m, f,which I have et on the top of the figure, it must he rhar
a: such a dist.nce as one w u d have, thai the Ob; ct seeme recoyld within thcPictore,as it is here 0fi 7 feet we mSl
a Hne.4 ft,which shall be the base or the bottom of tie Picture, wh:ch we shall plate wording to the aspect thar
the-object cughtto be seen.
Then from the two eds of this hne a%
we must draw two li7.es Parallel the oní
totheother, ad undctei minate, thrt is to fay, itiinomatter if the v divide the plane, nor in what place a.
arcag, b g, upon the enc of these lines, as here this * g, we must make little Parallels to the line a b which ma!
go unto the Angles of the plane and by the mcaas osthe scale, to sec how far each Angle of the plane shall be rr
meved from this/me a g the which shall be marked nrar to each line; Now from the place which one shall
cl-.oosc for to view the Picture,whichi$ I c e the point c,at five feet near to 3 We must make a Perpendicular r«
a b% which shall be the line c t, to this linfi^t, w ^st give at many lit; le parts of the scale as we would have to
the poiat
n. kciTic^iva son -, Wemnfotmderne brttorr, o
uhlt^VnC
tlvpap™*^^
the g; eit A B iato 12, which will btLX^va^e^c^h a fo^otJ
Above tiV points A^v^ufUct thehtight of. he hpc/, r, which is of four se(C an<laavha*f. Take then wihrhCompasses four parts and anl^çd; thole whic/i1 arc upon theline A B^aodcariy them perpendiculars onn-i '
the l ointsAa, which shall give the points E F and draw theline ET partiel to A B, and this linc fhal hî
she Horizon. Seeing that in the plane the point C. which is rhe place for to view the Picture is removed fiv?

son that the Zinc c,t, h\th : 4 feet, must takfe fix parn osthe Z.neA B, which sha// be A i, and divide them each
into & and these
pa\u stia//serve so r a sea/r, for the depths, or remova/Zr, beiag si ffieirntfor to /etthem outra»
finitely* And the six parts that remainc between B D.slvZZ be the ScV/« which (ha// sorr.rsh the Mrasures of the sect
accordirg as the Zincs drawn from the poinrs sound by the pMne, sha.'i divide the Rays drawn to ihe point of fight
G For as this ScaZe,is a pyramide, whcreofB D,is the Base thi Measures dimin'sh in proportion as they arc su.ìk. I
have divided the one of these part» irto Inches for tofinde there a// the Mtfafu: « s, as they are upon the pZane.
With the 5c3/e%orRímov»/Zs'we finde the points osthe piane, and with that of the Me surd the /ength that the
lines ovsht to have. afwe/Z for the pZ-mc, ai sorthc EZevation;

with!* -the^Ray/A G,

ôsiòÏH

whi h sha/Z het'e

poin- M, icpr< senti ne" the Angse of the pZtne

f omVhich point H. we nwstdraw a parallel to A B, and upon the seme Zmc H ,

for tin

but on t he side B; D

v- rh-Moisuf s for to eve 1 a feet and an hifistcm the point id nn-o t!ie point L.
P rrhcDJml- which is removed 29sce»srcm A, we must seem the fifth pa-1 of rheSca/eAD, drawrothè
.JniGwVheVcthisR'ysha/Zdividethe Para/Z /,, ar r| point O, tod aw OF, for to have upon AG, the
K
iwN
Then from the point N. ro.drawa Pa-aile/sor to take on the side B D, f«fandan Iia/f, which
7

we midi Ca/rv out of rhe Ray A G,' fh'ar is r o fay, fr m N ro K"
^
pji è Joint i. icœoveda.8 feet fiom rhe point ,r, w« cst open she Sta/e A I>, fake 14 par/?, and
tn
m
fromth- ïdrawaRáy to the point G,which siu/Z divi.se the parallel rhe prse.t «.AnJsromthe point S,to dr*w
M V whuh (hall divide the Ray A G, at the point T, remrved 2,* sect from the point A: by reason that
fhe5irJí: »iscf24í ro the which lining; >yned 14-shey make ^.at the poin/ T^. And by reason tbat the
Mg
* \ •'er- and au haifwithin she R.iy A C, w must up-n ih's Parafait J>ut oh tlie-si le D B, r«ke 4
ssf tVp<L»aadr/r,' '^nd Cirry/hem from the point T; cin the poinr T
r
f or^f-^aw^h^/rfue we must ;oyn l>y r'g' t Zi.oes, these 4 peirn M h Ks f, aifl ses m f'ìeir Ang/et raise pern'rílCtlAf5 ?s M, /?, L-.f,K sr,aad r,fp- The which sh^ZZ ha^e F.^th 17 e t. ai is mr ke«l in the p/ace by the
1In • X ind from trie nHiot these perpeniicolan, ro d aw two DiaeonaK/Ks/sff />, whisb sha!i d'vi.lc »hems<7ve«
i-,Z a'-i r'n-n'tlu's pr.î-r Z, to eZcvate ape-pmdicu/ar Z M, ûîij fa t a«tì an h a/f.
Then to dr w lines from
a
3 H dì- fò ircninerl fl fffamA sr,to the point Æ, and the Cage ih.i!Z be seamed in pel fp-stive. If one wou/d tlut
it 'e c r.d w:thin rh? gro iad one fooi, w"c must a\joyn one soot under every point of/he p/anc; and }oyn th.-m
toget'ici whh-/nes.

/l /
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Tor ti gtifc justly the distance removed, the K Int remaining in the Tkhre,
Hose that would use this common manner must know, that the number of feet that we mall
take upon the base,ought to have respect to the distance that theyihall have-determined of.
For to cause my Proposition to be understood, -I will set in the first figure two distances,
the one of fix feet, the other of twelve,, which have respect the one to the other, by reason that
dividing into two each of the six parts, we snail have twelve.
Let us suppose then that the line A B is divided into twelve parts,and that from all these parts,one
hath drawn Rays to the point of sight C,let us take now the half of these divisions AD, and draw
to the point E,which is the distance of 6 feet-it is certain that the section of the Ray A C,ihall be the
abridgement of the squares view'd six feet distant.If from the point D we draw to the point F, which
is the distance of twelve feet,this line D F dividing the Ray A C, shall give the abridgement of six
little squares view'd twelve feet distance.. He that would have the abridgement of twelve squares,
view'd twelve feet distant,he must from the point B,which is the whole base, draw to the point F$
aud at the section of the Ray A C to the point H,ihall be that which is required : or el fe from the
point I to draw I F,which shall give the fame point H,and the line H K shall be funk twelve little
squares viewed at 12 feet distance. We fee in this that 12 little squares viewed at 12 feet distance, do
mçet in the fame line H K, that six squares viewed at six feet distance,and all the lines of six squares,
that the section of the Diagonal D G hath given, do reflect themselves by two and two to those,
which the Diagonal D F hath given,the reason why the Diagonal D F hath given two lines for one
of those D G, IS that the distance is doubled. . If it were trebled it would give three, and four if it
were four-fold.Now for to finde on the side B D, the fame sections, and the fame number of little
squares, as on the side D A, without the point of distance be out of the picture, we must only divide int6 two each of the fix equal parts which are between BD,which will make 12 parts,and from
their div isions to draw occult lines to the point of sightC-and if one draw Parallels to the base, by all
the sections that the Diagonal makeih of all these Rays he shall have 12 squares of sinking in the
lame line^and if the distance were of twelve feet,although that G be but six feet of distance: the reason of this is,that by multiplying the Rays we multiply the squares,and multiplying the squares we
remove the distance-.sce then how having made twelve parts of six , which were between B D,
there ariseth twelve little squares, which make the fame sinking that the distance at twelve feet
distant. And he that would have the distance at 24 feet,he must divide still into two,each of the parts
between BD, which would make 24 parts,and from the24th. to the point D,to draw the line D G
the section that it would make of the Ray B C at the point K,would be the sinking of ihe 24 feet.
In the second figure, I have set upon the line L M the same Measures as upon A B of the first
figure, and on the side M N, the fame sinking,and the fame distance as on the side A D, which giveth the line H K,to the end that we may fee, that he which would draw the fifth parr, as
or
from the seventh as R G, that he mould not have the true sinking which is at K:for R G would not
sink enough, and QG would sink too much, although from these 5 ,or 7 parts, there would be
made twelve or twenty four.
Wherefore we must observe to take always a Number,which may be multiplied by the distance*,
as here the distance of six mayservefor 12,18,24,30,36,42,48. and so an infinite number by six»
The distance of 5 may serve for 10,15,20,25,30,80:. The distance of eight,may serve for 16,24,
3 2,40.48,8^.. We cannot fail doirg thus, for supposing that the point of distance could not be
nearer to the point of sight then G is near to C, it followeth that if G is at 6, at 7,8,or at 10 feet
from the point C, that the half of the base hath the fame number, the which number we must divide
proportionably to the removal, which we will give it. For example, if there be eight feet from N
to L, and that I would have the distance of 32 feet without that G go out from his place, I will divide each of the eight parts, which is the half of the base as L N into 4, and 4 times 8 will be 32
Rays,so the abridgements of the square mould be at 32 feet of distance.
All these little divisions remain not after the Picture is made, there are none but the principal
divisions of feet, which they draw to the point of sight, and the abridgements, that is to fay, the Parallel to the .base which remain always.
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jM'ffjìffi* ìnumion^jor to/mïg n at t rally perspectives without %ecfwg$t Rules? ^
" Aving sec down all the -Rules, that we must keep for to make exactly Per?'
spectivcs : I would set also this Invention, and the following, for to make
thereby perfectly fair ones and very exact without being obliged for to uíè
any one rule therefore
This mall serve for those that love Panting, and take the pleasure to use it • without
be ing willing to take the pains to open the Compass, nor to take the Rule for to draw
a line-, for in this order, we shall not need neither the one nor the other. -' And nevertheless we may make very fair Perspectives, either of Buildings, of Gardens,or Landskips. Before we proceed to the order, we must know, that the'principal piece and
necessary for this invention, is a great lease of Glass very clear, enclosed in a frame
of Wood well smoo'th/d, and thin, which I have marked with A: at the bottom of the
figure, this frame must Aide between two pieces of Wood, an Inch, and an half thick,
the which must be fastned to the end of a board, which is of the breadth of the Frame,
as B C lheweth, £t for to receive the Frame A. The breadth of this board B D, shall
be of a foot C. At the midst of the fore-part of this board, we must make one or
more square holes E, for to fasten there a little Iron Rod or Wire, as a Rule pierced
all along, whereby to raise it, or let it down at the top of this RuleF, there shall be a .
Round of 3 or 4 Inches of Diameter, without thicknefs,as it might be of white Lattin,
the which must have a little hole in the midst,a s it were for a piece to go through, all
these things put into one, make the piece G
Although the figure sheweth the order, and how we must use this piece G , yet I \
will not Cease to tell, how we must proceed therein. Having then placed this piece
G, before that which one would draw, he-shall look through the little hole of the
spectacle F, if one can discover upon the GJass all that he would that should be there";
if any thing come not there, you must put thé spectacle nearer to the Glass-, until that
he do fee there, that which he deíîreth The piece being so setled, we must mark upon
the Glass, all that shall be seen there, looking through the hole Fj which doth here^
that which the point of sight doth in other Orders, it being most certain, that all that
shall be marked upon the leaf of Glass, having the eye at the little hole of the spectacle
shall be found perfectly in the Rules of the Perspective.
Every one krioweth how we must withdraw that which shall be designe d^wherefore
I shall leave thar, for to say that one may mark upon the Glass with the Pen and
Ink. and after that all is done, to moisten a little the other side of the Glass for to*
refresh ihe Ink and to set on the side, which we shall have traced,a Paper somewhat,
moist, and then to pass the hand upon it* and the Paper will take, all that which was
marked upon the Glas?.
If one will, they may also use a Pensil, and colours according as every one shall
think good, it is enough that one know the invention to use it,for to retract that which
they will : For it is as easie to retract a Pallace as a Countrey-House,
or a Chamber, sering that it is nothing; but to set ones self in a place,
where there may see that which they would desi*n, and to bring the spectacle near the
Glass, when there stall be ne. d, by the means cf holes, which are in the Board.
A Painter may also use this for to retract figures, ac such a posture, as he stall have
r
£H en them, for to retract after the embossing,
In a word, for all that he shall judge,
be assured, that the use will render many, things easie that .were hard before.
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Another pretty Invention sor to exercise the Perspective, without knowing it'.
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His Invention is found to be as pretty, as the former, and some
do esteem it more-, by reason that the other obligeth to design
twicer the first upon the Glass: the second to retract: that which
one hath done there : and in this, we design but once-, and as exactly
as the other*
I will not set down the framing of this instrument, it having no difference from that which I have now given, but only that instead of a leaf
of Glass, we must set there a frame, divided by little squares, with
threads very stender,as the figure meweth it, the which I mall call a
Lettice-, for the number of the squares, I leave that to the discretion of
every one, I mall say only that we must not make them too great, for
to work more exactly,nor too little for fear of being confused.
For the order, there is need, that this piece H, be placed in such manner, that one may see by the hole of the spectacle I, all that we would
design 5 if the design, which we desire to make, must be greater then
the frame, or then the Lettice is, or as others will, the Checker-board,
we must make the squares of linnen-Cloth or of Paper, greater then
that of the frame, and if it be lesser, we must make the squares lesser,.
but we must always make squares for to carry in each square osits paper, or of the Cloth, that.which we mall fee within the squares of the
£ram j, looking upon it by the spectacle I, and if all mall be represented
pr'oportionab'y, the design will be as just for the Perspective, as if one
had used Rules and the Compass.
I have set the two figures, for to cause to be seen how this piece H,
must be placed for to use it in designing upon a Table , and when one
would paint, by the one and the other manner, we may make more exactly all sores of Perspective, íôunter ft-it Piólures,and draw to the life.
I doubr not but many will fay, that this method is not new, and that
there is not a Painter, that krioweth not how to enlarge and diminish
Pictures, using this Checker-board, that is true, but 1 beleive that not
ahy one hath ever usei the spectacle, which is the secret for to make
every thing in it% perfection»
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For Fig' res In Perspective.
Fter that, we have set down that which may serve for to make ail sorts of Perspectives, with the means to give them a pleasing and ornaments for to content
the eye, there rem'aineth no more but to find .ouc a way for to deceive it al-

together, which is to set down the figures there.
But before wepass'auy further, we must make a distinction of figures, for it is anortìèr thing to represent a History, then to intend to deceive the eye in a peice , which
ífca.'l bu fft at the betcom of a Gallery, of a Hall, or of an Alley in a Garden , for to
these all figures of repose or resting are the best, and fora History , they must .be .all
lively and spirited, by the diversity of their posture.
The multitude of Horizons, which the Pai itérs take in their Pictures, is the, cause
that they -make an infinite company of Faults there, by. not knowing to give the height
that they ought to the figures, proportionable 10 their Horizon, I will give them a .
Rule, that they may not fail there, whatsoever Horizon they shall have.
For tl. e Fig re having the .Fye within the JJcri.zon.
N the Perspectives, which arc set at the end of a Gallery, of an Alley, of an Hallj
or of any other place for to deceive the sight,we must always set theHorizon at.the
natural riejght, fiat is to say^ at 5 .Feet Royal, which are the height osthje common

I

size
£
He h^t wouîd set there figures for to appear m the natural, they ought to have the
' eye within die Horizon : for if the Figures have the eyes within the Horizon as we
have, they will appear to us of our height,* this ought to suffice for the instruction, but
for to be more dear., and to make my self better understood, I shall make use of these
three figures instead of many oihers,which one may set thereof he will. The firstFigure
A,, shall have the natural height, and the eyes within the Horizon, if I should yet have
ano, h r figure a: the place B, I nv.isi from the point?B, rait a line unto the Horizon,
and that stiall appear os the same height wich the first. He that would have a third acG let him al vays set the eyes thereof within the Horizon, it shall be of the height os
the o.hers wi:hin the appearance In short, although there should be a thousand,
there is no oiher Rule to be kept when the Horizon is at the natural height. I intend
nçc to Deak of Children, whichoughr to be made in proportion to the great figures^
and according to the discretion of the PainterFor t .e Fig' r(s havirg the Horizon below.
Hen Pictures are made for Halls*, where ordinarily they hang them, and
plare them somwhat high,wemust take theHorizon iower,for to approachto the eye, as far as shall be posti'cle
Now for to give just'y, and with proportion, the iurght to each Figures*, in what;
place soever, we m e. with them, we must make one at what height we would, in
some place-of the pictur., as is the figure D E, which is here that which we have cal'd
thé line of devarioali the proceeding order*.
For to find the-height of other Figures, wbichrone would set into this picture, which
should appear as high as the first D E, we must'fróm the Feet of this F, and from the
top of its head D, draw H ie-where we will within the Horizon, as is the point E,
5
and between this Trian ,le D E F, shall be (ound all the-heights of the others : For ex:
ample, if 1 would find the height that .the Figure must have of the point G, from this
point G, T draw a parallel to the base G H, untill that it divide, the line FE , which
shall be a: the pci.it H, from which I raise a P. rpendicuir, until that, it divide the line,
or Rav DE at the point I, and this Perpendicule.H lis. the height of the Figure,
which we must take with a Compass for to carry i: to thè point G, if I would have
another at the point K, I have only to make the lame operarbnç, aad I ÍÎ13U have the
Perpendicule M N fb.r its hei^K and so of a? many as one will.
'r
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For the Figures having the Horizon high,
HEN the Horizon is high, as one is sometimes obliged to
set it, for it represents sometimes, which one hath viewed
from an high eminent place,we must keep the fame Rule with
the Precedent, although it seem the contrary in that of the Horizon below : all the Figures are above the first, and go always by diminishing.
And for this of the Horizon high, all the Figures raise themselves abovethe first, and the furthest distant is always the most elevated, but
nevertheless'the lesser in proportion, and according to the measure,
which one ihall take thus.
Having made the first figure A B,we must
from the top of its head, and from under its feet, draw in what place
one would of the Horizon, which is here the point C -, all the heights of
the other Figures must be taken between this Triangle A C B. For example, desirous to have the height of the Figure from the point D,
from this point D we must make a Parallel to the base D E, unto the
line A C, which mall be the point E, from which we must raise a Per*
pendicular unto the line BC, which shall give thepoint F this Perpendicular E F shall be the height which must be to the figure from the
point D. If at the point G we would have yet a figure, you must make
the same practise from the Point D. and you shall have the Perpendicule
H I,which shall be for the height of the figure from the point G., And by
the same Method all the other figures shall take .the heights from whatsoever place it be.
For the figure that have sect at the Horizon.
T is rarely that one maketh figures upon the Horizons
but if there were neceíïity,we must make those tnat one would make
appeare the first, greater then the other, that is to fay, to give them
the Natural height, and all the others will be equal to them, and they
shall be r:-moved according as we shall make them the lesser: For example, the figure K L» is the greatest and the nearest and that M N,is the
most removed : As the secret in thfc for the Painters, is to finish well
those before more then those os the bot tome, and the further they are re*
moved, the more they are to be farit and less perfect.
The Role of these Figures» and of those that have- the Eyes within
the Horizon,is no other then their owne height ,for as well in the one fa(slioh is in the otherwhere is but only to make the Figures lesser and l.sse <>j
garnished, which we would have backward and seeme farther off,
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Of Figures Slevated aboyé the Tlanet

T

^Here are ihác fay, that the Objects elevated
from the Earth, have more diminution then
when they were upon the Plane, and that for this
reason jt must be that a Figure raise J up 4. or 5 feet,
should be lesser then if it were on the Ground: this
should be good if it were elevated very high, as we
shall fay hereafter^ but this Tittle maketh that the
.diminution is unperceiveablc; for supposing, that
such an Object orFigure could be discovered atone
only view.that is to fay,without lifting up the eye ;
they ought to have thesime height being elevated,
as ifthey were on the GroundjFor example ,the fi>
gure A must have the fame height that the figure
B^and th- figure C>as that cf D,and ihat ofF.equal
to G,and so of others.
For the Figures below, we shall mark for the
same reason, the Figures that are below are of the
c
ii*fce height a those above,as is the figure E, equal
in height to that of H and !, as great as the figure
K Theft two Examples sha'l serve for all
wecould

make

there.

those

that

$jr
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Of the Postures that we. should give to Figures in the Perspectivesv,

W

E must make choice of ihe Postures, which we should give to figures, for
to deceive the eye, seeing that they are not all there good, as we have al*
ready said : Wherefore it seemed good to me to set down some, which,
might shew a way to invent others..
The first is a Man, which readeth being set : the second readeth a proclamation fastned to a Wall : the third playeth upon aLute : the fourth steepeth : thé fifth sits on a
rail, and turneth the back on the side of them that are two and two : the first marked
**ith six look upon a design upon Paper, the other farther offfeven, are abou: serious :
affairs
One might set those that play, that talk together, or entertain at a Table, or standing up, which write, which pray on their knees, in one word, one may set an infinite
company of postures, so that they be such, that one may stay there long time : But we
must never set those that are in action, for that deceiveth not to see always oneLeg^ of
an Arm in. the Air> nor those that run without stirring from one place to another.

Of Beasts andBirds in Perspective..

W

E must keep thé same Rules as in the Figures, giving thé height or breadth
to the firsthand from xhe two ends of this first measure to draw to the Horizon, to have all the measures of thç others : For example, having made
the first horse A D, for to have the height'of that of B, we must from the line A D,
draw to the Horizon Q and then from the point B, to draw a parallel to the base BK,
until that it do divide the line A C, which shall gire the point K, from which we ihall
raise thé Perpendicule K L, for the height of the horse from the point B. "
For the Fowls we must from the ends of the Wings E F, draw Rays to thé Hori-í
zon, and between these two lines, take the measure of the oihërs which I suppose of the
same I igness, For example, for to have the bigness of a Fowl at the point G,we must
draw à parallel to the base G H, until that it divide thé Rays E F, which we shall give
the line H I, for the greatness of the Fowl G.
When we would set Beasts, or Birds in' the Perspectives we must choose those that
are most at rest, as may be a Dog steeping, or gnawing a Bone, a Cat yvatching of a
Mouse, or a Parret, &ç..
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Fcr to fade the height of Fig-ires far removed^ the first being
tain near to the Eye.

us on

4 Mo»n*

TT T is a thing that giveth great Contentment and Satisfaction to the
B Mince, when we have the knowledge of that which .we have done,
-*-that which maketh me beleeve that any one will be §lad to have
the present Rule unknown to many.
When we are to make these Figures, we must determine the height
of the first, that is to fay, the distance from the Ground, whither we
would ascend, and at this distance to set another figure below of the
force height, from the feet and sro«i the head of which we must draw
" to the Horizon, for to have the height of other Figures, which are
within the Field. I express myself.
For example, the figure A which is above the Mountain, hath for
its height five feet Royal, which is the natural. I suppose, that the
Mountain ir.th twenty five feet os height, if one be raised up twenty
• sec t, as this Piece in the midst whither the Beholder is raised, which
c ught also to have five feet for his height, the Horizon will meet it at
t wtnty five feet, as the Top of the Mountain and the Horizon will
grate upon Lt, as we fee at the Figureof the Mountain, which hath

.

!
'
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the feet upon the Horizon.
Now for to finde the height of these little persons which are within the fie!d,Ave must make a figure twenty five feet lower, under that
of A, or in some other place, as is B C- And from the feet B,and from
the head G, to draw in someplace within the Horizon, as is the point
0,and between these twolinesB and C, which go to the point Ó,we
must rake the height of the little figures, as we h ve done in the Orders aforegoing, as for to have the height of the little figure D. We
must draw a Parallel to the base, until that it divide the line B at the
point E, from which we fliall raise the Perpcndicule, which ihall divide the line C O at the point F.
And we must take with a Compass thisPerpendicule E F, for the
height of the figure from the point D : If óne would have also the
height of the figures from the points G H, we must do the fame as at
the Figure D, and we shall finde their height between the lines B and
C, which we mast take with a Compass, and transport them to the
points G H, and do always the fame for as many persons as you would
diminish I all unto one point.
Observe here all that maybe said fortheMeasures ofFigures,accorà'ng to Perspective. But seeing that I am engaged for all the Measures
f figures, 1 have set down all the Orders following, .although they are
sot according to this Art..
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For lo give the patera! height, or such as ore Víotddit Figure selevc.t ed on high.
HAT we may omit nothing ior ihe heights of Figures, we will set down also rh»two Rules following, whereof one hath already been given by Albert Durer y SerJio, and others,for to write letters in an eminent place, and to make them appear equal to those below : by the fame reason we may make use of it for to finde the Measures and.
the greatness of Figures, which shall appear all equal from a certain point where the Beholder
shall be.
There is a man auhé point B,five feet high,and distant from the Tower A fifty feet,which
beholdeth the first Figure C, which appeareth to him as natural, and at 30 feet higher D he
would set another Figure, which should appear as natural as the other from the place where
he is : How should he finde its measure >
He must make a quarter of a Round, or only a Iittle.Arch upon the paper, which he mustset before the Eye, and behold the feet and the headof the. Figure C, and that shall, give to I
the quarter of the Circle, the distance or the Angle E F, then he must at the fame lime, and
without .moving the quarter of the Circle, behold the point D, where ought to be the foot
of the íigure D T,and to mark the point that it shall give at the quarter of the Circle,which
is here the point G -, and at this point G he must set the A ngle, or the fame distance that the
Figure C shall have given, which is E F, which being transported unto G, ihall give G H.
Then by the point H, we must look where we ihall divide the line elevated from Dj. which
ihall be at the point I,. so that the distance D I shall be the height which we must give tothe
Figure which we would set there. He.that would make one yet higher, hath only to do the
same operations, and he shall have that which he desireth, ana they shall all appear as natural
to the Beholder B. If one would know the reason, he must remember the Principles, or to
?ook therein anew, and he ihall finde than all the Objects view'd under equal Angles appear
equal ^ now it is that the Angle G His equal to E F, whereof the Figure D I must appear,
in the eye equal to the figure G,
For to know how much Figures equal diminish to theeyejke one fetupn the others in height.
HE Beholders K, having a quarter of a Round, or part of a Circle, as that of
the first figure B, he looketh upon the first figure M, from the Tower L, which appeared to him as. Natural, meafuri ng it from th e feet unto the head -, he marketh
the Angle, or the distance upon his quarter of a Circle, which are N O • then without stirring any thing, he beholdeth also the feet and the head of the Figure P, and - marketh upon
his quarter of the Round the Angle that it gi vet h, which is Q^R, if there were.any also
higher, he could take them alî,and set them upon his quarter of a-Round,
For to know the difference that there is from the one to the other, we must with a Com-"
pass take the Angle?, pr the distances of the one and of the other, and we shall know that
the most elevated give the least-Angle, and by consequence- make appear tothe eye the Figures lester • and then we may fay, that-the figure P appeareth sot to the eye, butthe.half
of,the figure M, although that one be as high as that other. If one demand the reason,, we
shall say that the figure P giveih to the quarter of the Round of an Angle, which is but the
naif of the£gure M, as one may fee that QJl is but the half of N Q,or very little to speak of.
By this knowledge we come to the other, from above, and from that from above, to this here:
for if M and P be of the fame height, and that P from below appear not but the half of M •
we may fay assuredly, thatt.omake P to be seen as M, that, there would need yet as much
more of heighi, the fame is of that above, where the-figure D,. which is double of C, appear eth-not at 0] 1 greater, beholding it horn the point B One may fay also^that if D were
not greater then C, there would appear -but the half of Us height, and so one Rule is the Reverse of "the oiher,
~
As well the first as the second Order ought to be contracted, asr.be figures are made
heretofore, where we shall have also assuredly the diir.r.nce and propcr.ion of the figures
as if they were taken at the Natural with this fourth of ;he Circle,.
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0j Jffti itYif fit the Pigkrrt elevated,
that which wi arc speaking cs, for the diminution of figures when they are;etera^_jrcd,wc must draw the Measures in proportion to chose which we would elevate in the Pictures,
wb,ther we do set them upon the ^oajstajn*, upon t he Houses, or upon the Clouds in the Air. The
two Oi Jars tint we arc about to give, shall render the Method very eafic.
f or the fti-a, I suppose that the man A is fix feet high, the which height we multiply many times
v.von a pluiító line Upon the base -, asd from these divisions from 6 to (ix seer, we must draw
tu.ihc Head ct the Figwie A ; Thin having set a !cg of the Compass at the point A, with the other
leg we inurt make the Arch C D, and the sections whseh this Arch mall make of the Rays, shall
he the Measure* which »»e mu!! give to the Figures, for «ample, if one wou'd make a figure appcarc Esevated42 feet we must cake the draught £ D, which divideth the i lalt Rays, which we
ir-.uììípaníporí to F, wbich is elevated 4* feet upon the fane baseA B.lf we would hive another at 30
feet High, we must take the draught G H, which divideth the Kays 30 and $6, Which shall be the
height of the Figure P, and ío ofotbers
AU the concernment is to know how much this lino
D ought to approach or retire biç,k, which ought always" to be the distance of the beholder to the
Object beheld, as here of 3 > sect, or ritereabouts.
For the second Order, =n Head of this line B, i:» the íìrst Order Ï have set the divisions from 6
ro e sect upon the base I T, the two first points I and 6 ought to be drawn to the point of sight Kt
!cr to have between these two Hays I K, 0 K, the Measure of six feet, which is the height that we
give to the Figures. Then from ail these other Measure* from 6 to 6, unto 4S or m^re, if there
!>cáoy, we mui di aw to the po'nt of distance L, and at the sections that we shall «rakc of the Ray
$ K -, we must draw littleTarsFcls to the bafr^between the Kays I 6 -, the which Parallels shall be
the f.eighti of figures v>itrri a the sinking ; and by consequence, for the figures elevated at the fame
dilfanc.-, the which we may rcrifie, carryi ng back the Measures of the first Order with those of the

f Onecroi «g
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He chát would know how much each figure is diminished from the first which hath fix seer, he
hiihbtìtoBly to take the heigh1; of that which he desirethwitha Compass, and carry the Compass
so open upon rhe little scale M, aud he shall have that he desireth. For example, is having taken
the heighe of the figure P we carry it upon the hale M, it*will give but 4 feet, rhe which eauseth to
{know, that* Figure of 6 feet elevated 50 feet, will appear but os4 feet. The heights or diminuti>%ai o? ethers siiail be known by rhe fame operations, so that it be in the fame distance with these
hereût" ot»: change the distance, all theOrdcrs malt be begua again all anew, and wo: k as we have
dosé,
tneFlçuves V X Y, whi- h jrein the Airabcwe the Clauds, at the second figure below, are
of rhe.fitheheightand pioporrionisthatin the first »
I ha*e set them down only for to ice,
tJ.ac sirhpuphtbat the Orders be diffc;e<-r*fhc effects arc the fame.
s h3r which 11-rfve said ser to finde the heights and diminutions of die Figures, which are upon
tíie hVc A B of die fi. tt Order, aad I T of th: second, ought to be observed in p» oportion as they
Hi faiîk, aad it must be that the mo'*, elevated having the fame refereace with those that
at con ;he Ground, which are in the lame line as this F P with this A For example, in the second
0 -d er,ifover against the last figure N, there were a figure 0,E'cvatcd upon a rower,43 or ^ofecc
high, what Meaîúfe» should we give it s I answer, that we must give it the fame Proportion that
til- N, shall have with the
And as the l*ft N, containeth but twice and an half, of the .the E
fa&.rlrs 0 which shall be upon the Tower, ou^htto have but 2 and an half of the 6 parts that the
li^y c-NT b.i-h. If I wouid have also a Fi jure R, Elevated m on another Tower os48 or 50 feet
Jîtí-.re-the figure Q, we mail take also 2 j»art»at»d an ffdsof 5,|rom the Figure Q, for the height cf
th-, V rs;«rc-R. He th.u w.>u!d have also one in S„ at the fame Tower, which is elevatei ?o sect, he
nu5(tg veít 4 pk-u s f .h?6, cftlic Figure Q_. that is to lay,4 seer, as we have found it in the fi-ft
■ ■ _Ç>r. e-.\ bfttwch fe-.- Rays G H. In owe word, all thi figures do diminish rhemteivesto the Eye, ac1 or ì,Fì ; as îh-v are V. r vat ed * as thr contrary hapneth, when they are abased.
r
;--Tbat wsljrb'oighïto nuketlv- Rtf'cesteemed is, thar a;l ?heproportion* of Fígeresmaybí
i
i«s -ncdby.Ji--«rr, r'or he that - would tike the piír» to make a ^ieastI-c of • this , • where he
mfjrht joyn more parts, sod they would serve him tor ever ; and be. nvght tender it so fainihir .c«-b!^:clf, that in a mon:«nr he will tell you, rhar h hi* removed ^ feet, if the
fc'œùre bar' 6 seer, or 6 parts of hc:ght, bring npoa th? Ground, One of which shall' 'be
ïii the same height, b.-ing esevi-cd iz feer, will not appear but of fiveaad an half, That which
U-sHVe evi'râ to U, thil appear but of ç. That which siial! bee'*yated Í |, shall appear but
^'4ïf d art half
7lta*os?o b»ttr-s 4. Tha: of-ji os ? seec j A-^d that of 42 ,b'?r os 2 feet
wrtd.anjsalsi And ib pro?«erfjng from ó^to 6, as I hud done, ,f the pap r wou'd have fhfi iciìh i irJxnpugh, ihatit is knuwn h.. w we ought to de, for to lec he.'C a greater num-v *^ c.«f.
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The 0Y :gïr.d of Shadows.

F

Or to define the natural Shadow,, we fay not thar it is an entire Privation of
li°ht- for that would be to fay a perfect obscurity, where we should see as little
the objects as their shadows, but we understand a diminution of Light, caused by the interposition of some body which is not transparent, the which receiving
thtu n, or the clearnels which should cast it self upon the plane where it is set, giveth there a shadow of its fhape,for the light beingComunicative of it self,produce[h it
self upon all that which is not hidden from it, & Extendeth it self upon all that is plain
and united-.but if it meet which the least Elevation, this hinderance caufeth it to make a
Shadow, which rendrethupon the "Plane the forme and figure of that which
is Enlightned
The diversity of lights, makeih a diversity of shadows for if the body that enligh:neth is greater then that which is enlightned the shadow will be lesser then the boiy
if they be equall,ihe shadow wiil be equall'.oih: Body enlightned: but if the light
be lesser then the Object,'the shadow will still be more and more the greater. ..
For to und.rstai.d this the better, we will make the three figures following, which
shall serve us as a foundation, for the Rules which we Ihall give.
**»
The first ih eweih that the Body of light AB, being much greater then the Enligh:ned'C 'D, K Lhlighmechmore then the half of the Object, the which maketh it to
give a shadow with a Point and frame it into a Pyramide, whereof the Sun is the Base.
This tru:h is shewed in the Edit ps. of the Moon, which is seldom wholly Covered
wLh the ihadow osthe earth,which nevertheless exceedeth it in greatness forty times,
by reason that the Sun, which is the body full of light,.is an hundred sixty six times,
and more, greater then the Earth, which it enlightneth more then the half ^ and by
consequencee caufeth to give a ihadow to it in a point*
The second, having the body of light F G, equal in greatness to the enlightned H I*
it enlightneih the half of the Object, and giveth its ihadow parallel HI K L.
The third maketh appear, that the lightsome tody, or the light M, being less
then that which is enlightned N O, is not enlightned by ihe half, the which caufeth a
shadow unto it, N OP
which enlargah it self according as it is removed, from
ifte object, and maketh a. Pyiamide, whereof the light is the point.
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Os the dijst rence of S', adows.
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Y that which I have spoken in the Leaf aforegoing, we must conclude , that
one and the same Object may give divers shapes of shadows or projections,
although that it be enlightned of the fame side-, by reason that the Sun giveth
it of one fashion, the Torch of another, and the Day doth not frame it.
The Sun rendreth always the Ihadow equal tothe object, that is to fay, by parallel,
as the first figure slieweth it. I shall teach in the Leaves following, how we ought to
use this method, and to give to every object the natural shadow, which the Sun would
cause it to have.
All PaintersGravers and others may, if they please,
observe these Rules, when they would make any thing pleasing, and not to take the
Rule of the Candle, or Torch, for this^ as divtrs have done.
The shadow of the Torch is not given by paral'els, but by Rays, whieh issue from
the fame Center, that which caufeth the ihadow is never equal to the body, but more
large, and is greater always according as it is* removed, the which may be seen in the
second figure, where the shadow is larger then in the first, although that the Cubes of
the one and the other be of equal breadth and height. See then how one should be
much deceived if one should make the shadow of a Torch, like as that of the Sun, and
of the Sun, as that of the Candle, seeing that the difference is so notable.
There isa third sort of ihadow, which is neither of the Sun, nor of a Torch , but
only caused by a fairDay,the which having not strength:enough for to frame the figure,
rendreth only a confused blackness at the object, as in the third figure. Now this hath
no Rule, wherefore every one giveth it, and practiceth it according to his fancy,
AU these shadows as well of the Sun, as of the Torch, and of the Day, ought to be
more dark then the parts of the objects which are not enlightned, as A, it not so dark
as B, by reason that A receiveth the reflection of the clearness, which is about it : and
B, hath not the reflection that A, which is in obscurity. We must observe also, that
the part of the shadow most distant from the object, is also more dark, then the part
nearer as G, is darker then H, by reason that A cannot communicate that little reflection which it receiveth unto G, as it doth to H.
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E shall observe at the beginning of this Book, that the Definition of Per -

I fpective is to give upon a Plane perpendicular to the Horizon, the Represen-

tation of Objects which are upon the Ground, or upon a Plane Horizontal:
And for shadows, it is altogether contrary • seeing that one supposeth a Body elevated
upon the Plane, t ie which being enlightned, casteth i:s shadow upon the same Plane, as
we fee, that the Body A giveth upon the Plane the shadow B • f:>r to finde the shadows
we must suppose two things, the Light and a Body : The Light, although it be contrary
to it, i;ls that nevertheless which giveth i: its Being, and the Body or the Object oiveth
u its ihape and i:s figure i I shall not discourse here but of shadows, for I suppose that
we have iearned to set the Bodies or Objects into Perspective.
î or to understand these shadows more easily, and rend-fr the Orders following more
eaiie h we must mark that we must .make use of two points : the one of the foot of the
light, which ought always to be taken upon the Plane where the Object is placed,and the
other of the Torch or lightfom Body ^ seeing that the Rule is general for the Sun and
for the Torch, with this only difference, that the shadow of the Sun is given by Parallel,
and than of the Torch by the Ray of the fame Center. We will begin with that of
the Torch, seeing that ic will help the better to comprehend that of the Sun, which shall
follow.
We say then for example, That if one would have the shadow of the Cube A, as
we fee B, that we must from the point O, foot of the light, draw lines by alj the
Angles of the Plane of the Object, as here by the plane of the Cube OD,OE, OF,
OG*: Then you must draw other lines ftom the point of the light of the Torch
by all the fame Angles elevated, and to continue these lines until that they divide the other lines drawn from the point O : for example, having from the point O drawn the
line pasting by the Angle of the Plane D- if one draw from the point C, a line passing by the same Angle elevated- this shall divide the other at the point H, and the point
H ihall be the shadow of this Angle. If from the point C, we do the fame by all the
Angles elevated, we ihall divide the lines of the Plane, at the points H IK L, the which
points we must joyn with right lines, and we shall have the shadow of the Cube, as is
to be seen at the Figure above, and more clearly at that below,

PERSPECTIVE
\->
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Of Shadows taken fr cm the Sun.
—1 HE Sun, that glorious lightsom body, being far greater then the whole
Globe of the Earth, as I have already said in the beginning of this TreaJL tise, should make all its shadows in point, seeing that he doth always enlighten more then the half.
In pursuit of this demonstration we should conclude, that all the shadows of the
Sun ought to be less then the Body that is opposed unto it, and to diminish as it removed it self far off: which would be true, if there were any correspondency of the
Body enlightned, to the Body enlightning : but all the Objects which are upon
Earch, are so small a thing in respect of this great light, that the diminution of their
shadows is unperceivable by our eyes, which acknowledged them all equal, that is to
fay, that they are neither larger nor (freighter, then the Bodies that give them their
shape • for this reason, we give all the shadows caused by the Sun by Parallels, as we
have seen at the second Figure of this Treatise.
It followethfrom all this discourse, that for to have the shadow of what body so-'
ever it be, being opposed to the Sun, we must draw a line from above this great light,
which may fall plumb at the place where one would take the foot of the light j and
from this place to draw an cccult line by one of the Angles of the Plane of the Object and another of the Sun by the fame Angle elevated, and the section of thes? two
lines shall shew how far the shadow must go, all the other lines shall be^drawn Par3

For mmpie, for to take the shadow of the Cube A, the Sun being at B, we must
from under the Sun C, which is as the foot of the lighe, draw a line which toucheth
an An«le of the Plane, as C D. Then from the o.her Angles E,to draw Parallels to
thi« • ?or to fmde the end of the shado w, we must draw a line from the Sun B, passing by the Angle elevated F, which shall divide the line C D in G. Then drawing a
Parallel tothis°by the Angle H, it will divide the line E at the point I, and we shall
have die shadow of the Cube D G L.
.
He that would cause the shadows to cast before, or in any other way • he must determine the place of the Sun, and the point underneath, to draw the lines of an Angle,
and make all other lines parallel to that, as you may fee by the figure be!ow,without
rc-pea: tog the Practick, which is the ùm< as that above.
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77;<? 5/? í^'oirj of the Sun are eq-'alto the Objects of the fame height, alth.vgh that
they be removed the one from the other.

xperience teacheth us, that many stiles, or elevationsof the fame height- removed the one from the oiher, cease not to give their shadows equal in the fame
1
time, I fay in the fame time, for they do lengthen or shorten themselves, according as the Sun comethnear, or retireth himself, the which he doth every moment,

E

f eing that he never standeth still.
Wherefore when one desireth to cause the shadow of some object to cast, we' must
determine of the place of the Sun and the point under it, to draw from thence the two
cccult lines which give the term of the shadow, as here the Hedge-row A, giveth the
paint of its shadow in B, and if from the point B, you draw to the point of sight C,
this line B C shall be as well the shadow of the Hedge-row D, as of that A, and of all
those that should be in the same line unto the point of sight, and you must hold for a
maxime, that the shadows do always keep the fame point of sight with the objects.
Following this experience, that the objects of the fame height do give the shadows
equal, if one would give the shadow to the Hedge-rows E F, which are of the fame
height with A D- we must only take with a Compass the distance A B, and carry it
to the foot of the Hedge-Row E, for to have E G • and from this point G, to draw
to the point of sight C, and to make always the fame Practice, even when these Alleys were prolonged infinitely.
Bnt if the light come from the bottom, or from before, as in the sigure below,must
we change the Order ? No, we most only set forward or draw back the foot, or that
under the Sun, and draw lines from the one and from the other by an Angle, as are
H and I, which shall give the bound of the shadow of the Hedge-Row K, to the point
L • and from this point L we must draw to the point of sight M ; Then from all the
Anghsof the Plane of the Palissades, we must dr aw Parallels to the line H, unto the
RayLM, and we shall have the natural shadows of the fame Palissades or HedgeRows.
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Of the Shadows when the Sjtn is directly opposite to the Eye.

A

S often as the Sun is before our eyes, that is to fay, above the p oint of sightthe sides of the shadow that it shall cause shall be parallels, as are all the visual
Rays- wherefore the point of sight shall serve always for the foot of the light •
And the other Ray, which shall determine the shadow,shall be taken from the center of
the Sun.
For example, when we would find the shadow of the Cube . A, we must by the Angles
of its plane B C, draw Rays to the point of sight D, as are B E, C F. Then from
the center of the Sun G, draw also two Rays, which shall divide those at the point K
L, pasting by the ends of the lines elevated from the angles B and C , which are H
and I : In such manner as the ihadow of this Cube shall be B K L C.
The shadows of the two o'ther pieces M and N, shall be taken by the same order^
and so of all the others, which may there be met withall.
It cometh into my mind, that one might be troubled, if instead of a. Cube, there
were a Pyramide: by reason that the Ray of the midst of the plane of the' Pyramide,
and the Ray of the Sun, thatpasseth by the point, made but one line, and by consequence can terminate nothing for to take the shadow from the point of this Pyramide.
When this shall happen, we must from an Angle of the plane, as is here O, draw a
Ray to the point of sight P, which shall make O Qj And from the same Angle O, ele-vate a Perpendicular O S, then from the point of the Pyramide T, make a parallel to
the base, until that it divide the Perpendicular O S> at the point V :" We must make
the Ray of the Sun to pass by this point V, and continue it until that it divide the Ray
OQ^ at the point X, from this point X,we must make a parallel to the base, unto the
Ray of the midst of the Pyramide, which shall be divided at the point Y, the bound of
the shadow. We must draw to this point Y,from the Angles 2 and 0,and the Triangle
%- Y O, shall be the shadow of the Pyramide.
These Walls, which are at the bottom of the one and the other figures, take their,
shadows, as. we have sajd of the Cul?e A..
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f. Y to give the Jliadow of the Objects fierce d by the light,

HEN the Object is square, or of a right line, we must from the point
A from under the Sun, draw lines Parallels from all the Angles of the
Plane : Then from the midst of the Sun B, draw a line to the Angle the
farthest removed C, which shall divide the line A at the point D,and to drawfrom the
point D to the point of sightE,until that it finde the last line of the Plane F: for to have
the rest of the shadows, we must draw Parallels to the line BCD, by the corners Q
H I, by reason that the Sun enlightneth two faces, and maketh the ihadow larger, as
is to be seen in the first figure, that G C and H I are the Diagonals of these square
Pieces enljghtned on two sides ^ and where these lines drawn by CG and HI shall
divide the line A, we must draw to the point of sight E, and we (hall have all the
Projection, or the shadow of the Object,
If it be a Round, as in the second figure, we must make the Round by the Order of
the Arches on the side, as sol 62. and (5 3 by elevating the Perpendiculars, and when
the Round shall be framed with its thicknesses, we must from the foot of all these
Perpendiculars draw Parallels to the base, as I,K, then to take for the un4er-part of
the Sun
which is the Parallel of the midst of the Round, Then from the midst
of the Sun M, to draw a line pasting by the upper part of the Round N, and to con^
tinue until that it divide th|s Parallel I, at the point O, which shall be the bound of
the shadow. The empty part of this Round shall be found, drawing a Parallel to N
O from the point P, which is the upper part of the Round opposite to the Sun, until
íhat if divide the line I O The rest of the Round shall be found dr awing also a little
t
Parallel to N O from the point R, which shall give $. All the rest of the Rounds art
found by rosMng Parallels toN O, by all the points of the Round of the Perpends
fulesjwnjah we must continue until that they divide theParaJiels to the bafe/o as I have
m4$ that of the midst I O, I had marked them all with points ^ b«t 1 am such an enc*
my of confuífon, i&« this hath caused me tò omit them,
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she Shadows takg the jliafe cf the Ptanes who e they are cast
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itherto I have given the shadows wiihin'a Plane united, being assured that
he which shall understand them well, íhall not have any difficulty to' practise
these here, and the others that follow-, because that it is all the fame Rule,
and that one only direction shall suffice for to make to understand, how these shadows
do raise and abase themselves according as they finde their Planes
For to make it appear, that these shadows are found by the fame Rule that the for-r
mer, is it not Certain that he which should draw a line from under the Sun A, pasting
by the Plane of this Gate B, and that from the Sun C, one should draw another by
the top of the Gate D, that these lines would divide themselves out of our paper, and
would give the boujid of the shadow, so as I have said of others ? But the wall E
hindring the line *B to prolong it self, as it would do if the Plane were united, obiigeth it to raise it self as we feeEG: wherefore it is that the Ray of the Sun C,
which ought to go very far to seek the line A B, divideth it against the wall at the point
G, and there marketh the shape, ©r the shadow of this Gate, whereof the Top draweth i.0 the point of sight H,
The shadow of this piece K casteth its self with its whole length £ Í, passing over
this other piece I $ and we must mark, that the shadow keepeth always its length, ai^
though that it meet with something between two ; and it must be, that the ihadow
which palfeth ©ver something, observeth the figure and the forme of the same thing ?
as here the ihadow M andN, keepeth the shape of the Piece L,
Although that I have made the Sun to appear in the other figures, we .must not
think]:hat he should be so near the Objects ^»it hath bin only for to give to understand,
that the Raya do come from thence, whrnas he is in this height ; but nevertheless, out
of the Piece', as in this second Figure, which yet ceaseth not, have the line from
under the Sun A B, and that of the Ray of the Sun C, by reason that we ought al*
ways to suppose them for to finde the bound of the shadow.
The ihadow of the Pieee O is found, by continuing the Une A B, and making it t$
ascend the steps, and raise it self against the wall, until that the Ray C, passing by the
corner of tha Piece, divideth it at the point S, then from the point S to draw to the
poi nt of sight T
For to finde the shadow of the Piece P, we must remember that which J said at the
beginning cf 'this Treatise, that we must always suppose the foot of the light upon
the Plane wherç the Object is placed, jmd so the Ray C, dividing the little sine A B,
iheweth how far the shadow of the little- piece P ought to go, which must be drawn
io.fc'ie point of sight T,
The Piece V giveth Its shadow al! along,a{though it descend into a Pit ^ the shadow
of the wall R is found by the fame Order that the others, as also the lines A B,and
he Ray C, cswfc fc to he seen.
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Porto fad the JhadpïP of the objettsywhen they have more breadth
above then below,
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HEN one would have the projection below, or ihadow of
Figures,whereof the upper part hath: more breadth or length
then the lower, how these two figures ought to be*
They make ordinarily a plane, from which they raise the Perpendi*
cularsA B.
The plane being made, we must from under the Sun draw a line as
fchave already said, and from all the Angles of the plane draw paraU
lels to that, then to draw one from the Sun C, passing by one of the
Angles of the Object, as D, until tfiat it divide the line of the plane
of the fame Angle A, so that it make the line D E at the point F 3 and
to draw E and F, at the point of sight G5 which shall give the ihadow
of the square above the Object, then drawing from the point of the
figure H, to the point F and L, we have the whole ihadow of this
Pyramide turned down-wards.
We may fee well, that the projection, or the ihadow of this cross
below is made by the fame ©rejer, which I will not repeat that I may
n.òtbe troublesome,
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For to find the shadow of Objects elevatedfromtheGronn<L

His order will be rendred easy by that which I have newly given, seeing thai
in the one and in the other, we need only to find the plane, and from this plane
to draw lines, parallels to those under the Sun by all the Angles, then from
tfresame Angles of the Objects, elevated into the Âir, to draw also lines for to divide
those which are drawn from, the plane, and to. find the bound of the shadows, as I.
I have here already laid many times in the figures foregoing.
The which maketh me believe, that any one ihall easily understand all that I can
make of the shadows taken from the Sun, without that there be any need of other explications for the figures, seeing that they are sufficiently intelligible,and all made by
the Rules which one may have learned by others heretofore.
But as every figure hath always iome particular observation, it will not be besides
th e purpose to give notice thereof, to the end there may be nothing, which may not be

T

easily understood,.
. I say then, that in the first figure, I have only made use of the plane A B C D, for to •
find the shadows of the objects E and F, by reason that they are both upon the same
line, and cf the same height...
In the second, we must observe that the piece of wood G, casting its shadow upon
the Wall H- this shadow maketh the same figure that the Corniche I, which is below,
the which is seen also at the Staff K, set against the same Wall H.
For tò find the shadow of the bòard L, we must remember the order afore-going
of the Objects, broader abovethen below : for having drawn the Perpendicúle M,
where'it snail divide the Ray N O, we must draw the line from under the Sun M P,
then from the board elevated L, to draw a line, which divideth M P, and. this section.
shall be the bound of the shadow..
The shadow , of the Boul
shall be found also, making two Perpendiculars to fall,
, of which we must frame the plane : Then by the Center cf this plane , to draw the
line from under the Sun R, and from the Sun a Tangent, as Q_S, until that we divide
the line R, at the point T, and also another V, which divideth the same R, and this,
distance T V, shall be the greatness of the shadow of the boul.,,
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For to fndthe shadow at the Sun In allsoru
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H E íhadow of these Figures is found by the fame Orders ^ of other bodies,
that is to fay, by parallels, as well of them from under the Figure, as of those
that come from the Sun^ with this only difference, that the shadow of the bodies, or objects, is found by the help of their plane, and that the figures have none
thereof, but instead of these planes, we must, from the aspect whereby we see the
Figure, draw a line by the under part, and upon this line make to fall perpendicularly,
that which is aiost remarkable in the figure, for to help to find ttfé shadow, and then
this line fromëeiow, shall serve as for a plane.
.For example, the figure being naked, or cloathed, and without a Cloak, as the first
that tuTneth the back to us.-We must from under its feet A,draw a line to the point of
4îght B, and upon this line A B, make to fall occult lines from all the points which
:
.can help to find the true íhadow : as from the hand C, to make to fall a Plumb-line,
•which ihall divide the line A B at the point D, and from the Elbow E, to make one fall
to the point F, and yet another from the head G, which shalt give the point H, from
■%\\ these points D F H, from the feet of the figure, and from the end of his Staff!, We
must draw parallels to the base
Then the height of the Sun being determined of, we must draw a line, as K, pasting
.by the fore-parts touching thé brim of the Hat G, and to continue the fame, until
[that it divide the line H, at the pomt L, which ihall be the end of the íhadow. And
j also from the brim behind his Hat M, to draw a parallel to K G L, until that it divide also the line H, at the point N, these points N L, íhall be the shadow of the Hat.
We must draw a parallel by the poini C, until that it divide the line D,at the point O.
This point O ihall be the shadow of the hand, which holdeth the Staff ; Wherefore
drawingfrom this point Ó, to the point I, this line O I, shall be the shadow of thcv
::Staff We must aho draw a parallel to the point E, which sh'ail divide F^ ac the point
and shall b%"the shadow ot the Elbow, and so of all the places that one would, as of
the Knees, npon the'narallels, which pass under the feet -, and from all these points to
mark the shadow of the whole figure : the little figure Q^hath taken its shadow by the
same order. I haye not marked ail the- points, nor the parallels for to avoid confusion.
When they are cloathed at length, fbi to find the shadows of the figures, we nuiras
I haye said draw from under thdr feet, ?. line to the point of sight R> as this S R, and

which we uiull continue, until thatit divide the line X, at the point Z, and this point
Z shall be úu. bound, where the shadow must «*nd, die rest of tin ih
v (bJi be
drawn betweenthê two parallels TV, and ff any thing flow over, as the two
folds >§4, and *, we must draw them by parallel to Y X, until that they divide the Ray
V, as we lee rhai ihc
giveth the shadow of the Elbow, and the *, giveth that of
the folds of the Cloak.

PERSPECTIVE

For to fin de with facility the Jìjadowj by the Sun-

I

F I would here set down the shadows of all the Objects which may be given, k
were to take in hand a design without end, for the Objects may be given infinitely : for besides the great number that there is of them, each would suffice to
maieaBQok, seeing that it may be turned, bended, and lie down in divers man
ners, each having its shadow different.
But this labour would be ver y unprofitable
seeing that every one may make those which shall please him, so that he remember wen,
twoor three Rules which he must keep, as I have|hewed in the Orders of theiha*
doúrs taken from the Sun ; where two forts of j lines give the means to sinde all the
ihajdows which may be - the one coming from under the Sun passing by the Plane : the
?
other which parteth from the Sun by the upper part of the Object, and goeth to divide this other line, where the shadow must go : but as these lines must be each Parallels : that is to fay, those from under thé Sun Parallels between themselves, and
those of the Sun also Parallels between themselves. I believed that I should , oblige,
I gave an Invention to draw them readily the one and the other
I have said elsewhere, how we should draw Parallels to the base, by the means of a
Board well squared, as this h;re A, and of a Rule as B, the which shall serve to draw
lines from under the Sun, when it raeeteth directly opposite to the face of the Objtct,
as may be the Une C D i.but if it enlighten by the Angle, we must use another instrument as that marked E, which is a Rule fastned to the End of another piece of Wood
well squared, and hollowed of one side and the other,in such manner that the Rule F G,
may move with force,to the end that having taken a line bended as H D, one may therby
make one which may be Parallel to it,which is IK with this false square orGrashoper,
it is so as the Workmen call it E F G-,this Instrument doth abbreviate exceedingly, when
one would make shadows of the Sun, for there is not a line, and of what inclination
soever it be, whereof one may not draw Parafes The use will make us to icnow its
profitableness.
M\ f
, ...
-But for the shadow by the Torch and the £andi: , it is of no use at all, by reason
that all the lines are drawn from one Center,
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The Shadows taken front a Torch, from the Candle, and from a Lams^ are found by one
arid the fame Order.
Have already said, that for to finde the shadowy we must necessarily have two
points, the one from the foot of the Torch, or of the Candle, or- of the Lamp,
which ought always to be found upon the Plane, where the Object is set : the other from the Hame of one of .these lights.
From the first point, which is the foot of the Torch, the bottom of the Lamp or of
the Candle, we must draw Rays by all xh'e Angles of the plane of the Object, of
which one would have the shadow : And the second point, which is the flame , will
give other Rays, which passing by the Angles from the top of the Objects, will go
tò divide these lines drawn from the plane, and to mark where the íhadow must end
it self : I ihall shew this by example, using the fame Letters, for these three lights, in
which it ihall be easie to fee, that it is all the fame order, in the one, as in the other,
with this only difference, that the foot of the Torch, or of the Taper is set below, and
that it must suppose in others that they set it there.
I say then, that if one would have the shadows B, of the Cubes A, that we must
from the point O, foot of the light, draw lines by all the Angles of the planes of these
Cubes, as O D, O E, O F, O G, Then from the point C, which is the light, or the
sire of these Luminaries, draw other lines, which must pass by the Angles of the objects elevated^and cor.tinue these lines,until that they divide the other lines drawn from
the point O.
For example, having drawn a line from the point O, pasting by the Angle of the
plane D, if one draw scorn the point C, another line passing by the fame Angle elevated P, this of the point G being continued, shall divide the first of the corner D, at the
point H, and this point H, shall be the shadow of ihis Angle D P. If from the point
C, we do the same by all the Angles elevated, we shall divide the lines of the Angles ofthe plane, at the points HIK L, the which points HIK L, we must joyn with right
Hnes^ and we shall bave the shadow of the Cubes, as is to be seen in the three figures,
By this example, it is easie to fee, that it is all the fame order, in the one as is in. the
others..
In the leaf following, it shall be taught to find the under parts or the feet of the
Gaudies and Lamp?,.
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PERSPECTIVE

Of the foot of the light.
Eeing that the Order for to finde the shadows for thé Torch, for the Candle and
^l&j. for the Lamp, is altogether the fame in the one as in the other, as we have said
but now. There will be no more need to set down distinctions in the Orders
following : for when I shall set a Torch, one may set a Candle or Lamp in the place,
by re ason that the flame of the one hath the samejeffect with that of the other: wherefore from henceforth, I will use the word of light for all three.
For the foot of these lights, which must be upon all the Planes, where they set the
Objects, they shall be found by this Method.
Having a Torch lighted within a Chamber, whether we shall set it in a corner on
the side, cr in the midst as this, it must be, that all the Parts of the Chamber, or of the
Kail, as the Boards above and below, the sides and the bottom have a point that
fer e h for the foot of the light : that from this point we may draw by all the Angles
of the Pla te of the Object, of which we would have the shadow, as I shall shew in
the leaf following, contenting my self to ihew in this, how we must finde this point
which I call the foot of the light..
The Torch being placed in A, this point A, is the foot of the light, and B the fire
or the light of the Torch -, this fire or light B remaineth firm and never changeth,
but the foot must'be found on all sides.
For to have the foot of the light at the wall on the side C, we must from the point
A draw a Parallel to the baie-, until that it divide the Ray D E at the point F,and from
the point F to raise a Perpendicular F G -, Then from the point B, which is the fire, to
draw another Parallel to the base until that it divide F G at the point H, and this
point H shall be the foot of the light, as if the Torch were lying, by reason that its
sire remaineth always at the point B.
For to finde this foot of light at the Board above, we must from the point G draw
a Parallel to the base as G I, and from the point B to make a Perpendicule to G I,
which Ihall give the point K, which shall be the point of the foot of the light, as if
U e Torch were turned, upside down.
For to finde i: on the other side of the Hall, we must make the fame Order as on
li e side C, and we ihall have the point L.
For to finde the foot of the light at the bottom of the Hall, we must from the
poia: H draw to the point of sight O, until that we divide the Perpendicule E at the
po:n: M -, then from this point M to make a Parallel to the base, which shall divide
the Torch at the point N, this point shall be the foot of the light for the bottom of the
JT>

Bail.

The soot of ihe Candle is found by the fame Order, as that of the Torch, taking
the midst of the foot of the Candlestick for the foot of the light-, but when it is a
P ared Candlestick, or an Arm set against a wall, it must be that the Arm or the
Branch of the Candlestick, determine the line, or shall be the foot of the light. For
example, in the Plate P, we must by the branch Qdraw a Perpendicular to the base,
asR
then from the fire T to make a small Parallel to the base, which shall divide
R S at the point V, which shall be the foot of the tight for this side, the point X shall
be i for the board below, the point Y fer the baard above, and Z fer the bottom of
the- H ill or Chamber.
, For the Lamp, it is the place where it is fastned, which determineth its foot, as
here *, sr >mw! ich places hey draw a Parallel to 'he base unto the fiist Ray, and altogether t& facie as at the Torch,and at the Candl .
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For to find the Jliadovps by a Torch t on all the sides ófa ChamUr,
Heíhâdows taken from the Sun, draw always towards the Earth, by reason
that M* gta*fimmnkmfo not k§ ktehm-ft eseept it be above our Horteom
and by consequence el evated aboye all the objects,whiçh caufeth that their Him
dow always deseendeth. But h is not so with theTorch;nor with the Candle, or
w fell the Lamp, the which one may set above or belo w, or on the side of the objects,,
which rendrech their shado ws on all parts, as we have said,
The Figure aforegoing will help to find the shadows of the Objects,fet on every side
of a Chamber, for-having found the Foot of the Light, as I have newly spoken, there
is no more difficulty, feeing that this is all the fame order, as the Cube of the 141 F O,
whither we may have recourse : but that we go not to search so far : I ihall fay, that
Aw to have'the shadow of the Table, upon Ée which the Torch is passed we must
from the point 4; thé foot of the Torch, draw Rays by al] the feet of the Table C,then
from the point of the light B, draw lines by the corners from upon the Table I, until
that they divide the Rays C, at the points O, which shall be the bounds of the shadow
of the Table.
' The shadow of the piece D, shall be fourM drawing from the point A, by all the
Angles of the plane, unto the Angle of the jflfall E, and from this Angle to raise them
perpendicularly : Then from the point of the light B, to draw lines by the top of this
piece D, by observing the Angles correspondent to the lines of the plane, and we
shall have the shadow F, of the figure, or of the piece D.
The shadows of all the o.her pieces shall be found by the same order: Wherefore I
shall quote only the foot of the light, seeing that the sire shall be always the point B»
. For to find the siiadow of the piece G, the point L, is the foot of the light.
F>r to find the shadow of the piece N, the point H, is the foot of the light,
For to find the shadows of the pieces I and M, the point K, is the foot of the light.

T

TW second Figure.

Avlng found the foot of the light on all the fides, of the Chamber as I have
said in the foregoing leaf* one may have the shadows of the objects in what
place soever they be. by the order that I have given. For by; example , ha*
ving found the foot of the light Q, and its fire P. _ We must for to have the shadow
of the piece R, draw Rays from the point Q, which pass by the plane of thepeice R,
and to c mtinue them infinitely, but because that they meet with the bottom of the
Chamber, or the Wall T, we must at the meeting of the Angle S, elevate all these
Iine$\ Then from the point*?, draw other lines, by the top of the fame piece R, which
shall go to divide those of thff plane, and to mark the place of the shadow upon each
of them, taking care that the Angles have reference to the lines drawn on the plane,
This order is so general, and universal, that he which shall well understand only
how to' take the shadoof a Cube^ shall find no difficulty to find the shadow of any
o'}je#: whatsoever it beT Wherefore having given this order of the Cube at the
Ï 41 sol and this above which is altogether the fame, ï believe I have sufficiently instructed how to give all the fhadows,wfchout being obliged-to u£ repetitions in all the
other figures which follow, where I shall only quote the point for the-foot of the light.
For to find the shadow of the piece V, the point X, is the four of the HgSr;
For to find the shadow of the piece Y, the point 2, is the foot of th ; light,
For to find the shadow pf the piece 4fy the point &f U the soot of the light, and P,
the fire or the light, for all the pieces of this second Figure.
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r"|T"1 HIS Pyramide upright, giveth its shadow by a Torch, as if it were by th*.
B
Sun, by reason that in the one and the other, there is but one line only, upon
the which they determine a point, which is for the point of the Pyramide t
For example, having made the Plane BCD&, and drawn two Diagonals for to
finde ihe midst of the Plane F, we must raise a Perpendicule F A, then to draw from
fhese four points BCDE, to the point A, and the Pyramide shall be framed -, for to
finde its shadow, we must from the foot of the light G, draw one line only pasting
by the point F, and prolong it infinitely Then from, the fire or light of the
Tjorch H,dra\y; another line by the top of the Pyramide A, and continue it until that
id divide G F, at the point I, which ihall be the bound for the shadow of the Pyra^
pi ide, which shall be finished, drawing C to I, and E to I for this Triangle Ç IE,
?
shall be the shadow of the Pyramide A'• For to have the shadow ot this Pyramide over-turn'd, we must cause Perpendicu*
Urs to fall from the square above, and to frame the Plane be{ow thereby, as we have
tyid at that of the Sun fol, 3 8. this Plane being framed, we must from the foot of the
ifehtQ, draw lines by all these XstjSft Then from the point H, whiçh is the fire,
djraw also otheps by the Angles of the square above, which dividing those of the
plane^ 'stiallmarlitheplacepf {he shadow P we have said in other Order? of thg
Torch,
- - - '
• : :•:
'
:"
: ;

1

she shadow of a Cr<ftT

T Aving set

a Cross in the shadows of the Sun, it seemed to me necessary also

Wrm to set one in the shadow of a Torch, to the end that by that and bythk, we

JL JL might know the difference of the one'from the other.

The Order is seen enough, feeing that we have already taught at the 137 sol, to
- Aid? the gbucj mi that the rest is as Ui other Orders of the torch,
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Fer to finde the shadow of Round Objects, bytTorch*

H

Aving made the fore-going figure, it came into my mind , that one might be
in trouble, if there should be Bowles, Cups, Viols, Flagons, or other round
pieces (which have Ordinarily more breadth above then below) of the which
we would have the shadow by a Tore h -y by reason that such pieces seem more difficult
then the squares, although that in effect, it be all the fame Order there being nothing
but to reduce the square into round so as I, have taught in the sol. 19.20. 23.29 and
86 : Where we shall see all the Orders tor to set the Planes of round pieces into Perspective -, the which being known, all che rest is very easy to understand.
I have said already at sol. 138, how we must finde the Plane of a Bowie, and by this
. Plane, to have justly the greatness ot the shadow by the Sun? But as this of the Torch
is different from that • I believed it to be necessary to set that also down here by reason
that it doth facilitate the Order of all the other Rounds.
For the shadow of this Bowie, I fay then, that having made its Roundness with a
Compass, which is the the Circle A, and draw his Diameter B C, that we must under
this Circle make a line Parallel to B C, which toucheth the Circle at the point H, then
from the ends of the Diameter B C, to Cause Perpendiculars to fall upon this line underneath, as B D, and C E, of the which points D E, we shall frame the ordinary
way the Plane D EFG, whereof the diameter F G, shall divide this D E, at the
point H • This Plane DE F G, shall serve for to finde shadow of this Bowie A. For
after having drawn from the Foot of the Light I, lines which touch this plane on the
one side, and other, as are the lines IK and IL -, And also another line passing by the
midst of the plane H,which shall be the line T H M. We must afterwards draw other
lines from the Light of the Candle N, which touching the Bowie shaH go to divide
these lines of the Plane, as from the point N,to draw a line, which toucheth the Bowie
between A and B, and divideth the line IH, at the point M, which shall be the end of
the shadow : for to have the beginning of this shadow we must from the fame point N,
draw another line which toucheth the fore-part of the Bowie, and divideth also the line
I H, at the point Quhis distance QM, shall be the length of the shadow, for hs bredth,
we must also from the point N, draw two lines by the ends of the Diameter of
the Bowie Z Z, and they shall divide the lines I K, at the point R, and this 1L, at
• the point S. Wherfore if R S, be the bredth of the shadow, and QM, the length, we
have only to joyn these sower letters of. Crooked lines, which shall give an Ovall,
for the shadrw of the Bowie A
I have a little Extended my scissor to facilitate the shadow of this Bowie, by reason
t" at I bcli ve this only Order sufficient for to finde the shadow of other Rounds, as of '
t ie Figure V, the which having two breadths unequal}, ought to have a Plane of two
Circbf, And chat below X,which hath three disserences,obligeth to make a Plane of
' three Circles ; The one for the Neck of the Viol, or Flagon, the other for its Beily
and the other for the foot : all these Planes are made as of the Bowie. I beh'eve that it
a 01 necessary to use Res e itions. The figure being able to teach of it self.
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0f the shadow upon many Planet Parallels.

T

HE first Plane, that is the Ground, where the Chair A is placed, the second Plane is the upper part of the Table, which is Parallel to the first Plane,
and either above or below the Table : it might also have one,or two,or more
f these Planes,upon which we shall finde the foot of the light h for to finde the fha-,
c
dows of the Object, which should be there. For example, the foot of the light it is
C and the fire B • from these points C B, we must draw lines by the under-part, and
the upper of the Object D, for to'have its shadow E, upon the Table E.
But to have the shadow of the Chair A, which is upon the Ground, we must find
upon the fame ground the foot of the light which is upon the Table the point C, the
Order following teacheth this..
'
We must from the point of distance, which is here out of the Paper, draw a line
by the foot of the Table F • then from the corner upon the Table G, to make a Perpendicular G to fall, which shall divide the line F at the point H, and from this point
H to draw a Parallel H I, which is equal to the upper part of the Table, and which
ought to facilitate to finde that which We seek : for having from the point of sight K,
drawn a Ray pasting by the foot of the light C, unto the end of the Table L ; we .
mist from this point L, let fall a Perpendicular upon HI, which shall give the point
M • from which point M we must draw a Ray to the point of sight K -, and upon this
Ray M K must be the point of the foot of the light, which ihall be found easily, making a Perpendicular to fall from the point C, the which dividing the Ray M K, shall
give the point N for the foot of the light. This point N being found, there is no
more difficulty to finde the shadow of this Chair A, because that it is all the fame Order as of other Objects, which we have seen in the leaves aforegoing • that is to fay,
that we must from the foot of the light N, draw lines by all the Angles of the Plane of
this Chair, and from the light B, to draw other lines by the upper part of the fame
Chair, which divide those of the Plane, and shall mark where the shadow ought to
go : the figure will make it known, that all is to be ordered as I have said elsewhere...

The second' Figure.
Do not set-down this second Figure, for that I have any particular thing, n or
different from that above. But only to refresh the Memory of that which I have
', said in the beginning, that all the Objects cast their shadows diverfly, and accordas they are set about the light, as we see.that which is upon the Table giveth its
shadow, according as it*is enlightned, that is to fay, directly, either on the right or
on the lest : that which is found by the ordinary Orders of the foot of the light P,
and of its fire or light O, the most part of these Objects are broader above then be
low, wherefore we must make their Planes, as I have said in those folio's where I have
spoken of the like figures...

PERSPECTIVE
The shadow of horded Floors s hy a Torch >

I

Have not set this figure in the shadows taken from the Sun, by reaion that this
light is above all the Objects that are in the World, and by consequence cannot give
a shadow, which suppofeth the Light, or the Light-some-body under the Object.
One might object to me that Experience causeth it to be seen every day> ? hat when the
Rays of the Sun enter within an Hall, or a Chamber : the ihadow of the Fioores and of;
other things cease not to appear • To which I answer, that then this shadow, or these
shadows, is not, or are not of the Sun, but caused by the great Brightness òf ihc Sun sand
such shadows might not be given by Parallels^ those of the Sun, but by Rays from one
and the fame Center • as those of a Torch, taking the Window where the Sun paíìe?h,or
the place where it giveth, for the point of the light, and to do for such shadow, as I am
íàying of the ihadow of a Torch.
The Orders aforegoing which oblige to make Planes and to draw lines-by all the Angles, for to finde the bound of the shadows, would be too long for this, and the great
Number of lines, which one must draw there, would make this figure very difficult, by
rtason of the Number of Beames and Joysts which there are met with : the which made
me seek the Means to abridge it, for to make is easie in the practise, without going forth
of Rules and Maximes of Art
Having made the floore in Perspective, as it is taught in the 55t$pr 57 sol. And
placed the Candle, the Torch, or the Lampe, in what place we would. We must search
by the means of the foot of the lights the place where the fire oughr to to be, or to speak
more truly, the which we shall use in stead of the fire, for from this point to lines, which
pass under the Object, and mark out the bound of the shadows.
For to have this point of fire, the light being at B, we must from the foot of the light
C, draw a Parallel to the Base D E, untill that it cut the Ray E F, at the point G, from
this point G, we must elevate a Perpendicule G L.
Then from the sire of the Torch B,
draw a Parallel to D E, which shall divide the Perpendicular G L, at the point L, and
this point L, shall serve for the point of sire, which shall give the place and the length of
the ihadow.
For Example, having to finde the shadow of the Beame A, we must from the point
L,make a line to pass under theAngle which is towards us asH,and fee where this line L
Hjihall divide the first Joyst,at the point J,for this shall be the place where the ihadow
of the Beamè endeth : from this point I, we must draw a parallel I K, and marke upon
the Joysts the place of the sliadow O, for the ihadow of the space of the Joysts, ir will be
round by drawing also a line from the pointL,by theAngle of the first Joy stM, which shall
divide the Angle of the Hollow at the point N, from this point N, making a Parallel N
P, we shall have all the ihadow marked
for the Beame A.
For to finde the ihadow of Joysts, besides that of the Beame^we must only draw a
line of fire B, by the Angle S, untill that it divide the Bottome of the Floore at the point
T, do the fame to all the other Joysts, and you shall finde the shadow longer at the farther distance from the fire. Having marked upon one Beame all the points T, we must:
fronuhe point of sightR, draw lines by each of these points, and we shall have justly between all the other Beams, the shadow of the Joysts as is to be seen at the points V.
The figure below is the fame with that above,with this difFerence,that this is shadowed
and that the former is not,by reason that the ihadow would have hindred to see the letters
^id the small lines. There is more in this,the shadow of die Iawmbs of this Gate,which
isi^L be taken from the foot of the light as is to'be seen in X and Y.
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for to findç the stadow by the foot of the light;

I

F the Objects be Perpendiculars to the base, and more elevated then the fire «f
the Candle A. We ought only to draw lines from the foot of this light B, by
the Angles most advanced of the Objects, as are C D of the Screen, and from
the Angle of the wall E, the which lines B C, B D, and B E, shall make the place of
the ihadow at the meeting of the Angles, which the Shuts of the Screen make with the
floor, and also the return of the wall at the points G, from which points G we mull
elevate Perpendiculars at the base G R, which shall finish the shadows which the
Candlestick A giveth^
g
The reason of this is, that the line A B, is parallel to the lines C H, D I, K, and
E L} the which maketb that, in what part soever the fire be upon the line A B, whether on high, or in the midst, or all below, it shall give always the like ihadow.
We must observe, that this Order is not good but in Pieces, which are more elevated then the fire, as these here. for when those shew the upper part, as the Object M,
we must use the Orders aforegoing, by drawing lines from the points of the feet, and
of the fire of the light

Of the Shadow doubled.
IS" "jr TT HTE N two lights meet in the fame subject or object, it is of necessity that

%/%/ two shadows meet there, beçaùféthát each day or each light produceth its
▼ Y
own with
equal, at the fame
be the least disproportion,
o.her, or chat these fires be a little greater then the other, or that these fires, although equal, be more or less advanced the one then tho other from the object j tSese
i ! i n.io .vs shall be different • for example, the object O, being enlighcned with two
Candles • the one near P, the other farther offQ^, it is most assured, that the ihadow
oíttìe Candle P, ihaU be much stronger then that of the Candle Q,' as is to be seen
thr figure.
I'h - O rd^rs of these shadows, are no other, then those that I have given, as well
for the Sun z$ the Torch
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For the Shadow of Figures by a. Torch.

I

T is to be believed3that my counsel will be followed that one ihould
not turn over the leaf for to learn the order which followeth^before
they understand and remember well, that which went before
Wherefore supposing that one understands well the order, that I have
" given at 159 sol. for to find the ihadow by the Sun, for all the figures
of such postures as they may be : I have nothing to fay for these, seeing that the line below, which I make to serve for the plane , and all
the other measures are taken jn one, as in the other. But because that
the Torch doth not render an equal ihadow in breadth to the body thac
giveth its ihape, as doth the Sun : We must take this advice,which is3
that instead of drawing the lines parallels, that one to the other, as
they are in the shadows taken from the Sun, we must draw them all
from the fame point, as from a Center-, that is to fay, that all the lines,
which are drawn by the plane, must be drawn from the foot of the light
A, and those above,anJ about the figure must be drawn from the point
of fire B, in like manner as in all the other orders of the Torch, the
which maketh me leave the rest,that would be but tedious repetitions3
seeing that the figure expresseth it of its self.

f1*>

PERSPECTIVE

of the divers digestions and heights of shadows bj the Torch*

He shadows taken by the Sun, do cast themselves always on the
fame side, and have ordinarily one and the fame disposition :• il
being impossible that the Sun mould cause at the same time, to
cast the shadow of one body towards the West,and of another towards
the East, it is very true that it doth this every day, the one in the
morning, arid the other in the evening, but in one and the fame hour,
it will never do it naturally.
The which is done without failing, by the Torch , the Candle, or
the Lamp : for in what place soever you set one of these lights", if
there be many bodies about them, they will cast their ihadow diverfly,
that is to fay, that the one will cast it to the East , the other to the
West, this to the NoFth, that to the South : in short on every fide according as the bodies shall be ordered about the light, the foot of the
which marked A, serveth them for a Center,whether all these ihadow*
draw, and the fire 33, marketh where they must end, although diver fly,
by reason that the nearest, hare their ihadow shortest, and thoí$? that
are farther off, cast it more at leagth,
Although that the second figure hath not the light in the midst, yet the order of these shadows ceafeth not to be kept, as we fee that they
all draw to the foot of the light C, and that they are bounded by the
point of fire D*.
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that admirable Science, shewing and describing the making of several Figures in that
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